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SOUTH AFRICA: LIVING UP TO THE
CHALLENGE?

SAFES TRUST

ONE year

UM

any government,

qualquer

is not enough basis upon which to assess the record of
least of all President Mandela’s South Africa.
But then how many of us, at home and abroad, would have
believed in April/May 1994 that South Africa would not have gone
into names and emerge a year later very much a nation-state-inthe-making? So, even if the Inkatha Freedom Party continues to
be a thorn in the Hesh for the time being, one hopes that these are
noises less about the quest for cessation than for securing a firm
position in the long term within the nation-state in-the-making. As
for the white society
i: general, the first year of President
Mandela’s government has meant, in the words of many of their
spokespersons, “better security and better future” than ever before.
That is the enduring paradox of the post-White settler colonial
society, the pains of continuity that the new South Africa will have
to endure as part of the price for peace, security and stability.
For, herein lies the dilemma for the new South Africa, as we
warned in

an

earlier article in this journal

näo é

ano

uma

base suficiente para

julgar

a proe/.a

de

muito menos a Africa do Sul do Presidente
Nelson Mandela. Mas depois quantos dc nös, dentro c fora,
tcriam em Abril/Maio dc 1994 acreditadoque a Africa do Sul näo
iria

governo,

chamas para

emergir um ano depois como o e.stadonacional-em-con,stru(do ? Portanto, mesmo se o Inkatha Pariido
em

da Liberdade continua

instabilidadc,

c

a

ser

de momento

uma

fonte de

de esperar que sejam ruidos menos sobre

um

desejo de cessa^äo do que uma tentativa para assegurar, a longo
prazo, uma posiyäo firme dentro do e.stado-nacional-emconstru^äo. Quantoäsociedadebrancaeiti gerai, oprimeiroano
do governo do Presidente Mandela significou, nas palavras de
muitos dos sens porta-vozes, “maior seguran^a e um futuro
mclhor”. Esse c o paradoxo permanente da sociedade pöscolonial; o dissabor da continuidade que a nova Africa do Sul
tera de aceitar como parte do prei^o a
pagar pela paz, .u'gurain a
e

estabilidade.

Pois, aqui reside o dilema para a nova Africa do Sul, tal como
numa das nossas edigoes antcriorcs (SAPEM, Vol. 4,

(SAPEM, Vol. 4, No. 8,

aJertamos

May, 1991):

N®8,Maiode 1991):
How

rectify three centuries of colonial and racial
domination without upsetting the very historical, political
and economic bases upon which the Southern African subsystem has been built! How, on the one hand, to seek to
resolve the Land Question in a country in which 87percent
is owned and occupied by a White minority that constitutes
only 4 percent ofthe population and, on the other, still hope
to leave the structure of production intact. How to address
the problem of wages and improved conditions of living for
the mass of the people while ensuring that the rate of
capitalist exploitation and economic growth remains
constant. How to pursue the democratisation ofthe education
and health systems without building a budget deficit that
will in turn distort the economy and enhance unemployment
and social unrest. In short, how to pursue the objectives of
liberation
including that of the restoration of the dignity
ofthe African person after centuries of White domination —
to its logical conclusion withoutfalling victim to white-mail
at home and abroad. //. M. "Southern Africa in the 1990s:
Resolving the South African (National) Question”.!
to

—

So, it is that South Africa is a society on the horns of a dilemma
that is both internal and external in its dimension. Likewise the

that South Africa has to endure: the enormity of the task
home, aggravated by forces who claim that their concerns are
larger than those of others; and international factors, which through

pressures
at

their various economic and

political conditionalities, help only to

add to the dilemma that will

no

doubt confront the

Africa for the foreseeable future.□
Sapem May. 1995

new

South

Como rectificar
sem

contrariar

assenta o

tres seculos dc

as mesmas

.sub-.sistema da

dominagao colonial e racial
poh'ticas e economicas cm quo
Africa austral! Como, por um lado,

bases

procurar resolver a Questao da Terra num pais em que 87 por
cento da terra estä na posse de uma minoria branca que constitui
4 por cento

da populagao e, por outro lado, ainda esperar deixar
da prtxluyao Intacta. Como resolver o problema
salarial e de melhores condi9Öes dc vida para as massas e ao
mesmo tempo assegurar
que o ritmo da explora^äo capitalista e

a

estnitura

do crescimento econömico pcrmanecc constante. Como

prosseguir
saude

a

sem

distorcer

a

democratiza^ao dos sistemas dc educa^äo c da
um défice ornamental quo iri'i por outro lado

criar

economia

social. Em poucas

e aumenlar o

palavras,

desemprego c

a

inseguranna

prosseguir os objeclivos dti
libertanäo — incluindo o da restauranao da dignidadc da pessoa
africana depois de seculos dc dominanao branca — ate ä sua
conclusäolögicasemsc tornarvftiraadcchantagcmdcntrocfora
do pais. fMandaza, I. “Southern Africa in the 1990s:
Resolving
the South African (National) Question”.) [“A Africa austral
nos anos 1990: Resolvendo a
Questao (Nacional) sulafricana”.]
É assim que a Africa do Sul c uma sociedade ericaixada num
dilemaquectantointemocomoextemoquantoas suasdimen-sfres.
Da mesma maneira as pressoes que a Africa do Sul tera de
enfrentar: a enormidade da tarefa dentro do pafs, agravada
por
fornas que julgam queas suaspreocupanöessäomaisimportantes
que as dos outros; c factorcs intcrnacionais, que atraves dos scus
vårios condicionalismos politicos c economicos, so ajudam a
acentuar o dilema
que irä indubitävelmenlc confrontar a nova
Africa do Sul dentro de um futuro mais pröximo.Q
como

.5

meet are not university students. Yes, some

LETTERS
people" and there is no sign of such a thing
happening. The "Sunset Clauses" enrich
the exploiters.
Let us not make the mistake of judging his
contribution differently because he was
from a settler family. He merely sought to
introduce a new Big Brother to replace the
apartheid monster.
Costa Gazi

belief.

Umtata

Zimbabwean

South Africa

This is in response to Olley Maruma's reaction
article to Pat McFadden's "Black Men White
Women: The Politics of

Privilege" (SAPEM,
1994/1995).
catalyst for Maruma's argument

vol.8 Nos. 3/4, Dec/Jan
The

becomes clear when he mentions his

Your

February issue (_SAPEM, Vol.8, No.5)

had several accolades to Joe Slovo. It Is

fitting that the achievements of a person
should be emphasised in the immediate
aftermath of their death.
The next

stage — once the emotion has
is to make a more objective
assessment. The political contribution of
Joe Slovo was marred by several serious
flaws and it may not be too soon to begin
the longer-term assessment.
subsided

—

He admitted that he never expressed

marriage to a white woman and the need
apologise or defend his choice.

to not

Maruma should not fear that to admit
that

privilege is afforded to being white, to
being male, and to being wealthy means
he must divorce his wife or segregate himself
from anyone who does not have dark skin.
It simply means that both he and his wife will
know the relationship between capitalism,
racism, sexism, and classism and the effect

taught me my Marxism, but
we guickly diverged. He took the road
that has led to the very things he sought to
avoid
the emergence of a small black
elite with "fat political jobs". He had said
—

that there

was no

return of the

liberation "without a

country's wealth to the

accordingly. This is also true of whites.
Maruma argues that if white women are
socialised by society then the black nanny
must have some influence. Certainly. The
black nanny cleans, often breastfeeds,
cooks,
provides
comfort
and
entertainment, and at the end of the day
sings the little white baby a lullaby. She
does all of this whilst her own babe sits in a

coal heated,

one room

dusty shack, hungry,

and without the comforts of mother. The
nanny serves to

reinforce to the white child

whose needs come first and last.
Maruma doesn't understand the term

dedicated to

in Zimbabwe, 1 am given

privileges by being
Unfortunately, once I return
to the states, my privileges will be

American.

back

Joe Slovo

gives them confidence in knowing that
they are more powe ful than their women
counterparts in this society; and they act

Privileges are often afforded just by
association. As a foreign exchange student

policy. He said nothing about the Soviet
invasion of Czechoslovakia or Afghanistan,
kept auiet when the Eritreans were
abandoned and wholeheartedly agreed

conseguences.

to them by virtue cf their sex. This socialisation

Black Feminist. A Black Feminist can be any

any of the reservations he had about Soviet

Angola.
The SACP was the most slavish pro-Soviet
party in the world. This feature had made
it an actual threat to the people of South
Africa. They would have added us to the
Soviet
empire
with
disastrous

socialised to reap

it has on societal relations.

an

with the Soviet interference in

men are

the benefits of privileges the culture awards

OLLEY MARUMA’S POLITICS OF PRIVILEGE

THE TRUTH ABOUT JOE SLOVO

artists and a few have jobs but the
majority do nothing at aii but iounge in the
Sandrock Cafe in the city centre. Second,
do not assume that just because someone
has dreadlocks, they are trying to move
deeper into their African roots. Historically
they have had a meaning and to many
people they symbolise something powerful.
Dreadlocks have become a symbol of high
fashion all over the globe ond those wearing
locks do not necessarily subscribe to any
particular ideological, religious, or political
are

reduced because I am a woman and
African-American,

My point relates to

Maruma's discussion

regarding white
exchange students and black Zimbabwean
men.

to the

I

saw

the young

Zimbabweans flock

exchange students, both black and

white, and one even admitted to

"using" a

black female for money

and favours. This
practice moves beyond race to nationality,
gender and the preconceived notions of
wealthy American women looking for an
exotic romance. Maruma proves this
mentality when he excuses the behaviour
by stating "American students, as we all
know, are relatively richer than African
students" and "boys will be boys". First,
most of the

men

that the

women

students

in the diaspora who is
fighting the centuries old
structuresof patriarchy atoll levels. Whether
or not McFadden speaks one or twenty
languages, hypothetically marries o chief,'
or keeps her slave name does not matter in
this particular discussion of the implicc< ions,
of an interracial marriage. The discourse is
about privilege and history. When we all,
black

woman

Maruma included, realise that racism is not
an

institution of its

own

but one that

intricately intertwines with classism, sexism,
and capitalism we will stop prophesising
about the problems and begin solving
them. Then we will realise that with every

step and vowel is a reflection of our history
and move closer towards a democratic
and supporting world community and away
from selfish idealist rhetoric.
Tahra N. Edwards

Spelman College
Syracuse U Study Abrt>ad l^W.'S
USA

Pleasant, HARARE, Zimbabwe
be edited for purposes of clarity or space.
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MANDELA’S GRAVY TRAIN
ERY

V

FEW doubted last year,

that the

Kempton Park unity

arrangements which led to South

Africa’s first all-race elections

were

the

start of a

long, thorny and uneven process
building a new society free from
institutionalised racial prejudices and
of

where wealth would be

shared

produced and

by all.

In the weeks that

preceded the elections,
question that invariably hung in the air
was to what degree would the newly freed
nation manage to control the spectrum of
political violence then looming throughout
the country and threatening the very survival
of the country’s more than 40 million people.
At that point, a whole spectrum of political
forces ranging from the far right, the centre
and the left, had positioned themselves in a
the

bid to influence the

course

of events, even

in the face of the irrefutable

reality that the
Congress (ANC) was the
government-in-waiting.
Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi and his
Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) — a key
political player — were threatening to
boycott the elections if their demands for a
quasi-independent status for the Kwazulu/
Natal homeland, the IFP’s stronghold, went
African National

unheeded.

Eugene Terreblanche’s AWB was
threatening to lead a secession war that
would culminate in the creation of

an

Afrikaner homeland.
To make

matters wor.se

PtC: P- WEIN8ERG/SOUTHUGHT

for President-to-

be Nelson Mandela, a group of ANC radicals,
led

by none other than Mandela’s own
estranged wife Winnie, were accusing the
leadership of having thrown the lot with the
National Party (NP), cutting deals under the
table, and thereby betraying the masses.
The Kempton Park agreement had been
the landmark that would shape the future of
South Africa for the next five years. It was
a compromise that greatly disappointed
revolutionaries who would settle for no less
than “total

victory”. Under the terms of the
agreement, there would be a Government of
Sapem May. 1995

Mandela:

one

of the world’s most respected leaders

National

Unity (GNU) comprising of all
parties with acceptable representation in
parliament. The civil service would remain
untouched, and the rights of property owners
would be religiously safeguarded.

was

not so

responsive to these predictions of

doom.

Now, with the stormy clouds having
cleared from the skies of South Africa,

political analysts

are

miracle” that

was

South Africa’s successful

surrounded those uncertain weeks, most

transition

democracy and majority rule

predictions

can

In the midst of all the confusion that

were

of

a

South Africa going

into flames, with Kwazulu/Natal as the
heart

of

the

fire,

fuelled

by

the

uncompromising far right.
It was only a miracle that South Africa

to

asking if the “political

be sustained.

Sentiments

are

flying high amongst the

multitude of black South Africans, most of
whom voted the ANC into government, that

nothing tangible has been delivered by the
5

COVER STORY
despite the avalanche of
promises made in the build-up to the

ANC-led GNU,

elections.

problem is not so much that the GNU
on its promises. The
ANC, as the senior partner in that
government, appears not to have been able
to articulate its policies and set schedules of
implementation in such a manner that the
majority of those it claims to represent
The

has failed to deliver

understand that the ANC cannot in one year
around 400 years

of history.
the GNU and the ANC in
particular, in a defensive position in the
face of attacks by populists such as former
deputy minister of arts, culture and
technology, Winnie Mandela who, in a
clear breach of cabinet protocol went around
the country criticising the ANC for failing
to implement its electoral promises.
turn

This has put

Welcoming the Queen of England
US$2,8 billion in 1997/98 and US$3,5

inclusive nature and Mandela’s smooth

billion thereafter.

handling of ministers perfomiing below par.
As the leading party in the transitional
process, the ANC has to comply to the
statecraft which prevents it from adopting a
populist language. This will certainly be
exploited by far left organisations such as
the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) and the
Azanian People's Organisation (Azapo),

momentarily putting the pragmatists, led
by President Nelson Mandela and his
deputy, Thabo Mbeki, for the first time on

However,
if the
government’s
performance is to be judged against what
under the circumstances was possible to
accomplish, then Mandela and his team
have done remarkably well, with a few
notable
exceptions, such as the
unprofessional handling of Winnie

the offensive.

Mandela’s dismissal.

Such

outbursts

and

a

few

other

misdemeanours led to Winnie Mandela’s
dismissal

from

her

cabinet

post,

reality of the situation is that if the
judgment of the GNU’s performance is
based on the ANC’s electoral promises,
then it is far from delivering the goods.
There is very little evidence that its
Reconstruction
and
Development
Programme (RDP) has managed to deliver
much of its targets for the first year.
It is an ambitious plan, perhaps beyond
the capacity of the South African economy
to fully implement, if one is to judge it by
the extremely high level of poverty prevalent
in the country. In a recent article, the
Johannesburg weekly. Financial Mail, said
“alarm bells would be ringing” if the
programme had been successful in meeting
this first year’s targets. “It would have been
a gigantic capital works programme forced
through for immediate political gain
regardless of sustainability,” said the article
(Financial Mail. April 7, 1995).
It is so huge that even the government
recognises that the ministry of foreign
affairs’ priority number one is to mobilise
foreign aid for the RDP. In the 1994/95
budget, the government has allocated close
The

toUS$700millionfortheRDP. This amount
will increase to
6

US$1,4 billion in 1995/96,

President Mandela has

which

managed to apply

his strong

leadership to keep a diverse
government in one piece, maintain law and
order at acceptable levels, and keep the
level of political violence to the minimum.
Foreign investment has continued to trickle
back into the country, and Nelson Mandela
continues to be

one

of the most

respected

leaders in the world.
In addition, domestic

investment

on

projects already announced amounts to
nearly US$28 billion; there was a growth
rate of 6,4 per cent in the last quarter of
1994, while inflation remained in the single
digit area.

see

themselves

as

the real liberators

of the Africans and the ANC

as

the elite and

sell-outs.

Particularly. President Mandela has been
stem criticism for allegedly being
soft on issue of the huge salaries for the new
under

Members

of Parliament

(MPs) and

government ministers, which stirred a
national outcry, with the Anglican

Archbishop of Cape Town, Desmond Tutu,
saying he was chagrined and consternated
at

Mandela’s government.
The

regular take-home after deductions

for any parliamentarian

is estimated at more

than US$2 500 a month, in a country
the minimum wage

where
is around US$60, and

But it still has to be within this first — and

unemployment in some areas is as high as

Mandela will have to transform the

50 per cent. Mandela’s only concession
has been to slice his own salary of over

miracle of

mandate that President
political
1994-95 into a lasting economic

US$195 500

miracle if the ANC is to remain the most

In addition. President Mandela and Vice-

possibly last

viable

—

political organisation in the country.
Already, there are signs of people’s
patience waning, with certain circles of the
black population vowing not to vote for the
local government elections scheduled for
November this year. The government has
earned itself the not-so-complimentary name
of the “Gravy Train”, in reference to its all-

a

year.

President Thabo Mbeki have had to deal
with other thorny issues, such as the demands

by Buthelezi for international mediation in
the process of drawing up a new constitution,

Party proposal that the life
beyond 1999,
which is the lifetime set to it by the Kempton

and the National

of the GNU be extended
Park agreement.

Sapem May. 1995
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Other issues that have undermined the

image of the government were scandals
involving the misuse of funds by Allan
Boesak, a veteran ANC member, and by
Winnie Mandela, leading to criticisms that
the President

was

unable to deal with

indiscipline within his own party. Although
Boesak was later cleared by a commission
of inquiry set up by Mandela, there are still
questions of how impartial the inquiry was.
If

on

the

one

hand

the

apparent

disfranchisement of the blacks may put
doubt their overwhelming participation

in
in
the up-coming local elections, on the other,
there are signs that the Coloureds and Indians
are increasingly shifting towards the NP, a
situation which could greatly compromise
the ANC position at municipal level.
The ANC can continue to rely on the
charisma of its leader, and his ability to
smooth the various factions that by now
could have ripped the former liberation
movement apart. But this will not be forever,
and the ANC will have to

come

to terms

with the fact that it has to break away

with
single figure if the party's
unity in action is to be maintained beyond

this reliance

on a

the lifetime of Nelson Mandela.
For the immediate future, the

challenges

the Mandela government are great, as
demonstrated recently by the IFP leader’s
to

call

on

his supporters to

defy the authority

of Pretoria, until the government accepted
the demands for international mediation.
The Buthelezi factor in South African

politics is the most intriguing, with political
analysts considering the IFP leader the

country’s greatest security risk. A product
of the ANC youth league who was expelled
from Fort Hare for his radical convictions,
and a fighter for black rights in the 1970s
who

campaigned vigorously for Mandela’s
release from prison. Buthelezi has now
turned against his old “comrades”, in a clear
bid to strengthen his ethno-political base in
Kwazulu/Natal. home toeight million Zulus,
the single largest ethnic group in South
Africa.
The

war

will be able to convince his
file that the ANC has found

party’s rank and
a new ally in the

NP, is another matter.
If he agrees to prolong the life of the
GNU, Mandela risks alienating a large
section of ANC supporters,

who will then
strengthen the populists’ argument that the
ANC leadership has “betrayed” the masses
in the

name

of reconciliation.

But President Mandela

can

claim to have

achieved

of words between Mandela and

Buthelezi, who is home affairs minister, has
escalated in recent weeks, with the president

threatening to starve Kwazulu/Natal of
government funds.
In standing up against what he calls
“Buthelezi’s blackmail”. President Mandela
has had to count on the support of an unusual

ally. Deputy President Frederick de Klerk,
who was president at the time the deal to
bring in international mediation was signed,
has sided with Mandela, saying that the new
constitution can be negotiated without
external input. But observers believe that de
Klerks ’ apparent support to Mandela on this
sensitive issue is self-serving.
By supporting Mandela, de Klerk hopes
to get Mandela to agree to prolong the life of
the GNU beyond the time-frame established
by the Kempton Park agreement. That
acceptance is vital for de Klerk, who in
order to remain popular among the whites
and be able to strengthen his position as
leader of the National Party, needs to prove
that by leading the country to majority rule,
he did not betray them. But whether Mandela

something for the disadvantaged,
although eliminating the below poverty
squatter camps that have sprang all over the
country will take longer than his first
mandate. A school nutrition project under
his tutelage, at the cost of more than US$130
million, is said to have managed to reach
almost 5,5 million children by the end of
January 1995, representing 95 percent of its
estimated target.

Although the massive housing and
project under the RDP is yet
to take off, it is at an advanced stage of
planning, with commencement expected for
later this year. The project, at the cost of
infrastructure

more

than US$ 1,6 billion — half the total of

the RDP expenditure—aims at constructing
one

million

low

income houses and

development infrastructures for

poor
communities within five years.
To counter his critics, Mandela says it
will be impossible for his government to
make

radical break with the past.

He says
cutting the defence budget, for example,
would free funds for development, but it
would also instantly create a large number
of unemployed. “There is no point in sol ving
one problem if, by
doing so, you simply
a

create

another one,” he says.

The

public service will be one of
most complex areas. Under the
policy of affirmative action, the government
had promised to provide 11 000 jobs
currently held by whites to blacks. But in
order to achieve that goal, the government
will have to do two important things: offer
handsome retirement packages to senior
Mandela’s

white civil servants and

ensure

that those

blacks who replace them are highly qualified.
That will

require training and time, amid

protests by aspirants to the civil service, that
the government has been so lenient and bent
on
PtC; SOUTHLIGHT
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integration at work

appeasing the whites.

But to those who

appease

accuse

him of trying to

whites, Mandela

says

his
7
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government is spending fortunes on ensuring
are created. “As allaying the
whites is concerned, we do not

jobs

fears of
spend

a

gathering of supporters
recently. “It is necessary to address the

cent,” he told

a

basic needs of blacks and that is the focus of
our

entire

activity.”

However wrong, the perception that
Mandela is doing more for the whites than
for the blacks may push him into a tight

in his effort to placate the populist
radicals, such as Winnie Mandela. “After a
year since the ANC-led government took
office, our people are still languishing in the
comer,

squatter
said

camps’ squalid conditions,” she

recently when addressing about 2 000

squatters in Cape Town.

One

why her dismissal is said to have
brought an overwhelmingjoy amongst most
white liberals, who believed that such a

of the RDP million houses

That is

long overdue for, in their vie w,
her continued presence in the cabinet would

decision was

have put pressure on

Mandela to act
precipitedly in detriment of white interests
and in order to please the radicals. The
white media had

already mounted

a

campaign to discredit her, first with her

controversial

trip to West Africa, then with

supporters who may

feel that their hero,

stories of hermisuse of charity funds donated

“Madhiba”, would have gone too far in his

by Pakistani prime-minister Benazir Bhutto.
Observers believe that in the fight against

reconciliation

the

ANC in the local elections which,

populists’ camp, more purges are
within the ANC particularly

philosophy.

That would cost

lot

a

to

of votes to the

although
important in temis of national politics,

expected

not so

directed at those who have stood firm with
Winnie Mandela. But by doing so. Mandela
would be alienating a large section of

the ANC would nevertheless still want to win
in order to maintain its
most

image of being the
popular political force in South Africa.U

SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF THE ISLAMIC
REPUBLIC OF IRAN IN FIGURES PART
Ports and

shipping
shipping affairs are supervised by
the Port and Shipping Organization. There
existed six major ports prior to 1980:
1
Khorramshahr port in Khuzestan provPort and

ince
2

Emam Khomeini

port in Khuzestan prov-

ince
3
4

5
6

Bushehr port in Bushehr province
Bandar Abbas port in Hormozgan prov-

imposed war. There did not exist any multi-purpose
ports in the country before the Revolution, but
then the number of big ports increased to 8,

including shaheed Rajai and Chahbahar port
complexes.
Nominal handling capacity of ports is now 28
million tons, increasing 280 % over the preRevolution period. In 1990, 23 million tons of
goods were handled.

ince

Air

Of

province.

total of 1 424 000 passengers
international flights in 1990, 1 099

Islamic
Also in some small islands such as

Gheshm, Khark and Lengeh, there existed
offices operating under the supervision of

port authorities. Nominal
capacity of such ports was 10 million tons,
with a total effective handling of cargo not
exceeding 15 million tons before the
Revolution. There also existed 60 jetties
and wharves,
including those of
Khorramshahr port, of which 13 of
Khorramshahr ports were destroyed in the
nearest main

8

Total letters and
1990

was

travelling on
000 flew by

w

parcels handled by the post in

316 757.

units in the country
directly connected to the

There were 782 telegraph
in 1990-370 of them
centre.

There
the

Transportation
a

IX

COMMUNICATIONS

are

8 267 telex links in the country

which 5 252 are in the

Anzali port in Gilan province
Nowshahr port in Mazandaran

-

of
public and 3 015 are in

private sector.

Urban and rural
were as

telephone centres in 1990

follows:

Republic of Iran Airlines (Homa). Total

number of passengers taking domestic flights
was 6 795 000 flying by Aseman, Homa and Saha
airlines. 76 321 tons of

goods were also carried.
Goods carried on international flights amounted
to 40 867
32 237 tons being carried by Homa.
Total number of domestic flights in 1991 were 19
393 and that of international ones being 10 400 also 71 108 transit flights using Iranian air space.
In the same year there were 30 airports, including
11 special-purpose and 11 partly active ones.
Twenty new airports are under construction.
-

-

-

-

-

Towns with microwave telephone

system, 130
Carrier-telephone centres 460
Wireless telephone centres 25
Rural centres with

telephone links,

4 120.

In the same year there existed 2 400
magnetic telephone lines, 2191 938 automatic
ones, 12 343 public telephones in the urban
areas, and 2 238 long-distance public
telephones.
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WINNIE MANDELA: FORGING NEW

ALLIANCES
Bongi Khumalo

NEW

A

and powerful black
political axis is forming around a

furious Winnie Mandela who was

fired from government
time in one month.
The

for the second
to

shake the

foundations of the African

National

new

axis threatens

Congress (ANC)-led Government of
National Unity (GNU) as four powerful
groupings show signs of joining forces
against the ANC.
Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi, leader of
the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) which rules
kwaZulu/Natal, has again expressed
sympathy for Mrs Mandela after he
supported her earlier court application to be
re-instated as deputy minister of arts and
culture, science and technology.
The Congress of Traditional Leaders
(Contralesa), long an ANC ally and an IFP
foe, is showing signs of breaking loose from
the ANC and drawing closer to the IFP.
Contralesa openly backs Winnie Mandela.
An

alliance

between

the

However, she is expected to go out into

claims in the Eastern

opportunism. But IFP insiders and political
observers say there is much more to the

Cape for the direct
representation of chiefs in rural local
government, which are very similar to the
demands by K wttZulu/Natal amaKhosi. Both
are giving the ANC a constitutional headache.
Chief Buthelezi, say IFP insiders, has been
quick to note the common interests shared
by the IFP and Contralesa, which are both
closely tied to a traditional rural support
base. He has begun moving to turn common

chief’s overtures.

interests

the squatter camps

and preach “ANC
purity”, and may claim she is true voice of
the organisation, while others, like the
President, are “sell outs", said a well-placed
source.

Buthelezi’s

public support for Winnie

Mandela has been labelled as cheap political

Both Buthelezi and Mrs Mandela have
traditional leaders

important, perhaps
predominant power base.
Winnie Mandela has recently sharpened
her ties with Contralesa, which she helped
as an

found and of which she is national treasurer.

to common purpose.
“One of the most tricky

items in our
political future will be how to deal with the
traditional authorities”, says University of
Natal political analyst, Professor Mervyn
Frost.
Because of the

of

nominally a wing of the ANC,
Contralesa has increasingly begun to assert

apartheid in
keeping people out of the cities. South Africa
still has a large rural population. And many

the rather different interests of traditional

urban dwellers still have links with traditional

rural authorities.

structures.

Once

At the moment the organi.sation

is making

It is

“This is

a

success

big bloc to consider.
major challenge. It is
a

very

IFP and

Contralesa holds serious

implications for
the ANC as it would unite the powerful proIFP amaKhosi of KwaZulu/Natal with proANC Xhosa chiefs of the former Transkei
in the ANC’s

own

heartland.

The Pan Africanist

Congress (PAC) has
provided legal backing for Mrs Mandela in
her court battle against her estranged
husband. President Nelson Mandela. Her

lawyers indicated that she would not be
by her second sacking.
Mrs Mandela has a strong support base
especially in the poorest black communities.
She is said to be drawing ever closer for
support to the leader of Contralesa, Pathikile
Holomisa, while there are predictions that
President Mandela may divorce her.
bowed

ANC insiders believe Mrs Mandela,

allegedly suffering from stress, will rise
again. She has been thoroughly rejected by
the President, the majority in the cabinet,
and probably in Parliament.
Sapem May. 199.“^
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Winnie Mandela: South

Africa's

queen

of controversy
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difficult

to

try to combine Western

democratic norms with traditional customary
law

norms.

The IFF is ahead in

making

a

among the two,” he added.
The IFF leader has never been particularly

bargain

sensitive about his

political bedfellows,
Mrs Mandela

Frofessor Frost points out, and
is

exception. Buthelezi astounded
a few years ago when he entered
into an alliance with white rightwing parties.
“Chief Buthelezi is a consumate political
strategist. When it suits him, he has aligned
himself to nearly every party over the years.
He plays alliance politics very adroitly,”
no

observers

Frofessor Frost said.
FAC

national

organiser,

Bamba

In

Ndwandwe, said: “The conduct of Chief
Buthelezi confirms the theory that in politics,
there

are

no

permanent

enemies and

no

happier days: Winnie and Nelson Mandela greeting supporters at the celebrations
of the ANC's 80th anniversary in 1992

turned

“What

spoiled the relationship between
was the perception
that Contralesa was ANC. That perception
is going. This makes accommodation of
the IFF and Contralesa

important: we cannot afford united
opposition in chiefs,” Ndwandwe said.
The ANC will have to grasp the nettle of
traditional power and attempt to outbid or

a

the IFF, Frofessor Frost

believes. That, he says, may cost the country

of its democratic

principles, and may
cost the government — the taxpayer —
another coach on the gravy train if traditional
leaders receive paid appointments.
Insiders say they are “bracing” themselves
some

for Mrs Mandela’s next

move on

either the

ANC, the government or the Fresident
himself.
Should she continue to

spit defiance, she

risks

being expelled from the ANC as well.
cost her her seat in parliament, as
the Constitution stipulates that MFs must
vacate their seats if no longer a member of
the party that nominated them.
This will

Mrs Mandela lost substantial support
among rank and file ANC MFs when
took the Fresident to court to regain

she
her

deputy ministerial position.
ANC sources say that ordinary MFs in the
ANC had been sympathetic to her plight.
But after she took the Fresident to court to

who had felt sorry
minister and confused

get her job back, several
for the former deputy

about the issues that led to her dismissal.
10

are

when Nelson Mandela was released, Winnie
was

more

ANC

predicting a formal end
to the Mandela marriage, either by a
conventional. legal divorce, or some kind of
traditional dissolution to the union. By 1991,

traditional leaders in local government even

out-manouevre

against her.

And insiders

permanent allies.”

involved with another man. Dali

to no one.

those

She will continue to criticise

trying to turn the course of the ship of

state.

Mpofu.

brilliant law student, and almost 30 years
her junior.
“It

contemplate.
ordinary MF Winnie Mandela now
has no responsibilities, is again accountable
to

An

to

The illiterate poor have too much longing
mistrust or analyse whether she can deliver

her

promise of the new Jerusalem. As Joe
was slapping down the bottom: pay

thing to criticise the
Government, and defy the president. But to

rent or no new

take him to court, when she knew she was

the

not

was

one

wanted, was going too far. MFs who had

Slovo

houses, she

was out

there in

ghettos, bedecked and bejewelled,
pledging to deliver the “promised land” to

felt sorry

the wretched of the earth. And while she

went out

may

for her are now angry because she
of her way to embarrass him. She
will find she has less support than before,"
said

one

ANC MF who asked

not to

be

named.

Interpretation of Fresident Mandela’s state
by some who are reasonably close
to him. is that he is now "thoroughly angry”
with his estranged wife. Whatever heart or
residual affection there might have been,
has given way to anger. This is why a
divorce is being predicted.
of mind

Some insiders, however,

are

concerned

that formal, conventional divorce could be

embarrassing to the Fresident. Given Mrs
Mandela’s record of successful court actions,
there is

disquiet the proceedings might be
personally embarrassing to the Fresident,
and perhaps, costly.
That is why some insiders say the Fresident
might return to his roots, to seek an end to
his marriage within his traditional society.
But the political consequences of an angry
Winnie Mandela are too ghastly for the

have many talents, those who know her
Winnie Mandela had neither the ideas
nor the expertise to deliver any solutions.
She will accuse and remonstrate finding a
say

new set

of demons and “sell-outs” for her

no fault within
herself. The world will, for Winnie Mandela,

predicament. She will find

be divided into two camps, friends and
enemies. There will be those who stray from

the “true” ANC, who are enemies. And then
there

are

those like herself, who are the pure

not only in heart, but in the poverty of their
dispossession. The gravy train which she
will deny she ever boarded will transport
the people's enemies. And Winnie will
minister to the angels grovelling in rags
alongside the railway track.
Even though she apparently has no ideas
on how to attract investment, create jobs, or
alleviate poverty, she can and does fuel
resentment burning deeply among the
corrugated iron shacks. And that’s why she
is a danger.^
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WAR ON FOREIGNERS
Gift Siso

s

OUTH AFRICANS’

growing

militant

foreign

hatred

immigrants

of

could

soon

degenerate into vicious street battles
unless the authorities step in with a
solution.
Militant

underground organisations have
sprung up all over the country, bearing one
common message: “Get the Makwerekweres
out of our country now or we shall take it
upon ourselves to ensure that they are flushed
out.”
One such militant

organisation is based
heartland of the immigrant
population, Johannesburg’s notorious
in

the

Hillbrow flatland suburb which includes

neighbouring Berea and Yeoville.
The nameless organisation has been
printing posters and pamphlets which have
been placed in strategic areas of the three
suburbs, and sent threatening letters which
were published in a local
know-and-drop
publication. City Vision.
One of the letters outlined a long list of
grievances against the foreigners, which
included the fact that they were causing a
strain on the housing, health and education
sectors

in the country.

”If the government is powerless, let it be
known that we can and shall deal with it

ourselves. It is
there

are

not

going to be long before

battles

in

the

streets

of

Johannesburg”, said the letter.
Foreigners, particularly blacks, are clearly
being used as scape-goats for the tough
living conditions faced by the majority of
blacks in South Africa.
In

Hillbrow, Berea and Yeoville, there

buildings exclusively occupied by
immigrants mainly from Zaire, Nigeria,
Ghana, Liberia and Senegal.
Most of these foreigners would pay any
amount of rent charged by the landlords. So
they have become attractive tenants. One
apartment block in Berea, known as Ponte
City, has since been renamed Kinshasa, as
are

Zaireans have

occupants.
Sapem May. 199.‘i

now

become its main

South Africans

complain that they can
longer find flats to rent, as landlords
will prefer that their buildings run empty
if they cannot find enough foreigners to
no

rent

them.

‘ look at the number
people we have as managers’
referring to these immigrants”, complained
of black

one

worker.

As the

“These racist landlords

making a
killing out of exploiting these people, but
this is bad for us because we can no longer
get accommodation since we South Africans
try to hold on for reasonable rentals,” said
are

another letter.

Most

immigrants live off doing marginal
as selling clothes,
vegetables, curio items, as well as mending
shoes and clothes. But many believe that
these roadside activities are a cover up for
drug dealing and other ilicit activities.
The increase in crime is also being blamed
on the immigrants.
.street

these immigrants and say

activities such

There is

even

a

division of labour in

criminal activities amongst

the foreigners,
according to the anti-immigrants crusaders.
Zimbabweans

are

said to be notorious in

anti-foreigners militancy gains

momentum, as evidenced in the recent

eviction of Zimbabwean residents from
Alexandra

by armed gangs of township
youths and residents, the government is
also doubling its efforts to ensure that
the immigrants are sent back to their
countries.

The Police has mounted

constant

raids

into flats in Hillbrow, Berea and Yeoville in
search of the immigrants.
Plain clothes

policemen also stop people
Johannesburg at random
asking them to produce their identity
documents. Those who fail to produce any
in the

streets

of

kind of identification are tested in the various
South African

languages. Those who fail
language tests are then taken into the
waiting trucks and transported to the police
the

armed robberies, while Zambians and

station.

Malawians

They are eventually repatriated after a
long process which sometimes includes
court appearances and eventual conviction

are

mainly linked with the

car

theft racket.
It is also believed that most Zimbabweans
involved

in crime

are

former ZIPRA

combatants, the military wing of the now

and

sentence.

But the whole issue of stopping

during the
by
President Robert Mugabe in the 1980s and
sought refuge in Botswana and South

people in
demanding their identity
documents has evoked a lot of outcry from
the South Africans them.selves, who regard
it as discriminatory against blacks.
The police have only stopped blacks,
particularly if they are dressed in typically

Africa.

Western African attire.

defunct Zimbabwe African

People’s Union

(ZAPU) of Vice-President Joshua Nkomo.
Most of them fled Zimbabwe

dissident crackdown that

was

launched

the streets and

South Africans also feel that the flood of

Numerous South Africans have been

illegal immigrants would cripple the process
of affirmative action in the country, where

picked up as suspected immigrants because
they are found donning the “kafftain”

public and private sector companies are
expected to embark on a policy of promoting
black South Africans to positions of power,
influence and authority in the management

dres.ses of West Africa.

field.

They feel that the highly skilled
immigrants will take up most jobs.
“When we complain to management that
there are not enough blacks in positions of
power and management, the bosses point to

To many

South Africans, the road checks
bring back the bitter memories of the
apartheid days when they were required to
carry passbooks.
“We fought against

the idea of being
required to be in possession of our ID books,
but the new government of the new South
Africa still wants us to carry the.se evil
books in our pockets. This is the return of
11
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Ndeheles. In the army

apartheid in no time of its collapse,”
complained one South African who had
fallen victim
But the

to one

and the police
high ranking posts are awarded to the
Shonas only. Any Ndehele with a high
rank is in danger, he can die at any time

of the checks.

abhorrent aspect of the
exercise is its racist connotation as thousands
of white
are

most

and

illegal immigrants in the country

immune from it.

large numberofTaiwanese immigrants
pack the streets of Johannesburg selling
watches and other cheap goods from China,
Taiwan and Hong Kong, but no one has
“If all we Black Africans are regarded as
foreigners, then all these white people living
in this country, including those who call
themselves Afrikanners. are all foreigners
and should be rounded up and repatriated to
their respective countries,” argued one letter
to
the City Vision newspaper in
Johannesburg.
The apartheid government used to
encourage white immigration from the

runs

is

ran away from the newly
independent territories of Angola,
Mozambique, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
“If then white government could do
that to fellow whites, why cannot we

blacks do it

to

each other

as

brothers and

sisters.

Why cannot all these Black
Angolans, Mozambicans, Zimbabweans
and so on, be given their own areas to
settle and assimilate into the South African

population,” asked yet another City Vision
letter writer.
“Africa is for the Africans,” shouted
another letter from what was signed as “a
fed up immigrant”, taking a leaf from the
Pan Africanist Congress of Azania (PAC)

slogan.
“Ndeheles from Zimbabwe
take this

nonsense

a

longer
being
letter to

can no

about them

foreigners in this country,” said
the daily Citizen newspaper.
“As

a

Zulu, Chief Buthelezi (the Home

Affairs Minister, who leads the anti-

immigrant crusade) should know that
Ndeheles from Zimbabwe are Zulus by
origin. They are where they are today not
because of their liking, but were victims of
the Mfecane wars of King Shaka Zulu and
others.

“So the Ndeheles have every
their land of origin, in as

return to

12

surely Zimbabwe will turn

right to
much as

or

Rwanda.”

Full Business Services, which he claims
communications and

a

freighting

company, has asked South Africans to make
a distinction between the different
categories
of

foreigners living in South Africa.
legal immigrant is quite a different
person from an illegal immigrant. So is a
refugee,” he said.
But there are allegations that Kambayi's
“A

“Full Business Services” is

that has established
T. VOSS

Buthelezi: leading the crusade against

South Africans

today being returned to
they
were evicted by land hungry and greedy
white settlers,” said one “Enough is Enough”
are

the lands of their ancestors from which

of Hillbrow.

Africa

being driven into South
by extreme political conditions in
were

Zimbabwe.

from

that most Zimbabweans
are

Zulus

or

Ndeheles

Matabeleland,” the letter read,

adding that most of them

were ex-

combatants of the ZIPRA

Army who
escaped death at the hands of soldiers
during the Matabeleland disturbances.
“My father and two of my brothers were
slain in front of me becau.se we were ZIPRA

guerrillas during the liberation war.
Thousands of us escaped to this country
between 1982 and 1986. Some of us
returned and

are

never

thought to be dead.”

The latter added: “We

now

have wives,

families and

properties here. Some of us
companies here. We have
absolutely nothing in Zimbabwe.”
own

broadcasting station in the heartland
Johannesburg.

society argue that if the lot of foreign
immigrants currently in the country are
genuine political and not economic refugees,
then they should be accorded that status and
be housed in bush camps.

were not

we were

entire country or
had

refugees ourselves,

allowed to

special

small scale

In Zimbabwe, the

letter continued,

“everything is in the hands of. or is
controlled by the Shonas. They have
better jobs, and there are no jobs for the

roam

countries of asylum. We
where we were
one

permission to leave the
reason,” said

we
and wander in the

camps

concentrated and

“There is terrible tribalism in Zimbabwe,
and you will find
in South Africa

a front company
anti-Mobutu Sese

Seko
of

“When

Another letter to The Citizen claimed
Ndebeles

an

However, certain circles of South African

foreigners

bloc countries and from

those whites who

be made. If you

ever

Zairean businessman Chris Kambay i, who

bothered them.

eastern

all back,

into another Somalia

A

former

will

no arrests

sent us

one

had

camp

obtain

to

for whatever

former South African

refugee who chose not to be named.
But not all South Africans feel foreigners
should be deported. The most serious
opponents of the massive repatriation drive
are women who have found loving hu.sbands,
boyfriends and care-takers amongst the
foreigners.
They feel that their men should be given
a chance to stay in South Africa if they so
wish, as long as they do not indulge in
anything illegal.
“We have found husbands in

some

of

these

people, and some of them have given
us children, and being the breadwinners
for our children, they should not be
deported; otherwise these children will
starve

them,”

without their fathers to take
some

of the concerned

care

women

of

told

SAPEM.a
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EDUCATION CRISIS: THE PAINS OF
CHANGE
Fernando

Gonqalves
Would

you say that all these
developments are a result of resistance to
change, and not because the students feel
that their aspirations have not been
realised by the new government?

OLLOWING the demise of the

F

apartheid system in South Africa,
the

new

ANC-led Government of

National Unity has been grappling with
the

problem of reforming the education

The universities

system. Under apartheid, education
institutions were segregated according to

can

region and class. Unifying the
education system after years of
segregation has not been smooth for the
government of President Nelson Mandela. I
SAPEM’s Eernando Gonsalves spoke to
Marcus Balintulo, acting vice-chancellor I
I
and principal at the University of Durban,
Westville. Excerpts:
Gonsalves: Can you describe the
current situation in the system of

are

race,

apartheid was
partly due to the heroic role played by the
youth. With the new dispensation, their
expectations were high, hoping that
something drastic was going to happen to
redress the imbalances and put the education
system on a sound footing. At the height of
the struggle, there were slogans like
“liberation first, education later”, leading to
assertions about the existence of

generation”. We have
education, which
White

a

“lost

ministry of
with an initial

a new

came up

Paper, drawing the parameters for

what the

education system

should look
like. It rejected the fragmented structures of
apartheid that had been designed for a system
new

of racial domination, and at the same time

dividing

even

the oppressed majority into

Coloureds, Indians, Zulus, Xhosas,
Tswanas, Sothos, etc. Instead of about 19

departments of education, there is now one
ministry of education, and the attempt is to
build an integrated system of education at
all levels. Secondary schools, including
technical and teachers’ training colleges are
the responsibility of the provincial
governments. Tertiary education is the
responsibility of the national government.
What about the situation at the level of

university education?
Sapem May, 1995

we

groups: the historically Englishspeaking universities, and the Afrikaansspeaking ones. The struggles in the
historically English-speaking universities
are

the most acute, because these are the

same

Balintulo: “There must be

transformation ”
Higher education is in a serious crisis.
beginning of this year has seen unrest

and conflict in

no

less than 12 institutions.

There is

an ongoing and profound crisis at
University of Witswatersrand (Wits).
The focal point of the conflict has been
around the issue of governance. This started
last year when the Students Representative
Council (SRC) raised the problem of the
composition of the Governing Council. They
had the support of the workers, leading to
unrest on campus. The administration
brought in the police and as a sequel to that,

13 members of staff and nine students

on disciplinary grounds.
What has been the response on the part

were

suspended

of the

university authorities and the
government?
The attitude of the administration at

Witswatersrand is that this is

an

internal

affair and

they do not want to be seen to be
inviting government intervention. That

conflict remains unresolved and

it is

threatening the whole fabric of the university.
But everyone has agreed that there must be
transformation through a forum that is
representative of all the constituencies as
well

as

the stakeholders; and that process

should be

pushed forward very vigorously.
is about the only area in which

But then, that

there is

consensus.

opened their
over

the past

few years, while the Afrikaans universities
have not done that. In situations where they
have accepted Black students, there
a

racial

war

going

on

is nearly
between Black and

White students.

the

some

universities that have

doors to some African students

The

Balintulo: The demise of

monolithic;

two

r

education in South Africa?

are not

divide them into three segments. There
the white universities, which consist of

However, in places like Witswatersrand,
approach is that it is enough to accept

their

more

Black students without really changing

anything. What the students

are

saying is

that, “you cannot have white money and a
white

university”. That is why the focus
composition of the university
council. The university authorities have
responded by saying that they are not going
to pander vandalism, criminal acts and
duress. From the point of view of the students
and some members of the staff, the problem
is that of an intransigent administration
whose values still remain firmly anchored
in the past. And from the point of view of the
management
of
the
university,
transformation has to take place, but in an
incremental and orderly fashion, while
protecting what they call “standards”.
The other group are the historically black
universities. The struggle there essentially
surrounds finances and the pressure for
places. This year, there were about 122 000
applicants looking for 55 000 places only.
is

on

ran

the

At Durban Westville

we

received 10 000

applications for new entries, but we were
only able to cater for 2 500, even though we
13
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had

only targeted 2 038. That pressure will
improvements in the
secondary school system.
In the face of that pressure, what do
you see as the solution?
We have to explore distance learning so
that the university can go to the
communities. If we stick to the elitist ivory
tower university, we will not be able to
stand the crisis. It is a mistake to cling to the
notion of one national university. In the
new budget, while there has been an increase
in the education vote, the proportion of the
budget that will go to tertiary education has
declined from about 11 per cent last year to
about 9,6 percent, which means government
priorities are in improving secondary
education, not university education.
What about the issue of autonomy?
The government is saying that universities
transform them.selves in terms of

have

to

their

access

policies and curricula, in line
with the imperatives of the RDP. And they
are going to use the funding formula to

Because of the nature of

The students remain the

guardians of the
However, they have to
change their approach from resistance to
reconstruction; just like the broad mass
liberation process.

democratic movement and the liberation

Universities “need to be autonomous”
students from

knowledge and be critical of what is going
on in society and contribute towards
improvement of the quality of the lives of
our people in general. And they need to be
autonomous to

be able to do that

function,

otherwise

apartheid structure, the cry for
autonomy may be used to perpetuate the
status quo; we should not allow the legitimate
demand for autonomy to disguise an attempt
to perpetuate the imbalances of the past.
So are you saying that those universities
which open themselves to government
intervention will benefit

more

in terms of

financial assistance?
A lot of students from

disadvantaged
backgrounds simply cannot afford the fees
that we charge. While the government was
supposed to subsidise us to about 80 per
cent, its

contribution reached

a

bottom low

of about 53 per cent last year, which has
meant that the universities had to increase
theirfees. If you are dealing

with privileged

students, that does not immediately present
a

14

problem. But if

you are

dealing with

and resistance to

bursaries and loans at the national level.

What constitutional arrangement
would be suitable for South Africa in the

In

light of all these problems, what then
the university in

do you see as the role of
the new South Africa?

and the
to

taking of hostages, is not something
accepted in a democratic society.

context of the

Our role is to develop the human resources
of our country,

course

be

on-going debate between

centralists and federalists?

functions to inform

that will add to the stock of human

movements

s

students. The wanton destruction of property

remains of an

Universities should

restructuring.
produce critical minds
are

move from opposition
policy formulation. The
taxpayer can no longer continue and afford
to finance drunkards and undisciplined

had to

S

poor background, the
completely different. One of the
priorities is to set up a national scheme of
a

situation is

should of

those that

transition,

will be incremental and slow.

environment like ours, where there are

are

our

based on the compromise that it was, changes

they become just puppets of the
government. But if you are working in an

most

majority of the people.
the role of the

students’ movement?

and thereby contribute to the
empowerment of our communities and the
uplifting of the quality of their lives. So
there should be a closer alignment between
what we are doing with the needs of our
various communities. And the RDP provides
some of the insights into that, but at no point
should universities be puppets of any
government. To the extent that the
government has acceptable progressive
programmes, the universities should
identify with those programmes. They

make sure that the universities which benefit

vast

What do you see as

increase with the

continue their research

policy. They should

The IFF

always threatens to walk out of

government, alleging that the ANC and the
NP have

reneged on their promises of
international arbitration. There is a whole
spectrum of views ranging from the extreme

white

right, like Terreblanche, who want a
The attitude of president
Mandela and the ANC has essentially been
to engage them in the discussion. What he
told them was “OK, I respect the desire for
self-detemiination by any group, but show
Vnolkstaat.

that: 1) it is

feasible; and 2) does not

violate the basic

rights of other persons who

us

are

South Africans

on

issues of

race,

also be involved in basic research to

ethnicity, etc."Then there are the federalists,
represented by Inkhata and chief Buthelezi.

increase the stock of human

But

knowledge.

that

is linked

to

a

measure

of

Students should be able to enter a technical

opportunism, because unlike the other

college, accumulate credits there and then
go into university. There must be a flexible
modular system with multiple points of
entry, and multiple exit points. This
fragmented ivory tower elitist institution is
a thing of the past, it is useless to us, it is

liberation movements, Inkhata remains

wasteful, and it can not do what universities

supposed to do. And the crisis of the
deepen if we cling to that
model. You can not continue to produce
graduates to service an enclave of a white
dominated economy. You need competitive
graduates in terms of your market place in
the world, but that should be tied up with a
social commitment to uplifment in terms
are

universities will

a Zulu phenomenon, which
that its power base remains in

essentially
means

Kwazulu/Natal. It has never been

a

national

organisation. It is obvious that a federal
constitutional arrangement would suit them
best. But for the vast majority of South
Africans
because our history has been
one of enforced racial, ethnic and regional
fragmentation—an es.sentially unitary state
has to be the starting point and then we can
collectively and gradually say which areas
could be more effectively managed and
governed by devolution, but with the centre
still playing a major role.^
—

Sapem May, 199.^
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TIGHT FISCAL DISCIPLINE

—

KEY TO

SUCCESS
Amarnath Singh

s

OUND economic management —
based

principles

the most

free

on
—

enterprise
has been amongst

encouraging features of South

Africa’s first year of democratic rule
under President Nelson Mandela’s ANCled government. No mean achievement,
in light of the ANC’s (former) socialist

leanings and legitimate mass expectations
of raising living standards as promised
by the government’s centrepiece
Reconstruction

and

Development

Programme (RDP).

Reflecting relative confidence, the rand
held its own against other currencies when
the dual exchange control mechanism, the
financial rand, was
move

decried

abolished in March — a

by some in the Confederation

of South African Trade Unions (Cosatu), a
formal ally of the ANC, as “anotherexample

of

IMF-style, neo-liberal deregulation not
appropriate to the country’s conditions.”
Yet, despite rising gross domestic fixed
investment (see key economic variables
chart), foreign investment remains
disappointing. This, and the absence of
export-led improvement in the balance of
payments, suggest that funds for any
dramatic RDP-linked restructuring plans
are limited. The country’s gross domestic
product (GDP) in real terms grew by 2,5 per
cent in 1994 (compared with one per cent
the previous year), making it the first time
since 1988 that real GDP growth matched
population growth (around 2,3 per cent),
according to Finance Minister Chris
Liebenberg’s review of the economy in his
budget speech in March (see budget table).
Economic activity improved over a broad
front in the second half of last year, which,
in the fourth quarter, saw GDP expand by
no less than 6,4 per cent (annualised).
However, the expected 3 per cent average
annual growth (which the IMF would like to
.see), was undercut by a sharp drop in
agricultural output in the first quarter (which
nevertheless grew 9 per cent for the year in
Sapem May, 1995

as hi-technology.
Joblessness remains a major problem.

real terms), and disruption of normal
production associated with the country’s

categories, such

first non-racial elections and transition to

The official

democracy. Some economists expect GDP
to grow by 3,5 per cent in 1995-96.

cent

unemployment rate is 32,6 per
(or 4,6 million people), is highest among

(41 per cent), and does not include
employed in the informal sector.
Almost half the total unemployed are under
30 years of age. Briefing the press in
February, Liebenberg (a banker brought
into the Cabinet by Mandela to replace
Derek Keys, another private sector man
appointed by F. W. de Klerk and wisely reappointed by the ANC until he resigned, for

blacks

national product (GNP)
increa.sed by 3,5 per cent as a result of
improved terms of trade. Non-agricultural
output rose by 2 per cent (0,5 per cent in
1993), except that the volume of gold
exports, so important to earnings, fell by 11
per cent to show an increase of only 2 per
cent in value. The mining sector as a whole
registered a real decline in output. Gross
domestic expenditure grew 6 per cent in real
terms
up from only 1 per cent in 1993,
and private consumption spending was up

those

2,5 per cent.

make

Real gross

—

price inflation (cpi) was kept
at 9 per cent last year (compared with 9,7
percent in 1993 and 15,3 percent in 1991),
though it reached 10 per cent in May this
year, following the one per centage point
increase in mortgage rates announced in
February, an increase in exci.se duties and
the fuel levy announced in the March budget.
Inflationary pressure is also expected to
flow from the current round of negotiated
wage settlements, which were kept below
inflation from 1990 to 1993. Food price
inflation is exerting upward pressure, with
higher meat and vegetable prices, which
tend to hit the poor hardest.
Producer price inflation rose by 8,2 per
cent, compared with 6,6 percent the previous
year. With the exceptions of continued lower
gold mining output and reduced agricultural
production as a result of drought, leading
indicators so far this year continue to show
gathering economic momentum.
Consumer

Classic constraints include pressure on
the balance of payments

in the current
account as imports rise, growing demand
for credit as private consumption spending
rises, inflationary pressure partly as a result
of inability domestically to fund growth,
and skilled labour shortages in certain

personal

reasons,

last October), said the

challenge facing his department is to
adjust South Africa’s economic
main

fundamentals to the kinds of ratios that

winning nations.
improving the growth
rate, increasing domestic savings, reducing
the deficit and becoming more competitive
and investor friendly. It is hoped that the
National Economic Development & Labour
Council (Nedlac), launched this year and
comprised of government, business, labour
and community representatives, will help
This would entail

address and reach consensus on these issues.

Liebenberg said that the Government of
National Unity (GNU) had been reasonably
successful in maintaining “fiscal discipline”,
which has been the watchword of its financial

policy. In similar vein, the deputy finance
minister, Alec Erwin (a member of the SA
Communist Party and former trade unionist),
talks of the

importance of “macro-economic
expenditure
estimates in February provided for an
increase in expenditure in excess of US$530
million for 1994-95, compared with more
balance”. Thus, the revised

than US$1 billion in 1991-92.
In

line with the finance minister’s

statement. Reserve

Stals also had

Bank governor Chris

tough message: more
restrictive monetary policy aimed at
preventing inflation rising further and to
support the current economic expansion.
a

To this end. Stals has introduced four
15
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ECONOMIC UNIT
ANNUAL
Growth (real,

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

4,2
6,8
5,3

2,3
0,9

-0,3
-2,0
2,9
-2,3

-1,0
-0,6
-0,7
-7,4
-0,1
2,1

-2,2
-1,5

1,1
1,1
0,5

2,3
5,9
2,5

3,2
4,1
3,4

4,2
5,1
4,3

-3,4

11,5

7,0

7,1
0,8
15,2

8,0

12,0
4,3
7,5

78,7
59,9
18,9
-13,0
5,8
-15,0
-9,2
9,1

89,0
76,1
12,9
-15,0
-2,1
5,2
3,1
11,1

100,0
67,5
12,5
-16,7
-4,2
6,2
2,0
13,0

114,7
104,1
10,6
-18,1
-7,5
9,5
1,9
14,0

7o change)

Gdp
Ode
Pee

2,8
5,1

8,9
9,8
21,9

Gdfi

Exports
Imports
Balance of

April 1995

1,7

4,6
-0,2

-5,8

57,5
44,3
13,3
-9,8
3,5

60,9
43,4
17,5
-12,2
5,3

-4,7

-1,7
-5,3
1,1
5,3

6,0

4,5

Payments (Rbn)
51,8
39,4
12,4
-9,0

Exports
Imports
Trade balance
Net services

3,4
-6,9
-3,5
4,9

Current account

Capital account
Change net reserves
Gross Reserves (eop)

-1,2
5,3

67,4
51,9
15,5
-11,5
3,9

-2,4
2,9
6,2

64,3
47,4
16,9
-10,7
6,2
-4,8
1,4
8,2

-3,7
0,3
9,1

Gold

$(average)

437

381

384

362

344

360

384

386

396

Gold

R(average)

988

1000

992

988

980

1176

1364

1433

1615

2,26

2,62

2,59

2,76

2,85

3,27

3,55

3,71

4,08

15,65
18,00
16,47

18,40
21,00

16,40
20.25

16.26

12,35
17,25
15,12

10.25
15.25
11,78

12,50
16,25
16,70

14.80
18,50
16.80

16.50

15,48

17,70
21,00
15,76

12,9

14,7

14,4

15,3

13,9

9,7

9,0

10,2

11,9

$-R (average)
Interest rates (end
3-month BA

of period)

Prime

Long bond
Inflation

(cpi, average)

19.50
17,00

SOURCE:NEDCOR

Limiting money
supply growth to between 6 and 10 per cent
until the fourth quarter of 1995 (it increased
16 per cent last year — a mild expansion
largely due to the country’s historic sociopolitical change-over); Raising banking
monetary policy changes:

institutions’ minimum cash
with the Reserve Bank from

reserves
one

held

per cent to

2 per cent; and giving each banking
institution guidelines on the maximum of
credit it should extend to the
in order

to

private sector
give effect to monetary policy

objectives.
The total amount of bank credit increased

last year. If not checked,
says Stals, such increases in credit and
money supply can pose a threat to continued
financial stability and could accelerate
inflation. The estimated budget deficit is
6,4 per cent for 1994-95, compared to 5,8
per cent (US$8,1 billion) of GDP last year,
with the gross borrowing requirement at
by 20,9

per cent

US$10,6 billion.
If fiscal

discipline and macroeconomic

balance have characterised the
16

new

government’s financial approach, its other
over-arching goal is contained in the RDP
a

—

radical

and, indeed, necessary

of upliftment, which has allparty support, but which critics see as far
programme
too

nebulous.

The RDP is described

by the minister
portfolio. Jay Naidoo, who is
responsible for it, as the government’s
“response to the serious social and economic
problems of South Africa: mass poverty,
gross inequality, a stagnant economy and
enormous backlogs,
“The challenge is to meet the basic needs
of our people — and at the same time
stimulate economic growth. In other words,
to tackle poverty not merely through
handouts, but with programmes that build
the country's wealth. It is a job that can only
be tackled if every citizen plays his or her
part. That is why the RDP is a partnership
between government and civil society.
and depends directly on the involvement of
without

.

mass

.

organisations, the private sector and

institutions and agencies of government and

NGOs,’’ Naidoo said.

Progress in terms of delivery of RDP

objectives

housing, health, education
rather
scant in its first year. The (previously)
disadvantaged black majority naturally want
to see visible evidence of improvement under
the majority government they voted for a
year ago — even though Mandela and other
ANC leaders warned that dramatic change
in this regard could not occur overnight or
and

so

—

forth — has, as predicted, been

within a year or two.
It is in the nature of the RDP, however,

even

that the past year

has been largely spent on
laying the foundations for results that should
start showing in the year ahead. The RDP
obviously involves process, so results will
take time, as Minister Naidoo

(the former

secretary general of Cosatu), makes clear in
his recently released annual review of the
first year

of the RDP.
“Among the urgent tasks the government
has set itself is to work together with all
citizens to improve the provision of
education, health services, housing, water
Sapem May. 1995
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ECONOMIC UNIT
1995

1994

1993

Quarterly (end of period)

Q2

Q1

Q4

Q3

April 1995

Q3

Q4

Q2

Q1

Q3

Q4

3-month

(Bankers'
Acceptance (BA)

11,60
16,25
13,06

Prime

10.25

10.25

11,05

11,80

12,50

13,20

13.50

13,90

15.25

15.25

15,25

16,25

16,25

17.50

17,50

18,50

11,78

13,11

14,65

16,73

16,70

17,50
16,80

16,70
9,3

16,60

9,1

9,5

9,0

7,5

10,1

9,9

9,8

16,60
11,0

Gold $

354

391

388

387

396

383

381

365

388

392

Gold R

1217

1328

1349

1414

1413

1356

1369

1430

1502

1524

$-R

3,43

3,57
1,55

3,54
1,56

3,72

3,86

3,88

1,67

3,65
1,60

3,59

1,62
105

3,40
1,74

3,48

$-DM
$-YEN
GBP-$

1,40

1,45

1,52

1,49

112

103

99

99

100

68

93

97

96

1,48

1,58

1,58

1,61

1,56

1,52

0,481

0,433
27,6

0,439
28,2

0,389

29,6

1,54
0,438
27,0

24,6

0,391
25,0

0,394
25,0

1,52
0,385
24,6

5,15

5,61

5,64

5,53

5,78

5,81

5,86

5,89

Long bond (R150)
Inflation

R-YEN

30,6

1,48
0,511
32,9

GBP-R

5,19

5,03

1,51
0,472

R-DM

SUMMARY 1995

—

1996 BUDGET

Amount

EXPENSES

Amount

Budget %

INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX

R49,75 billion

33%

EDUCATION

R31,00 billion

20,3%

CORPORATE tax

R18,47 billion

24%

HEALTH

R15,19 billion

9,9%

TAX ON PROPERTY

R2,35 billion 1

3%

HOUSING

R5,21 billion

3,45%

R32,75 billion

26.2%

SECURITY

Rl 5,45 billon

12,3%

INTEREST ON THE DEBT

4,2%

ADMINISTRATION COSTS

(VAT)

EXCISE DUTIES AND TAXES

Budget %

R5,42 billion

TAXES ON IMPORTS

STAMP DUTIES AND FEES

R9,95 billion

TOTAL INCOME

Rl 25,203 billion

supply, land, electricity, refuse removal,
roads, and so on,” .says Mandela in his
introduction to the report. “This demands of

in
public funds have all along been

,
:

OTHER

9%

TOTAL EXPENSES

100%

the

R20.6t billion
:

economically active population). The

RDP fund for 1995-96 is

US$1,4 billion.

These funds do not finance ad hoc

projects,

electrification
with 378 171

10.5%
5.8%

R43,62 billion

285%

R152,873 billion

100%

—

new

3(K) 000); free health care — for
and children under six,

target was

departments, is spent on new priorities. The
objective is to ensure that in the next five
years, “the whole budget is based on RDP
priorities”. This process, says Naidoo, is not

pregnant women

conditions in which the economy can

improve and provide

more jobs.
“To realise all these objectives

requires
co-operation among us as hard-working and
responsible citizens.” The idea is to make

the for newspaper headlines, but is

the programme “people-driven”, in temis
of the “Masakhane” (Building Together)

on

campaign launched by Mandela.

performance. “For example, we want to
build a million houses (goal) in five years
(time frame) in a way that creates jobs (key
performance indicator).”
To kick start delivery, government last
year identified 22 Presidential Lead
Programmes (PLPs), aimed at improving the
lives of especially the poor, women and

The RDP task, as
one

“and

To

we

he admits, is not an easy

continue to learn many

begin with, an

lessons”.
RDP Fund was created

slice of US$41,3 billion from the
budget of which US$7()() million was
with

a

allocated for 1994-95. The Fund is used “as

Naidoo,
important as at the present 91
per cent of government revenue is spent on
welfare, debt repayment and salaries” (the
government employs some 27 per cent of
lever to change government”, says

which is “very

Sapf.m May. 199.5

for real and

important

lasting social change.

The RDP and its fund, he continues, works
the basis of clear

indicators

that

goals, time frames and
give feedback on

children.

remarkably successful,
connections, including

those of 16 000 farm workers’ houses (the

which

Everything should be done to create

fourfold increase in the

which has

seen a

number of

patients in rural

School nutrition

in the past

under which nearly 7
primary .school children get a free
meal daily.
Other programmes on which work has
—

million

commenced and funds allocated include:

capacity building, small
farmer
development, rural water and sanitation,
adult education, clinic building, national
public works. Aids awareness, schools
upgrading and promoting a culture of
learning. As a leading local financial weekly
comments, the RDP probably has improved
the outlook for a large number of people.
“The ANC need feel

far benefited;

that will take rather

so

areas

year, with US$271,8 million allocated from
the RDP fund for free health care for 1996;

Among the programmes are: Land
restitution and redi.stribution — from which
6 570 families have

13,5%

36,78 billion

but, combined with money from State

used.

.

RSa,36 billion

government that we change the manner

a

10,9

INCOME (Revenues)

VALUE ADDED TAX

1

14,80

no

embarrassment that

it has not solved the nation’s

problems —
longer than a year.’O
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“WE CANNOT JUST MISAPPROPRIATE

LAND”

—

MAMABULO
must

as a

are

free nation, questions continue to be
as to whether the “political miracle”

raised

weighed with efficiency. So there

two

second, is whether we have the

personnel to
expertise. To try
and go round this problem of the
constitution, the government has offered
retirement incentives to Whites occupying
some key positions in the civil service.
People who are over 50 and have been in the

that was last year’s elections can be sustained

move

and transformed into the economic miracle
that most South African Blacks expect from
the ANC-led Government of National Unity

(GNU). SAPEM’s Fernando Gonpalves spoke
to the South African

be

issues that the government has to
consider: first, is the constitution, and

As South Africa celebrates its first anniversary

high commissioner to

Zimbabwe, Kingsley Mamabulo. Excerpts;

into those

areas

of

civil service for over 30 years can

(longalves:

What

the

are

main

achievements of your government?
Mamabulo: The main achievement

has

been to
were

keep the political miracle. People
predicting bloodshed. We have been

able

to put the Reconstruction and
Development Plan (RDP) which has been
embraced by all political parties. South
Africa— including the private .sector— is
unified behind the programme. The RDP is
about the upliftment of the standards of
living of the majority of our people, dealing
with the irregularities of the past 400 years.
The business community is not only looking
at

how the Blacks

can enter

world, but also the other
can

make

an

the business

areas

where they

input like health, education,

sanitation, etc. So the different government

departments will come up with plans so that
everybody can pick up from tho.se white
papers that they will have prepared.
Most poor people are saying that the
government has not been able to do w hat
it had promised?
Perhaps at some level the protests are
justified. Clearly people expected that the
government should have been in a position to
deliver in accordance with those promises.
But when you look at reality, it would have
been a miracle to make all the anticipated
changes within one year.
What is the position on the land issue?
We have had centuries of inequalities,
where land was taken from the people. In
Sapem May, 1995

the process,

the land went through

many

hands; the first owners of the land must have

passed it on to their grandchildren, who in
turn might have sold it to others who now
regard it as theirs. There are so many people
who can claim one piece of land. It is a
delicate issue. We cannot just misappropriate
land. We have created a Land Claims Court,
.so

that it

can

be

legally determined who,se

land it is, and those whose land is taken can

be

compensated. In

some

situations,

we

have whole communities claiming their land

back. We have

to carefully find a way of
settling those issues without prejudicing
anyone. Apart from that, the government
will be looking at unoccupied land and
distribute it to people who have no land. The
squatters have also been handled in a
different way from the way they were
handled by the previous regime. In fact, in
some areas, the
government has put in
electricity and is assisting in developing
those places.
Many Blacks are saying that the public
service is still predominantly White. What
is the position of the government?
The constitution stipulates that those

Whites who
hold

on to

are

their

in the civil service should

positions. The government
to put in place

is also conscious of the need

affimiative action. But affirmative action

take their
packages and retire. That has worked a
great deal.
What measures is the government taking
against corruption?
The previous regime was in itselfendemic
with corruption and we inherited that
corruption. The government has begun to
tackle this problem. For example, MPs in
the past were giving themselves so much
money. So, President Mandela and the new
parliament have had to come up with
legislature that will put restrictions. There
are

a

number of commissions that have

been .set up by the present government to
make public officials accountable to the

people.
What do you see as the role
Africa in the context of

of South

regional

integration and cooperation?
South Africa will of necessity play a very
important role in the region. S ADC must be
restructured

because it

was

formulated

with the

specific objective, of being
independent and fight economic domination
by South Africa. SADC must look at ways
through which the wealth of the region —
through consultation and cooperation —
can benefit the entire region. There is
potential in the region which must first and
foremost emanate from the stability that
has been created with the end of the
We must also in all

wars.

be

looking for
development of Africa. What
is worrying us are those conflicts which still
destabilise Africa. There should be a way in
earnest

the economic

which the liberation of South Africa

can
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have an

impact in the economic development
not only of Southern Africa, but of Africa as
a

whole. We should not close

because

we are

SADC;

we

our

markets

should be able

consultation with otherpartners.

result of domination

as a

other countries in the
The

This comes

experienced by
past within the Sacu.

within Sacu have not been

resources

with other countries. But
naturally, development will start from the
South, within SADC and hopefully it will
move forward up to the north.
What .specific areas of SADC should be

enough, and some of the countries would be
very cautious to extend these meagre
resources to encompass new members.
Why has South Africa resisted joining
the Community of Eastern and Southern

reformed?

Africa (Comesa)?

also

link up

to

There is
must

be

a

system within SADC which

closely looked at, which defines

what country deals with which sector. We
have just been given the sector of finance.
With the new South Africa emerging,

SADC will have to consider whether
of these

sectors are

still viable in the

some

manner

in which

they were distributed during the
old days. The tendency is that trade with
the European countries is still higher than
trade within the region itself. We do have
potential within ourselves to begin to focus
more on what we are doing. SADC has not
been able
In the

to turn

around the focus of trade.

of tourism, for

example, not
enough has been done to market ourselves
as a region; we should reach a stage where
we have packages, so that when tourists
come to our countries, they know they
have a package not to go only to one
country, but a package that includes more
countries in the region.
There have been suggestions that one
way of restructuring SADC is to expand
area

the Southern Africa Customs Union

(Sacu) to include all members of SADC.
What is South Africa’s view ?
That is

going to take some time. The idea
regional cooperation is that
looking for some Commonwealth

of SADC and
we are

which will be in the line of a customs union;
we already have that in the customs union
(between Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, South
Africa and Swaziland). But it will not be easy

study these organisations
before we Join them. We did that with
SADC. Is not there a duplication in some
areas

between SADC and Comesa? Would

it not be

possible for the two organisations
study areas of interest and see
whether they do not overlap in certain areas?
We are told that such a meeting will soon
take place and we are looking forward to

to meet

and

that.
South Africa has been

trading in arms;
hope to contribute
to international peace and security?
There is a move to cut slowly the defence
budget. We do not need to put so much
money in defence. So the other .sectors will
have a tendency to increase the budget
because there is absolutely no threat against
South Africa in the region. But at the same
how

can

time,

it how

can

we cannot

have inherited

it

overlook the fact that

a

very

sophisticated

we

arms

But

etc.

the

king himself
has

turned

around

and

said,

he

no

longer

sees

the

need

continue

having this international
framework
that has been created by the GNU would be
in a position to resolve the problems
surrounding the powers of the monarchy.
At the centre of it all, is the question of how
federal or central can some of the provinces
be. The GNU has given powers to the
provinces; they have their premiers and
governments, but Buthelezi and Inkatha
would want to see much more powers given
to the provinces, to the king and to the
chiefs. The government of the ANC is
to

mediation,

since the present

much cautious about how much power
should be given to the provinces, because
we

afso must retain the fact that South

Africa is one country; we do not want South
Africa divided into many countries. So.
whilst we are giving powers to the provinces,
we

must

know the limit.

industry which in a way can earn us some
money. It is not so easy for the government

Economists are saying that

tojust cut off the sale of arms. We sometimes
compete very favourably with some of the
developed countries. We were able to .sell
some of our helicopters, to the British and
some other countries who are eager to buy
them. But the government has banned the

and that

sale of

some

of the

arms

which

are

used in

very irresponsible manner, such as bombs
and personnel mines. What we want to
a

economic boom
w

Africa can

was

South Africa’s

due to

cheap labour,
South

ith the end of apartheid
no

longer be competitive. What

is your view ?
That is not

true.

The fact that many

foreign investors never committed their
money was because of a n umber of factors,
such as the instability that was there. After
the new government came to power, there
were a lot of strikes, high level of crime,
lot of interest in South

etc.

automatically

emphasise is that we do not want our
weapons to be used in situations where
people are being killed.
What is the government position in

because of

relation to the current constitutional

the constitutional

bright in terms of investments. It is true
as cheap as it was
before, because the government is
beginning to address those aspects which
in the past made the labour cheap. The fact
that we are actually giving higher salaries
totheemployees will stimulate productivity

been created

and all other elements that

to

do

that

reasons.

been

It has

agreed

within
Sacu

a

of

number

the

that

South Africa
must

make

decisions
20

We need to

saying that
are
they
fighting for the
rights of the
king, the chiefs,
are

in

The country

has had the ability to resolve
problems from within and there has not
been any need to call in international
its

mediators. There

be dealt

a

taken

changes that have
place and the mineral resources that

South Africa has. The future of South Africa
is

that the labour will not be

debate?

can

But there is

Africa because of the

are

structures,

such

as

assembly, that have
where all problems raised
with. Inkatha for example.

economy

make the

boom.D
Sapem May. 199.5

Nations
helmets

IRAN
NO YIELD TO US
HYSTERIA
TEHERAN—The President of Iran, Akbar

Hasheni

Rafsanjani, has called on the
to change their attitude
towards his country, citing such measures
adopted by President Clinton, namely
freezing Iranian assets in the US, severing
ties with Iran and the military fiasco in
Tabas, planning coups against the Islamic
government and finally, encouraging the
Iraqi attack on Iran as an irrational approach
and an act of political adventurism.
President Rafsanjani also stated that the
American leaders

US has become

more

frustrated and is

resorting to new accusations against Iran,
as levelling undocumented charges
that it is producing chemical and nuclear
weapons and that it is strengthening its

such

to

deploy

more than 7 000 blue
the Lusaka Protoeol,

to oversee

signed in November last year, between the
Angolan government and Unita.
The Lusaka Protocol, negotiated over a
period of more than a year, was intent on
ending the 20-ycar-old armed conllict in
Angola. However, Savimbi did not attend
the signing ceremony, raising doubts as to
whether he was in full agreement with it.
Attempts at organising a meeting between
dos Santos and Savimbi proved unsuccessful
first, because of Savimbi’s refusal to hold
the meeting in Luanda, and then due to his
insistence that Unita should be deeply
involved in mapping out a government
programme,
No details have been released

on

the

discussions between the two leaders, but
there is speculation that Savimbi may have
accepted the post ofvice-prcsident, in which
case there will be no need to hold a second
round of the September 1992 presidential
elections,

SOUTH AFRICA
MINE DISASTER KILLS

in relations with Iran.
Iran believes that for

has

as

long as the world

pressing need for energy resources,
the LIS ciuinot successfully push Iran out of
a

oil

markets.

The

Iranian

President

announced that his government

has adopted
new policies aimed at lessening economic
dependence on oil and to use other national
resources in the processing industry in order
to provide raw materials for Iran’s growing
industrial and production units.

miners

were

killed in

—

an

One hundred
accident

at

THE MEETING AT LAST
LUANDA —The
betw

een

long-awaited meeting

President José Eduardo dos Santos

and his

long time rival, the leader of the
Independence of Angola
(Unita). Jonas Savimbi. was finally held in
Lusaka on May 6. paving the way for a
permanent cease-fire in Angola, and creating
the necessary confidence I'or the Lhiited
Union forthcTotal

.Sai-i;m May. I‘W5

report to the government,

measures to

be taken.

LANDMINES
CALL FOR ACTION
YAOUNDÉ

—

Representatives from 25

French-speaking African countries meeting
in the Cameroonian

capital of Yaounde, on
April 25-27, have urged the international
community to impose a total ban on the
production, trade and u.se of landmines, and
called for

more

be made

to

resources

operations

on

the continent.
The

meeting was part of a scries of others,
jointly organised by the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and the

Organisation of African Unity (OAU), in an
at conscientisingAfrictm midto-top level decision-makers on the dangers
caused by landmines.
The meetings arc part of a build-up
programme with the view of guaranteeing
the largest participation possible by African
effort aimed

governments at the Vienna Conference in
United Nations

arms

convention.

the

Anglo-American owned Vaal Reefs gold
mine in South Africa. The accident occurred
when

ZAIRE

mine locomotive

pushing a mine
carriage plunged down the shaft and hit a
cage transporting workers on night shift.
The cage plunged some 500 metres down
the shaft, killing all its occupants. Vaal
Reefs is South Africa’s second largest gold
a

mine.

ANGOLA

outlining

a

September, tasked with reviewing the 1980

100
JOHANNESBURG

submitted

available for mine clearance

arsenal of conventional weapons.

European Union foreign ministers met in
mid-April and demanded that Iran must end
the fatwei imposed on writer Salman
Rushdie, which is seen as a political obstacle

time when the commission of inquiry into
safety and health in the mining industry had

South Africa’s mines minister Pik Botha,
who visited the site of the accident

a

few

hours after its occurrence, said it could have
been caused

by

human error.
The accident has brought to the surface,
once again, the need to implement adequate
safety standards in the South African mines,
classified by mine safety c.xpcrts as the most
dangerous in the w odd. Last year, some 500
people died in mine accidents throughout
South Africa. The accident happened at a
a

EBOLA VIRUS KILLS AT
LEAST 60
KINSHASA

The

World

Health

Organisation (WHO) and medical experts
are battling to control the
spread of a
mysterious killcrdisease which broke in the
Zairean

town

of Kikwit. 500 kilometres

cast

of Kinshasa,

killing at least 60 people.
by WHO as caused
by tbc Ebola virus, causes a form of
haemorrhagic fever for which no cure or
The disease, identi l ied

vaccine has been found.
The extent of the di.scasc is

not

yet

known,

but health experts fear that if the affected
area is not isolated, the disease could
spread
to

other

areas

v\hich

are

still safe._J
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SWAZILAND: CHANGE OR PERISH
Thulani Mtethwa

Notably, the monarch’s involvement in
has created resentment
among the people with many quarters cal ling

HE POLITICAL future of the

T
Time

the country’s pol i tics

Kingdom of Swaziland looks
bleak.
seems to

be

for

running out for King

Mswati III to either heed the call for party

I

been shattered.

i

Swaziland, and the students

King Mswati III

There appears to be a political awakening
a substantial portion of the Kingdom’s

theft

syndicates. In a bid to save his
name from being dragged in the mud of
corruption. King Mswati III cracked his
whip for the first time since he was installed
in 1986, culminating in the sacking of two
to car

reports to the House

of Assembly.

However, the parliamentarians cooled
down and the minister

was

allowed to read

the

speech he had prepared.
The Royal Swaziland Police (RSP)

confiscated

a

1994 model Honda Ballade

from the former finance minister.

cabinet ministers, his brother, broadcast and

It was confirmed to have been bought
through fraudulent means involving
bouncing cheques from the South African
car dealer. Cargo Motors Limited.
Prince Phinda was found in the possession
of a 1993 Nissan Skyline, allegedly stolen

information minister Prince Phinda, and

from South Africa. The South African Police

finance minister Isaac

(SAP) confirmed the theft of the

Shabangu. Both
ministers were implicated in car stealing.
Shabangu made unsuccessful attempts to
have the car returned to him, alleging that he
had rightly bought it “from someone.’’
His last ditch attempt was thrown out the
window by the Swaziland Court of Appeal.
In

a

dramatic

minister

turn

of events, the finance

sacked

just a day after
delivering a controversial budget speech
before parliament in March.
Before the delivery of the budget speech,
parliamentarians had raised a furore in the
House, demanding that the prime minister.
Prince Mbilini, should appoint another
official to read the speech instead of the
was

finance minister, because of his bad record
of

associating himself with thieves.
was moved by Piggs Peak MP,
Dumisani Masango, calling upon the premier
to explain the authenticity of the car theft
A motion

22

over

the

Wednesday, a
battering of
students by the police in November 1990.
Students were beaten-up by members of the
Para Military Police now known as the
Operational Support Service Unit (OSSU)
for having gone on strike. The University's
vice-chancellor. Professor Lydia Makhubu,
declared that the day would not be
remembrance of the brutal

from

Some cabinet ministers have been linked

the King,
University of

celebration of Black

£

through the national elections in 1993 has

population of close to a million. Many
people in the country have begun to question
the manner in which they are governed.
The government
is fraught with
allegations of corruption and economic
mismanagement.

constitutional monarch.

who is the Chancellor of the

politics or face the imminent possible change
by force.
After almost two years. King Mswati
i
Ill’s democratic dream of involving the s
I
nation in the formation of government

a

A row erupted recently between

car.

Another scandal

emerged to undermine
the authority of the government: Three
ministers were reported to have received
kickbacks of over US$100 000 through
illicit deals in major national projects.
To cool the turbo-charged MPs, the prime
minister promised to investigate all
allegations of corruption against members
of his government.
Swaziland is a fertile ground for corruption

higher levels of government. The kingdom
operates without a written constitution and
there is no legislation to stamp down on
corruption. Civil society is completely
alienated from the country’s political
decision-making process.
Progressives have reiterated that if the
government was answerable to the masses,
the potential for corruption would be
at

reduced.

commemorated. However, in a clear
defiance of the

King’s authority, the students
organised protest marches leading to the
closure of the university. An informal inquiry
was established by Professor Makhubu, the
outcome of which led to the expulsion of
more than eight students who later went on
a hunger strike, demanding unconditional
reinstatement. The plight of the hunger
striking students was highlighted by parents
and workers who marched to the gates of
King Mswati Ill’s Lozitha Palace.
While the country was still recovering
from the university crisis, workers embarked
on a two-day national mass stay-away over
the ‘popular 27 demands’ which saw
Swaziland’s economy going down to its
knees. The demands, which were submitted
to

government in February

1994, included

other issues, empowering of the
Industrial Court in reinstating unlawfully
dismissed workers, recognition of May Day
as a public holiday, paid maternity leave for
among

female workers,

no

taxation of retrenched

workers’ benefits,

adequate accommodation
police, and press freedom.
Government dragged its feet when
addressing the demands, forcing the workers

for the

to

embark

on a

violent national stay-away

which
two

brought the country to a standstill for
days and costing the country more than

US$4 million. Workers
mass

were so

furious at

a

meeting at the Trade Fair grounds in
Sapem May, 1995
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Manzini, the second largest city, charging
that government

had the delaying tactics of
mentioning the name of the royal family
when dealing v/ith their grievances. A plea
by the Queen Mother, calling on workers
not to embark on the stay-away was defied.
The stay-away was called off after an
assurance by Parliament to promptly address
workers’ demands through a Select
Committee. However, confusion reigned at
government level when addressing the 27
demands. Ad hocly, home affairs minister.
Prince Sobandla, granted workers the May
Day and revoked the Easter Monday hoi iday.
This widened the conflict in the society as it
put government and Chrifitians on a collision
course. The revocation of the Easter Monday
was condemned by Christians, who charged
that the decision was contrary to the religious
beliefs of the country. Prince Sobandla
reinstated the Easter holiday.
As if government wanted to live to the
adage of comedy of errors, it went on to
amend the Industrial Relations Bill of 1995,
which purports to address the 27 workers’
demands. Surprisingly, the Bill orders that
the powers of the country’s three trade
union organisations to cal 1 mass stay-a ways

be removed. Under the bill, any

organisation

or labour officers
such actions risk a fine of

US$2 700

or ten
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discriminatory access to schools, health and welfare —
challenge the new government. It is a work of African
('.diled
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more

rejected by the labour

federations, and the Executive Director of

Employers

(FSE), Musa Hlophe, said the prepared Bill
will take the country 60-years back, when
labour laws did not allow flexibility and

democracy in the work-place.
Secretary-General of the Swaziland
Federation of Trade Unions (SFTU), Jan

Sithole, said his federation rejects the Bill

ISBN 1-77905-025-9

imposes
a state of emergency on the unions.
He observed that the Bill only addressed
two of the 27 demands by workers, pointing
we
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education in Zimbabwe
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“Where are we heading to?” Educationists, economists
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ZIMBABWE
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asked for,” he lamented.□
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ZIMBABWE: ALIGNING THE PIECES
NERGISED BY the landslide

E

parastatals. He is not a member of the cabinet
which is responsible for decisions over
parastatals. An additional complication for
him has to do with the fact that parastatal
heads report directly to their ministries.
Mugabe said Chambati, who until recently
was chief executive of the TA Holdings
conglomerate, in which Zanu-PF has
controlling shares, will bring into the
government his experience in the private

victory, which saw his Zimbabwe
African

National

Union

-

Patriotic Front (Zanu-PF) sweep all but
two seats in parliament. President Robert

cabinet bringing
dropping some old
“comrades”, pleasing the Ndebele and
striking an ethnic balance.
Veterans Didymus Mutasa and Joseph
Msika were relieved of their jobs as ministers
of national affairs and employment creation
Mugabe formed

a new

in technocrats,

sector.

Simon Moyo is another ex-Zapu. He
graduates from deputy minister of industry
and commerce to minister of transport and
energy. Other ex-Zapu members in the
cabinet are Tenjiwe Lesabe, a woman who
moves from the junior post of minister of

and of local government respectively. “They

going to strengthen the party,” said
Mugabe, as he announced the new cabinet
on April 20. Msika is Zanu-PF’s chairman,
are

and Mutasa is the

party’s secretary for

administration.

Ariston Chambati:

new

finance minister

(there are 30
non-constituency members of parliament).
President Mugabe’s party won 118, with
the remaining two being won by ZanuNdonga, of veteran nationalist Ndabaningi
Sithole. The opposition has not consolidated
the gains from the 1990 elections, losing one
of the three seats it held in parliament.
It is not so much the victory which has
revamped Mugabe’s position across the
Zimbabwean political spectrum, but the fact
that 54 of Zanu-PF’s MPs stood unopposed
in their constituencies. Where elections were
was 57 per cent, defeating
pre-election speculation of widespread
apathy,
resulting
from
alleged
disgruntlement of the masses with the

held, the turn out

government.

and the

predominantly Ndebele Zapu was
integrated into Zanu-PF, in what became
known in Zimbabwe as the Unity Accord.
Nkomo may have influenced the President
to increase the number of former Zapu
members in the cabinet, and avoid the

potential for mistrust between Ndebele and
Shona people. Nkomo reportedly gave the
president advice contradicting what the other
vice-president, Simon Muzenda, had
wanted, namely the dropping of certain
cabinet members who had opposed him
during the primary elections. However,
crucial cabinet posts have been allocated in
a

manner

that consolidates the Zeziiru

domination of government in the wake of
the Masvingo saga allegedly aimed at

Mugabe’s victory put him in a more
including the strength
to defy World Bank and International
Monetary Fund (IMF) demands for a smaller
cabinet. Combining
ministers, deputy

challenging Mugabe’s presidency, but
banking heavily on a possible alliance with
the Ndebele, who were then perceived as an

ministers, and consultants, the executive

takes

has swollen from 24 to 36.

ministry of finance. He was long tipped for
the job, since Chidzero fell ill two years ago.

comfortable position,

Insiders say that the cabinet was highly
influenced by vice-president Joshua Nkomo,

former leader of the Zimbabwe African

People’s Union (Zapu), who once fought a
war against Mugabe after independence. In
1987, both parties signed a peace agreement
24

state

for women's affairs to education,

Dumiso

In the 120 constituency seats

alienated ethnic group.
Ariston Chambati, a former Zapu member,
over

Another

from Bernard Chidzero at the

ex-Zapu, Cephas Msipa, was
appointed minister of state in the office of
the president (in charge of rationalising
parastatals). It is not clear, however, how
Msipa will intervene in the running of

Dabengwa, who remains at home
affairs, and John Nkomo (no relation to
Joshua), who takes

over

local government.

Cyril Ndebele, who replaces Nolan
Makombe as the speaker of parliament, is
also an ex-Zapu.
There is nocon.sensus amongst observers,
as to whether Nathan Shamuyarira,
responsible for foreign affairs since 1985,
was

demoted. Those who do

not

share the

view that he has been demoted, argue that
with his move to public .service, labour and
social welfare, Shamuyarira takes over the
gigantic responsibility of bringing order to
the multi-million dollar and corruptionridden National Social Security Agency
(NSS A), and lead the campaign to rationalise
the civil service in line with World Bank

and IMF recommendations. He may

also be
charged with using his political muscle to
placate the labour movement, which is
increasingly growing hostile to the
government and the ruling party, in the face
of economic difficulties brought about by
the current economic reforms.

In any event, some argue, foreign affairs
is not a very important position in Zimbabwe,
the

president assumes full control in
foreign policy formulation, which reduces
the minister to a mere “messenger”.
The new foreign minister is Stanley
as
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Mudenge, a historian, formely minister of
higher education and a previous Zimbabwe
pemianent

representative to the United

Nations in New York. Six other ministers
have remained where

they were. They are
(mines). Moven Mahachi
(defence), Sydney Sekeramayi (state
security), Emmerson Mnangagwa (justice
and legal affairs), Enos Chikowore (public
construction and national housing), and
Timothy Stamps (health and child
Eddison Zvobgo

welfare).

Agriculture,
lands and water
development has been split into two
ministries, with Kumbirai Kangai, the old
portfolio holder, remaining with lands and
water, while former transport and energy
minister Dennis Norman, will take

care

land reform,

an

ambitious

programme to resettle hundreds of thousands
of landless black families. Stamps and
Norman

the

only white ministers.
Elorence Chitauro, fomier deputy minister
are

of labour and social welfare, becomes the
new

minister of national affairs, cooperatives

and

employment creation. This is one
ministry many had hoped would disappear.
Apart from providing employment only to
its own bureaucrats, many fear that it has
created no jobs, in a country where
unemployment keeps rising. It is perceived
by many to be a Zanu-PE servicing body, as
most of its employees are Zanu-PF and the
ministry itself operates from the Zanu-PF
headquarters, with rent payable to the ruling

this year.
his way

Analysts say Mangwende is on
out, unless he improves
tremendously in his performance.
JosiahTungamirai. the former air force
commander who dared challenge
Muzenda in the Gutu North constituency,
was rewarded for his compliance with a
presidential order to withdraw from the
race. He becomes a non-constituency MP
and the party's senior whip. Bernard
Chidzero, the veteran minister of finance,
has been

appointed economic advisor
to the government, while
Hove retains his position as

and consultant
Richard

planning commissioner.□

Cephas Msipa, Minister of State in the
office of the President

Following is the full list of the

new Zimbabwe Cabinet
Minister of Defence — Moven Mahachi
Minister of Home Affairs — Dumiso Dabengwa
Minister of Foreign Affairs — Stan Mudenge

Deputy

—

Minister of Finance

ministers and their deputies:

Nicholas Goche

—

Ariston Chambati

Deputy — Misheck Chinamasa
Minister of State SecuritySydney Sekeramayi
Minister of Justice, Legal & Parliamentary Affairs — Emmerson Mnangagwa
Minister of National Affairs, Employment Creation
and Cooperatives — Florence Chitauro
Deputy — Gabriel Machinga
Minister of Public Service, Labour and Social Welfare — Nathan Shamuyarira
Deputy — Alois Mangwende
Minister of Local Government, Rural & Urban Development
John Nkomo
Deputy — TonyGara
Minister of

Agriculture — Dennis Norman

Deputy

--

Olivia Muchena

Minister of Lands & Water Resources

Kumbirai Kangai
Deputy — Cain Mathema
Minister of industry and Commerce — Herbert Murerwa
Deputy — Obert Mpofu
Minister of Mines
Eddison Zvobgo
Deputy — Zenzo Nsimbi
Minister of Environment & Tourism
Chenhamo Chimutengwende
Deputy — Edward Chininga
Minister of Public Construction and National Housing — Enos Chikowore
Deputy —- Sithembiso Nyoni
—

—

party.
At industry and commerce moves Herbert
Murerwa. who was minister of environment
and tourism. He is

replaced by Chen
Chimutengwende, former deputy minister
of information.
A fast

is Ignatius Chombo, the
higher education. An
academic from the University of Zimbabwe.
Chombo was appointed two years ago as
governor of Mashonaland West province.
President Mugabe’s own home area.
The ministry of education and culture
was also split into two, with veteran minister
Witness Mangwende, who headed it.
becoming the new minister of recreation,
sports and culture, with the particular
new

Games, to be held in Zimbabwe in August

of

agriculture. At lands and water Kangai will
still have to grapple with the unfinished
business of

responsibility of organising the All Africa

rising star
minister of

Sapem May, IW.'S

—

Minister of Information, Posts and Telecommunications

—

David Karimanzira

Deputy — Oppah Rushesha
Minister of Higher Education — Ignatius Chombo
Deputy — Sikhanyiso Ndlovu
Minister of Education
Tenjiwe Lesabe
Deputy — William Gumbochuma
Minister of Sports, Recreation and Culture — Witness Mangwende
Deputy — Kembo Mohadi
Minister of Health
Timothy Stamps
Deputy — Tsu ngirirayi Hungwe
Minister of Transport and Energy — Simon Khaya Moyo
Minister of State in the President's Office
Cephas Msipa
(Normally the portfolio is not a cabinet rank)
—

—

—

Economic Adviser and Consultant to the Government

Planning Commissioner in the President's Office

—

—

Bernard Chidzero

Richard Hove
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MERIDIEM BIAO: OUT OF CASH
Square Yalemana

u

NCERTAINTY still surrounds the
future of Africa’s

BIAO

widely and
rapidly expanding Meridien
Bank network that has already

suffered closure of some branches due to
financial crisis.
Afterthe closure of the

Swaziland and

Humburg, London,
Kenyan branches, the Bank

of Zambia (BOZ) has also taken over the

management of the Bank which has since
been de-linked from the Meridien Global
network in

to

a move

solve its financial

crisis and restore confidence in the financial

(CBK) assistant director for foreign
exchange, Francis Kirembu, as new manager

in the Meridien Bank,

of the bank effective from March 14.

would end the

Depositors were advised that the bank
would remain closed and no withdrawals

as the development
uncertainty which surrounded
the bank for the past months.
However, the government effort to salvage
the bank from total collapse seems to be
facing opposition from the World Bank and
the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
“We might have to postpone our aid

programme to Zambia if the government
does not draw up a viable strategy to save
the Zambian economy’’, an IMF official
said in Lusaka.

system.
A statement released

by the Bank of
Zambia, the country’s central bank, also
stated that the bank’s board of directors

management would be reconstituted to
assume

The Bankers’ Association of Zambia

(BAZ) welcomed government intervention

responsibility for the affairs of the

bank in the interim.
And Tanzania’s central bank, the Bank of
Tanzania

(BOT), citing large foreign
exchange exposure at Meridien BIAO Bank
Tanzania, has also taken

ojjeration. This

over

the bank’s

shortly after Kenya

came

and Zambia did the

same

over

similar

problems.
In Zambia, the Bank ofZambia has already

appointed

with
chairman, pending a

a new management team

John Cruickshank
final decision

on

as

the future of the bank in six

months’ time. Kaitano

Chungu is now the
new joint managing director, who will work
with the managing director appointed by

governor, Micah Cheserem, said this bank
had in recent months expressed grave
over Meridien’s large foreign
exchange exposure position, although the
bank’s explanation was that it had placed
concern

US$12

million

with

the

Meridien

International Bank in Nassau, Bahamas
"which could be

The

bailing out of Meridien Bank seems
to have sent wrong signals to donors as
they
interpret it as meaning that the country had
enough money, and therefore it needs no
support.
This is evidenced by the postponement of
the

would be allowed until further notice. CBK

of

the

Rights
Programme (RAP),
following “successful” completion by the
Zambian government. The IMF insists this
would only take place when the government
reorganises its economic portfolio,
especially regarding the bail out of Meridien
commencement

Accumulation

caused

repaid due to tight liquidity
by trading losses made by the parent

bank in 1994’’.

According to the statement, Kirembu’s
ensuring that the bank
does not accept new deposits until all debts
to the institution are recovered; seeking the
assistance of monetary authorities in the
Bahamas to repatriate the US$12 million
which belongs to Kenyan depositors; and
protecting all assets belonging to the
role would include

institution.
The CBK estimated deposits from the
public at 1 billion Kenyan shilling in the

Nairobi branch.

Bank.

“We have

The

options are on the bank and then we will be
able to give a full report on the situation,”

Kenyan branch is owned 51 percent
by Meridien BIAO SA of Luxembourg and
49 percent locally. Meridien BIAO SA is
owned 74 percent by Meridien International

finance minister Ronald Penza said.

Bank in Nassau, Bahamas, with John

to carry

Meridien Bank

to

out a special audit on
determine what our

If the IMF does not grant

Zambia the

Kapotwe

as chairman.
The closure in Kenya came barely three
weeks after the run on the Meridien BIAO

the current shareholders of the Meridien

RAP, it

Bank, while John Mpundu, from the Zambia
National Commercial Bank, was

billion worth of financial support
donors.

rumours

several banks as wel 1

for the International

In Tanzania, central bank governor Idris
Rashid said he had disbanded Meridien’s

Corporation, a branch of the World

Board of directors and management and

bank in Zambia lost close to US$37,5 million

replaced it with a new central bank team
specifically instructed to protect depositor

out

interests.

close their accounts.

appointed
financial controller. Chungu has worked for
Finance

as

Bank.
Bank of Zambia

general manager,
Godfrey Ndulo, explained that the BOZ had
not taken over the running of Meridien
Bank but had put in management which
would go to the bottom of the problems at
the bank and

assess

assistance would be

26

how much financial

required.

means

Zambia would lose US$1,3

The Meridien branch

was

from

Bank in Lusaka and Ndola,

exposed to $39

million.
In

Kenya, the Meridien branch was closed

soon

after the central bank took

over

management with Central Bank of Kenya

following

of its imminent closure because of

liquidity problems. It is estimated that the
of US$46,25 million worth of deposits

because
The

people and companies rushed to

run on

the Meridien Bank

prompted

the government to inject funds into the bank
to restore confidence in the financial system,

although this sparked criticisms from the
public and the members of parliament, for
Sapem May, 1995
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what

they referred to

discrimination

in

as government

helping

limping

companies.
The closure of the Swaziland branch

was

described

by the Meridien group vicepresident, Stelios Sardanis, as a way to help
infuse additional capital in efforts to further
restructure

Meridien sub-Saharan Africa's

commercial

banking network.

However, the bank is not under the

same

problem in West Africa, but the Central
Bank of West Africa

(BCEAO), which

brings together central and west
Francophone Africa, has outlined measures
to protect its depositors.
“We

are

not

under the

same

pressure

here; nothing like people coming through

the counters

to

get back their deposits,” said

Nation, customers who had gone to withdraw

Lean-Louis Ekra. Meridien BIAO manager
for West Africa.

money from the
frustration when

Bank analysts attribute Meridien’s
problems to its quick expansion across

bank closed.

South, East Central and West Africa,

in the cold with their

well

as

as

management difficulties within the

group.
The group was created in the early 1990s
in London and Lusaka, as a result of the
merger of Meridien International Bank and
the International Bank for West Africa, a

French

banking group established in 1853.
Despite the criticisms, Meridien Bank
management still insisted all was well with
the group.

According to the Lusaka-based Daily

bank expressed anger and
they found the doors to the

Several

depositors have since remained
huge sums of money
locked up in the bank.
In February, The Dutch financial services
group, Internationale Neclerlanclen Groep
{ING) had expressed interest in buying some
of Meridien BIAO’s branches.

According to Reuters, there was a rescue
package placed before the board of ING
bank aimed at acquiring some ofthe branches
of Meridien BIAO Bank in exchange for
injection ofcapital to salvage the Pan African
bank from collapse.□

ZIMBABWE: BLEAK FUTURE FOR
TEXTILE INDUSTRY
Zerubabel Mudzingwa

IMBABWE’S textile and

Those

clothing
industry is under siege, as several
companies go bankrupt and
thousands of workers face the grim
prospect of joining the more than two
million unemployed Zimbabweans.
At the centre of the problem is the loss of

liquidation of Helvey Knitwear (Pvt) Ltd.
Zimbabwe’s largest manufacturer of
blankets was in November last year also
considering laying-off part of its 1 700strong workforce to keep afloat against the
high cost of borrowing money and reduced
profitability caused by lack of export

companies which were heavily
geared had no choice, but to retrench staff,
while others opted to filing for bankruptcy,

the South African market, the removal last

incentives.

be forced into

year

of the 9 per cent export incentive
scheme, and the high cost of cotton lint, thus

National Blankets, based in Bulawayo, is
jointly owned by the ruling Zanu(PF) party

thousands

making the industry’s products less
competitive on the international market.
Since the disastrous 1991/92 drought,
employment in the industry has declined

and Lonrho

adamantly against giving preferential
treatment to Zimbabwean clothing and
textile imports, arguing it could open the
floodgates to similar appeals from other
trading partners.

Z

from 24 000 in 1993

to

about 15 000 this

year, as several companies
1 iquidated, pleading loss of key

have been
markets and

high input costs.
To date, the industry has already seen the
liquidation of many firms including
Southern Africa’s second largest textile
company—the Harare-based Cone Textiles
in November last year, culminating in the
retrenchment of nearly 10 000 workers.
About 450jobs were also lost, following the
Sapem May. 1995

(Zimbabwe).

“This

industry has no future. What we
is just a tip of the iceberg,” said
Ray Wooley, chief executive of David
Whitehead Textiles, in apparent reference
to the bad precedent set by the liquidation of
have

seen

Cone Textiles.

as

has been the trend since 1992.

Conservative estimates predict that unless
the lost South African market is restored
within six

months,

more companies could
liquidation with the loss of
more jobs.

But South Africa’s Textiles Federation is

Meanwhile, South African textile
manufacturers have accused Zimbabwean

South Africa, which slapped high punitive
tariffs

such

imported textile and clothing
imports in 1992, was the local industry’s
largest market. The introduction of these
import duties also coincided with the expiry
on

companies of avoiding to pay import duty
by using neighbouring countries as conduits
for their exports to the republic.
The executive director of the South
African Textile Association Federation,

of the Southern Rhodesia-South Africa 1964

Brian Brink, said in a recent interview that

trade agreement.
found itself with

Zimbabwean

Thus, the local industry
no

markets.

such countries

companies had been using
as

Botswana and Malawi to
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Africa.
Zimbabwean companies, he said, wanted
to capitalise on the duty-free status enjoyed
by member countries of the South African
export textile products to South

of the current
consumers to

rainy season which has forced
become

more

cautious when

in

critical

operations except for David

Whitehead Textiles which contributes about

20

spending.
“We

all its textile

percent

Zimbabwean

of the
profits.

conglomerate's

Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa
and Swaziland.

position right now.
Usually at this time of the year demand is
very high but presently it has gone down
due to the poor rainfall patterns at the

a German company and
the South African Frame Group — which is

Furthermore, cheap imports from the Far

moment,” said Peter Johnson, chairman of

the

Customs Union

East

are

(SACU), who include

said to be

threatening to de-

industrialise the Zimbabwean textile sector
time when it has not been

given enough
re-equip. Competition from
imported second-hand clothes has crippled
the industry’s performance, resulting in the
loss of 10,5 percent of its domestic market
at a

chance to

to

the second-hand clothes dealers.

Textiles also argue

that a further 2 600
jobs could have been created in the clothing
and textile sector had it not been for the

influx of these

“cheap” clothes.
price of cotton lint in
March last year also crippled the textile
industry as companies had to buy cotton lint
at market related prices. The then Cotton
Marketing Board (now trading as Cotton
Company of Zimbabwe) nearly doubled the
price of a kilogramme of lint from US$ 1 to
US$1,60 in March last year. It then settled
for US$1,30. This increased the industry’s
production costs which were subsequently
The hike in the

transferred

to

the

are

a

the Zimbabwe

Clothing Council.
In his concluding remarks at the end of his

tour

of six African countries, end of last last

year, Neil Kearney, an internationally
renowned textile expert, attributed the
textile industries’
Bank and

quagmire to the World
IMF’s structural adjustment

programmes.

Kearney recommended that adjustment
programmes should take into account
conditions of each country. Because of the

argued Kearney, the textile
industry in Zambia was devastated in two
years and in Uganda it almost disappeared.
In its on-going worldwide down-sizing.
Lonrho pic had identified its textile
operations as no-core business slated for
disposal. Lonrho has since decided to sell
programmes,

In line with this. Cone Textiles is

for

now

up

grabs between

largest textile manufacturer in the
hemisphere. The two companies
are competing to acquire the entire assets or
specific operations within the now defunct
Cone Textiles, for export to their respective
Southern

countries.
Investment analysts have put a more than
US$60 million price tag on Cone Textiles,
which has a bank debt of more than US$32

million.

Economists

generally consider textile
emerging industrial
powers, since countries with relatively low
wages and a good source of raw materials
have a huge advantage in such a labourintensive industry.
industries ideal for

Pakistan

economies

and
on

India

built

the textile and

their

clothing

industry.□

consumers.

The

high interest rates charged by banks
on borrowing and the increased cotton lint
prices are the major factors for the current
demise of the textile

the sector’s

exports rose by 40 per cent over the

corresponding in 1993 but in the second
half of last year, earnings dropped by nearly
60 per cent.
The loss of the 9 per cent export

incentive

scheme, under which government paid a
tax-free bonus

equivalent to nine per cent
of the exporting company’s annual
exports, severely crippled the sector which
was
starting to test the waters of
competition.
“The industry is in severe difficulty and
nobody is coming to our assistance,” said
Wooley, whose company, David Whitehead
Textiles, is one of the few managing to keep
afloat.
As if that

was not

taken
28

a

enough, the industry's

on the domestic
nose-dive owing to the

Exchange Rates Per US Dollar Unit
end of April, 1995)

as

sector.

In the first half of last year,

performance

SADC Currencies

April

Country

Currency

Botswana

Pula

2.73

Lesotho

Maluti

3.55

Malawi

Kwacha

Mozambique

Metical

Namibia

Dollar

3.60

South Africa

Rand

3.60

Swaziland

Lilangeni

3.60

Tanzania

Shilling

422.50

Zambia

Kwacha

845.00

Zimbabwe

Dollar

15.09
6446.15

8.45

market has
uncertainty
Sapem May. \995
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SOUTH AFRICA: ARE WE
EXPECTING TOO MUCH
TOO SOON?
IBBO MANDAZA
HOSE like

me

T
that

who have recently

begun to transcend a book-based
knowledge of South Africa with
which develops out of a more regular

the reality of that
country might, perhaps, share the following
and direct exposure to

reflections with

me.

For, it appears

increasingly evident that not only South
Africans, who are no doubt entitled to do so,
but also outsiders, who are less justified to
do so, expect too much too soon from the
new dispensation in that country. If so, we
have to consider whether such expectations
are based on a realistic appraisal of what is
possible or arise from a very superficial
appreciation of the legacy of apartheid. To
begin with, it should appear obvious that that
which has taken so many decades of
economic, political and social engineering
could not possibly be undone in a matter of
years, let alone one year. But can it be that the
Government of National Unity (GNU) has
not also exploited some of the many loopholes in “the horns of the dilemma” that we
have referred to in

our

Editorial herein?

But, first, to an account of only some of
the economic and social realities that the first

of post-apartheid could hardly have
May 8, 1995, South African
Minister without Portfolio, Jay Naidoo,
released .some very grim revelations about
tbe state of the economy and serious
consequences that are related thereto. Out of
approximately 14,4 million economically
year

altered. On

active South Africans, about 57 percent or

in formal employment, 1,5
million or 10 percent in tbe informal sector
and 4,7 million or 32,6 percent are
8,2 million

are

Sapem May. 1995

unemployed. Even for a visitor to South
Africa (as I was on May 9, 1995) it was
shocking to read the headline in one of the
largest dailies {The Star), “Nation’s 4,7
million jobless”. An additional alarming
feature in these statistics related to the rural
sector

in Africa’s most urbanised

society:

namely, that unemployment rates are far
higher in rural than in urban areas. For
example, in the rural Eastern Cape (a province
I was visiting then as part of my first
pilgrimage to the University of Fort Hare on
May 9 and 10, 1995), 56,3 percent of the
economically active population is
unemployed compared to 32,4 percent in the
towns

and cities.

Now, for those more familiar with
Johannesburg and its glossy “Sandton City,”
the Eastern Cape is a poignant reminder that
Third World country, with
communities and sectors as

South Africa is
rural

a

underdeveloped as those we will find in most
of Africa, Asia or Latin America. It was in
this column that I

pointed out UNDP-based
figures which reveal that in South Africa,
the standard of living of the average White
person stands seventh (7th) in the world,
just behind Spain, while that of the average
Black person is one hundred and twenty
fourth (124th) after Congo (Brazzaville).
But then rural underdevelopment is largely
a function of the urban development, of socalled “development”, of colonial
development. Of course, apartheid was a
special form of colonialism, inter alia,
ensuring the systematic deprivation of the
rural society already devastated and eroded
by centuries of wars of European expansion

and land grabbing, through the migrant

labour

and bantustan systems.
Rural poverty is especially pronounced in
the Eastern

Cape (91% of its population
water), KwaZulu-Natal

has no on-site tap

(no easily accessible tap waterfor69,4%)
and Northern Transvaal (61,7%). The
human

development inde.x (HD!) — ‘a
of people's ability to live lonf’

measure

and healthy lives, to communicate, to
participate in the community and to have
sufficient means
to afford a decent
standard of living' —found South Africa
was on a par with Paraguay, Botswana
and China at 0,677 out of J. [Excerpts
from the Minister’s Report, The Star, May
...

9, 1995.]

But even South Africa’s richest province,
Gauteng (wherein lie Johannesburg, Pretoria
and Vaal areas generally), has 20 percent of
all unemployed in South Africa and has the
shack dwellers, with 23,8 percent

of all
The Star also
reported that a Black Business Summit held
in Midrand on May 8, 1995 was told that in
1991 the bottom 40 percent of the African
population received only 6,4 percent of their
communities’ income while the top lOpcrccnt
received 46,6 percent of the total. A scenario
that prompted the Public Works Minister,
JeffRadebe, to tell tbe Conference delegates
that these ftgurcs showed that “the poor arc
getting poorer, and the rich richer.” Yet the

most

the shacks in the country.

World Bank classifies South Africa
upper middle income country
half of the population lives

as an

when almost
in absolute

poverty.
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PERSPECTIVES

It

is

most

commendable that President

POVERTY LEVELS WORLDWIDE

Mandela’s government moved so quickly to
establish such an information base with
which to guide the Reconstruction and
Development Programme (RDP). There can
be

no

doubt

as

Government

to

GLOBAL:

the commitment of the

One billion out:of;5,5 billion cam less than

and, in particular that of

—

President Mandela and

a

colleagues

— to the RDP. The question,
however, is whether it has been fully

Ratio of income between bottom20%and top 20%has deteriorated from

understood

by all concerned that the
comprehensive implementation of the RDP
will require such far-reaching policies as
would involve large-scale restructuring of
the economy, massive redistribution of the
national cake and therefore, a major
at

in

we

have

pointed out in

our

1;30

1960 to; 1:59 in 1990

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA:
Economic grovvth rate of
in

1,5% is lowest iri the world: Food production 20% lower than
1970 when population Only half present size. Population still growing at 3,3%

annually.

home

SOUTH AFRICA:

and abroad.

As

per year

94,4% of worfd income earned by richest 40% of world population, poorest
60% or 3^3 billion earn remaining 5,6%.

number of his

confrontation with vested interests

US$370

Average levels of living dropped by at least 20% per capita — reversed to 1971

Editorial

levels.

herein, there is a real dilemma for the new
South Africa, especially given the internal
and external dimension of the National

While the percentage of those living below absolute minimum living standards
has decreased from 50% in 1980 to 42% in 1990, absolute numbers have

Question in that country:

increased from 14,7 million to 17,Tmil!ion.

How to rectify three centuries ofcolonial and

Eleven million of 17,1 million live in rural areas, remaining 6 million almost

racial domination without upsetting the very

equal number of squatters.

historical, political and economic bases upon
which the Southern

African subsystem has

Eighteen rhillion libe below minimum

been built! How.

the one hand, to seek to

household:

on

wage

level of R750

per

month

per

resolve the Land

Question in a country in
which 87 percent is owned and occupied by
a White minority that constitutes only 4

SOURCE: INFOCUSyol 2. No. 12 February/March 1995

percent of the population and, on the other,
still hope to leave the structure of production

the

intact. How to address the problem

conjuncture within which the new South
Africa is being established. Unfortunately,
South Africa has no African precedent on the
basis of which it might deal with this problem.
On the contrary, all indications so far are
that South Africa itself is falling into the
temptation of equating the attainment of
political independence with the freedom

of wages
improved conditions of living for the
mass of the people while ensuring that the
rate of capitalist exploitation and economic
growth remains constant. How to pursue the
democratisation ofthe education and health
systems without building a budget deficit that
will in turn distort the economy and enhance
unemployment and social unrest. In short,
how to pursue the objectives of liberation —
including that ofthe restoration ofthe dignity
ofthe African person after centuries of White
domination—to its logical conclusion without
falling victim to white-mail at home and
and

abroad.

It

would

help immensely to temper the
heightened expectations, on the part of the
masses of South Africans in particular, if
this
were articulated in the political
discourse of South Africa itself This would
serve two

.^0

primary purposes. First, to inform

mass

the

of the

people of South Africa of

harsh realities of the historical

and latitude to do

the

(African) state
wishes, in the interests of the masses. So,
there is even an attempt, on the part of the
state

as

itself, to conceal the evident internal

and e.xternal forces that

are

central to the

policy framework within the state, in the
(vain) hope that to do so would enhance
that perception that “the government is in
full control of everything” and that all its
policies are “homegrown”. Therefore, and
not surprisingly, the masses are quite
justified in holding their governments
fully responsible for failing to deliver r/ie

fndts ofindependence.

Clearly, an admission, on the part of
the

(African) state, that it is in the current
circumstances really a “hostage state" to
these internal and external forces

might
Namely,
have to identify and target
forces, for all to see and

also achieve the second purpose.
the need to

these very
understand their

nature

and content, with

the

specific objective of mobilising mass
support with which to confront and contain

those forces.

To the extent that the (African) state has
not

found it necessary to

make public the

nature, content and limits of its power, so,

too,

does it further enhance its incapacity to

deliver the

goods. In the end, it is not

much that the
soon;

masses

rather, the

masses

foreseeable future,

so

expect too much too

never

might, for the
know the real

why then state is not able to deliver
the fruits of independence.Q
reasons
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PAUL ROBESON: GENIUS WHO
SHOWED HIS GRIT
Grace Cachi

T

HE CONCERT

was

held in 1925. A

capacity crowd Tdled the theatre
with the overflow crowd standing
off stage. The end of the performance was
greeted with thunderous applause and 16
encores. For 60 years, choral groups such
as the Fisk Jubilee Chair had been singing
“Negro” spirituals but this was the first
time an entire formal programme had
been devoted to spirituals by a soloist.
This 27-year-old artist with the luscious,
mellow, hass-baritone voice who brought
spirituals to a higher level of acclaim was
the son of an ex-slave, Paul Robeson.
“With this concert,” according to Martin
Duberman, in his excellent, extensively
researched biography, “Paul Robeson’s
reputation as a singer was, propelled into a
stratosphere of public esteem where it would
remain for 24 years.” This young soloist had
athletic,

academic

and

theatrical

accomplishments as well. During his
collegiate years at Rutgers, while excelling
at football, he collected 15 varsity letters in
four different sports. He had also earned a
law degree. However, it was that voice of
“dark timbre” that Robeson put to varied
use as an actor in Broadway productions
and in “Hollywood” films. The crowning
achievement of his theatrical

career was

his

perfonnance as Othello in the United States
and at Stratford in the United Kingdom.
Robeson’s singing of fack songs, in the
vernacular (he spoke seven languages),
enabled him to enchant audience in various

parts of the world. He always sought that
hand between the slave songs
the American South and the songs

common

of
of

oppressed peasants elsewhere.
When Robeson arrived in the Soviet Union

for

a

concert tour

revolution there

in 1934,

the socialist

in its purest

form. He
minority policy as it was
practiced in Uzbekistan. There, he found a
group of people who had earlier been
oppressed and were, under socialism, “being
studied their

Sapem May. 1995

was

encouraged to preserve their cultural identity
while being welcomed on equal terms with
the Russian citizenry.” He continued, “.
unlike blacks in America, they were not
being counselled to suffer endless miseries
silently.”
.

.

In 1938, Robeson turned his attention to
the

plight of the Republican government of
Spain where, according to Dehuman “.
.

.Franco’s fascist forces of reaction

were

mobilising to destroy them and keep them
poor and landless”. Robeson sang to the
Republican troops on the battlefields of
Spain. In an interview, he explained, “... it
is not only as an artist that I love the cause
of democracy in Spain.
but also as a
Black. 1 belong to an oppressed race.
discriminated against... one that could not
live if fascism triumphed in the world.”
Robeson’s political activism led him to
fight for equal rights for the black minority
for whom living in abject poverty, coping
with job discrimination and dealing with
white brutality were daily occurrences.
In 1946, while Martin Luther King was
still a university student, Robeson was
organising the black working class. He
worked tirelessly to try to get the Federal
government to initiate anti-lynching
legislation. In that same year, he carried that
battle straight to President Truman’s White
House announcing that, “... if Congress did
not defend its black citizens against murder.
.

.

.

Blacks would have

to

.

defend themselves.”

African continent,

was

declared by the CIA

be among those groups presently
active in creating unrest among 'Negros' by
.

.

.

to

stressing racial discrimination.”
By 1950, the State Department confiscated
his passport, giving no reason other than the
fact that Robeson’s travel abroad would,
.be contrary to

the best interests of the US.”
eight years, Robeson would
continually reapply for a passport and appeal
this injustice to the Appellate Court. He
appealed to the Supreme Court twice before
it was finally ruled that the State Department
had no right to withhold any citizen's
passport because of political beliefs.
If that period ofconfinement was designed
to silence Robeson’s political activism — it
had failed. Intransigent: he spoke out against
.

For the next

the Cold War tactics of the British who were

determined

preserve Imperialism with
of President Truman. He
supported famine relief in South Africa. He
spoke out against Japanese aggression
against China. He favoured the dismantling
of colonial systems in Africa and advocated
the right of African peoples to selfgovernment. A man of peace, he opposed
the formation of NATO on the grounds that
a block of European allies would actively
to

the support

seek a bloc of enemies. He continued openly
express his solidarity with the
Union even after the American

Soviet
public
regarded that attitude as an affront.
Ultimately, he sought a broader, more

to

day onward, a campaign of
begun against Paul Robeson
which never abated until the day he died. On

humane world, where national boundaries

three occasions, front wheels

came

of the US administration. So he faced

the

driving. His

From that

harassment

cars

was

which Robeson

was

off of

telephone

was tapped by J. Edgar Haaner’s
EBl and he was kept under constant physical
surveillance. The

organisation. Congress

for African Affairs, where Robeson spent a
lot of time because it “. .spearheaded the
.

drive among

Western democracies to apply
principles of self-determination to the

could be transcended.

His mission, however, did not match that
a

vengeful set of institutions — all working in
unison; namely, the State Department,
Congress, CIA, FBI and the press. According
to Duberman, the FBI. in particular,
faithfully followed the dictates of the most
racist, reactionary elements in American

society in its oppressing of black leaders. It
was

Robeson’s admiration for the Soviet
31
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Union which the government regarded as
most serious infraction. In 1946, he was

his

called to

testify before the Un-American

Activities Committee in California to
determine if he
Communist

was

a

member of the

Party. He replied that he

was

Communist, but one who characterised

not a

himself

as

anti-Fascist. In 1947, he

was

cited

by Congress’s House Un-American
as, “,, ,one invariably
found supporting the Communist Party and
its front organisations,” A more pertinent
question was asked that same day by E.
Edward Strong of the National Negro
Congress: why wasn't the Ku Klux Klan
being cited for burning “Negroes” in the
Activities Committee

South?
After his confinement in the US, Robeson

spent several years overseas performing in
concert

halls and

engaging in international

debate. He noticed that the forces of reaction

there

re-emerging and that his view of

were

the Soviet Union as the countervailing force

repel them had been premature. There is
to the amount of disappointment
and pressure one man can take. He was in
the Soviet Union when he collapsed in
to
a

limit

1961.

Upon his transfer to a psychiatric facility
was given electroconvulsine
therapy; however, instead of the usually
prescribed 10 treatments. Robeson was
given 54! Also, the number of drugs
administered to him in high doses was
said, by a visitor, to be “enough to kill a
horse.” His son. Paul Jr., had always
suspected “chemical
poisoning”.
Suspicions still persist as to whether
Robeson’s illness was caused by covert
medical intervention by the FBI.
Dubennan had to initiate a law suit against
the FBI in order to acquire some partially
in the UK. he

blank files
was

on

Robeson. What he learned

that there had been

HEALTH” file

on

him

a

“STATUS OF

as

well (which is

SON ROBESON BACK WITHOUT A
SONG”.

Unwilling to call him “boy”,
another newspaper claimed. “.
.he had
indulged in a juvenile's taste for Marxist
ideology.”
.

In the “Harlems”
Robeson’s

across

the country,

credibility with the underserved

quite unusual). He also learned that of 103

black masses, who needed his direction so

in the Robeson file, 56 had

desperately, had been diminished. The civil
rights movement which he had done so
much to forge, was proceeding w ithout him.
Its leadership had passed to those with less
political vision and less capable hands.
When that voice of “gentle thunder” w as
stilled in 1976, Paul Robeson left this worldly
plane knowing about power; how it can be
used officially to control individuals; which

volumes

“unaccountably disappeared.” As a
consequence. Dubennan concluded that it
was impossible,”.. .eitherwholly toabsolve
or clearly to indict US government agencies
for playing a role in Robeson’s decline.”
Returning to the US in this state of illhealth, Robeson was greeted with derisive
newspaper headlines, such as, “NATIVE
32

mighty nations would fonn power blocs;
which countries had the ability and the
intention

to

colonise other countries; who

the power brokers were; how-power could
be abused and how frantically Whites would

fight to keep Blacks from wielding it.
If we agree that
emblematic of an

Robeson’s life story was
on-going history of the
struggle and tribulations of Black leaders

—

world-wide

we

need

to

read

who raised their

—

unintimidated voices

against fascism then

anew

the life stances of

Franz Fanon. Patrice Lumumba. Malcolm

X. Walter Rodney. Samora Machel, Martin
Luther

King. Richard Wright and Nkrumah
explanations for their
untimely deaths.□
in search of variant
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T

EXTBOOK definitions of the concept

‘policy’ as a guide to action are
inadequate and epistemologically barren.
Ibbo Mandaza (1994) asserts that the ‘ best pol icy ’
is one about which people in the society will be
fully informed as to both its objectives and the
modus operandl. the means whereby it will be
effected and the possible consequences as the
price for such a policy goal. Of course, we are not
told what conceptual criteria to use to adjudicate
between competing policy propo,sals. There is
no doubt that a policy is supposed to do something
about a situation which is seen as problematique
from the point of view of the policymakers (De
Valk 1990) but it is doubtful whether members
of the society can meaningfully contribute to the
intellectual analysis of the policy process or
whether they are expected to display the
conceptual capacity to fomtiulate meaningful
policies in the same manner as policy analysts.
Consulting ‘people in the society’ is certainly a
necessary but by no means sufficient precondition
for coming up with the "best policy’. Textbooks
on policy analysis do not tell us much about the
logical or practical mechanisms for popular
participation in policy formulation in Africa.
Catherine Odora (1995) sees policy analysis
as “catalytic” in promoting the reflective

individual on the road to improving public policy
discourse,
not

practice and debate. This writer does
practitioner
able to make use of the tools of

doubt that the most reflective

must

be

philosophical criticism in an attempt to come up
with a rigorous policy analysis. He or she should
therefore not be constrained

by the common

view of things.
The student of policy

sense

analysis should be able
conceptual basis of his subject
and why he should worry about studying it. The
post colonial stale in Africa is currently being
criticised for rely ing exclusively on foreign policy
guidelines. According to Odora, (SAPEM
to

understand the

October 1994)

African governments continue to he bomharded withforeign incubated policy guidelines which they meekly partake to the
detriment of indigenous expertise and often

with dire consequences

for the civil

society at large.
Whether those guidelines are based on
or

foreign

indigenous expertise, it still remains

questionable whether the African academic is
sufficiently versed in the philosophical basis of
policy analysis to the extent of providing what
may approximate to indigenous capacity in policy
analysis.
33
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This lack of capacity to analyse, design and
implement programmes has been a major
impediment to their effectiveness and has left
many African governments dependent on
external technical assistance

(1991). Does the

African intellectual
skills in the

area

really lack the conceptual
of policy analysis?

The African intellectuals who

are

interested

in

policy analysis have al.so noted Africa's lack
in the field. For example, J.N. Moyo
(1992) argues that the post colonial states in
Africa lacks what he calls craft-literacy and
craft-competence with respect to policy
analysis. Craft-literacy is defined as the capacity
to conceptualise a successful policy or an
intellectual process of arriving at appropriate
policy models. Craft-competence is defined as
the ability to understand and apply, with
sustainable regularity, a model that has been
designed by others. In short, Africa is unable to
either develop meaningful policies or to
implement policies imposed upon it by others.
The source of Africa's incapacity in the area
of policy analysis is sometimes traced back to
Africa's colonial education heritage. For
example. A, Mazrui (1980) asserts "African
of capacity

educational

institutions

continue

to

be

mechanisms of westernisation". Africans

are

caught

up in a dilemma; rebellion against the
West and imitation of the West. He sees the
African

university today as basically a foreign
institution whose main business appears to be

transmission of foreign

academic traditions. On

the same vein, some African academics interested
in the

development of African capacity building
policy analysis observe that:
The parochial colonial educational systern of which we have become rapacious
consumers has successfully endowed us
with a similarly rapacious capacity to par-

in the field of

take,

consume

that which

we

and assimilate particularly
have not invented(SAPEM

October 1994).
The

Bank (WB), and the International

(IMF)

as

well

as

Monetary Fund

research reports by some donor

countries interested in

alleviating "African
poverty" in the area of policy analysis. But. it has
been noted, foreign assistance does not ultimately
solve the problems associated with lack of
capacity in the post colonial state. Herein lies the
need to develop a practical analytical framework
for policy analysis which can assist the student of
policy studies in the post colonial state in Africa
to contribute meaningfully to policy dialogue.
The author will argue that the hypotheticoevolutionary approach is the most systematic
technique of policy analysis in this regard.
Meaning of Policy
We have already mentioned that the textbook
definition of policy as a guide to action is
inadequate. Indeed, some writers have already
given up the search for meaningful definitions of
policy. As a result of this decision, the African
student who goes through a course in policy
studies is left confused

as to

what framework to

in

analysing policy issues. Some writers
(Dye 1985) have even gone so far as to equate
policy with “laws", “grand designs”, "standing
decisions", plans or programmes. Does it
immediately make sense to say that a policy is a
'standing decision' characterised by behavioural
consistency? Yet. this is the sort of definition one
finds in conventional literature on policy analysis.
Numerous models have been developed to
explain the concept of ‘policy’. In this regard, a
student of policy analysis finds himself/herself
struggling to comprehend models such as the
elite/mass model; the group model; the systems
use

model; the institutional model; the streams and
windows model; the rationalist model

or

the

incrementalist model. In

spite of having studied
such models, the student does not seem to develop
practical skills in policy analysis. While models
are useful, “reality is always richer than the
theoretical models we invent to comprehend it"
(Masood Hyder 1984).
My contention is that there is no such thing as
the essence of policy to be distilled and condensed

question is whether the education system
in the post colonial state in Africa has contributed
to Africa's lack of capacity in policy analysis,
Odora (1995) thinks that existing educational
paradigms expose the African student to readymade ‘foreign' policy prescriptions and reduces
his/her creative capacity to conceptualise
practical solutions.

only have the character of a convention and there
is no merit in defining a word in a manner that
may foreclose a student’s own creativity. Many
people see definitions as essential, rather than
methodological. This essentialist blunder entails

The writer has attended several lectures

the doctrine of the existence of ‘ultimate

on

policy analysis in the post colonial state and was
references to foreign intellectual
authorities such as Thomas Dye, J. Anderson, A.
confounded by

Dunsire, C. E. Lindblom. J. Pressman. Aaron

Wildavsky, to name only a few. The contexts
have always invariably been reports on the post
colonial state published by international
multilateral agencies such as the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP), the World
34

into

a

definition. The definition of

a

word

can

explanations’ (Popper 1959). It is a mistake to
think that there exists explanatory theories of
policy which in their turn are neither in need of
any further explanation nor incapable of being
further explained. In fact, the task of clarifying a
concept can never be complete. If we seek to
come to precise definitions, we may end up
preoccupied with language analysis and forget
that if conceptual precision is needed, it is needed

because the

problem to be solved demands it.
simply try our best to solve our
problems and we should not try in advance to
make ourconcepts or formulations more precise
in the fond hope that this will provide us with an
arsenal for future use in tackling problems which
may not have arisen. They may never rise and
developments in the field of policy analysis may
bypass our efforts.
In the light of the above, it should be clear that
a philosophical approach to policy analysis takes
the fundamental position that there is no reason
Instead,

to

we must

believe that the doctrine of ‘ultimate

explanations' is true. We can learn through our
own critical investigations that the world is
different from what we imagined it to be until our
imagination was fired by the refutation of our
earlier misconceptions. There does not seem any
reason to think that this process will come to an
end(Popper 1959). In other words, the process of
policymaking must allow for innovation or
correction in the light of practical experience and
the policy cycle must be treated as a learning
process. The policymakers must be enabled to
learn from their mistakes as policy continues to
be clarified, altered or expanded during the
various stages from initial formulation of the
problem to final evaluation of a given policy. It
is also important that a policy be a human creation;
it is a convention, human-made and serves only
as a tentative solution to a practical problem.
Accordingly, if one were to give a single
definition of the word policy, it should be
sufficient to assert that a policy is a tentative
solution to a practical problem situation. In so
far as a policy is an attempt to solve a practical
problem, it must be treated as tentative and
should be provided no more than provisional
acceptance until a new policy of a higher
explanatory or utilitarian value is found. It is
indeed, the beauty of philosophical criticism that
no theory or statement about the world is true,
and no inference valid, because we feel, however

strongly, that it is. All theories about the world
probability' whatever the evidence
and only those theories or tentative solutions
which withstand genuine attempts to refute them
can be accepted as the next best thing to what we
seek to achieve, at least until something happens
to upset them. In this regard, it is philosophieally
no disgrace to have one’s solutions to
problems
refuted. This is the way human knowledge grows
and this is the way we learn to find better solutions
to our problems. As long as it is a human creation,
a policy will always remain a tentative solution
to a practical problem situation. This is the
assumption behind the hypothetico-evolutionary
approach to policy analysis.
have 'zero

The

The

Hypothetico-Evolutionary Approach

hypothetico-evolutionary approach
epistemological inspiration from the

derives its
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works of Karl

required to meet the current problem situation

Africans themselves? Do

as

that is, current difficulties, contradictions and

results? Do

related issues and dilemmas. Of

problems?

Popperwho saw human knowledge
conjectural in nature, a search for the truth, or

what

Lakatos (1973) called a

‘research

programme'. According to Popper (1979), each
one of us from the newly-born baby to the most
creative scientist, is continuously engaged in the
formulation of problems, in solving them and in
testing the solutions in the light of experience.
This is summarised

TT-» EE-» P2-»

PI

PI represents
be

follows:-

as

the initial problem which

may

The problems

proposed to solve the

problem;
to

EE is the process of error
the trial solution;

elimination applied

TTa

EEa ^ P2a -»

•TTb

EEb ^ P2b -»

continents.

The schema

a new

be elaborated in many ways,

can

example:

TTc ^ EEC

P2c

Thus, given an

initial problem, we can produce
many trial .solutions in an attempt to solve that
problem. We then critically examine each of our
tentative solutions. Should

we

PI

as

as

follows:

Immense mineral wealth and

agricultural potential co-exist with some of the
lowest standards of living in the world.
The International Herald Tribune (24/04/90)
that:-

notes

find that each

competing trial solution gives rise to new
problems, we may have to follow those trial
solutions which promise the most interesting
problem, say P2a, turns out to be merely the old
problem PI in disguise, then we have only
‘shifted’ the problem. We have to start the cycle
all over again.
It may be asked: what has Popper’s
fomiulations got to do with policy analysis? It is
instructive that some policy analysts (Hyder
1984) think that the policy process should be
regarded as an evolutionary process in much the
same manner as Popper’s formulation is
evolutionary. Hyder then refomiulates Popper’s
schema

the

“problem of habitation” (Mazrui 1980)
incorporates the need to solve problems
relating to ecological, technical/technological,
economic and political conditions of habitation.
According to Mazrui (1980), Africa is not the
poorest of the regions of the world in resources,
but it is the least developed of the inhabited

resulting situation, probably
unexpected problem.

PI

in Africa have been exacerbated

now come to be known as the
‘African Crisis’. This crisis has been referred to

by what has

and

P2 is the

for

"the

of human endeavour.

areas

troubling

us;
TT is the trial solution

course,

problem which apolicymaker addresses himself
is usually much larger and deeper than he or she
realises” (Hyder 1984). In the context of the post
colonial state in Africa, the problems which
require immediate policy intervention are
currently being addressed through the Structural
Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) affecting all

Sub-Saharan

terrible condihut the result
is that most ofSub-Saharan Africa has lost
control of its own future. Its governments
have become the stipendiaries of the IMF
and other international lending agencies

observed that the problems in Africa cannot

be solved without the

development of capacity
building in respect of policy analysis. Africa
must create its own professional policy analysts,
managers and training institutions to put the
continent in control of its

technological
we

start? Are

problems

or

that cal Is for a policy solution;
H1 is the tentative policy that we proposed in
an attempt to solve the problem;
1 is the implementation of the policy adopted;
or

correction state; and

P2 represents the new problem situation
unveiled by our policy evaluation exercise.
The various stages

of the policy process are
explained below in the context ofthe hypotheticoevolutionary approach.
The Initial Problem Situation

(PI)

Problemsexisteitherperceived or unperceived.
Policy analysis should always begin with the
fomiulation and analysis of practical problem
situations. What problem (or problems) gives
rise to policy decisions? These problems could
be in the fonn of political, economic, educational,
legal or cultural problems. Policies may be
Sapem May, 1993

or

As

own

economic,

ecological destiny. Where do

we

able to formulate

identify
The

P1 is the problem

a

The World Bank and the IMF have akso, in
turn,

HI -> 1 ^ E -» P2 ^

E is the evaluation

Africa is in

tion. The causes are comple x,

our

our own

priorities?

Policy (HI)

have

already explained, a policy is a
tentative solution to a practical problem situation.
According to the hypothetico-evolutionary
approach, a policy is a hypothesis which has to
be tested against reality and its effectiveness
evaluated and subjected to correction. The
hypothetical nature of a policy is aptly captured
in Masood Hyder’s assertion (1984):
Policies are created by us. and our intention in creating them is finite and specific.
But they are open to interpretation by others. and not just by its creators: they have
unintended consecpiences. and give rise
autonomously to new problems. Policy is
often a hypothesis bound up in uncertainwe

ties.
The

questions to be asked are: Are the policies
designed to solve African problems created by

they produce intended
they autonomously give rise to new

Of course, there is

no need to continue to rely
foreign policy guidelines and prescriptions.
Research indicates that SAPs have invariably
been an imposition by donors, especially the

on

IMF and World Bank, on African governments.
Even where African governments

claim to have
‘home-grown’ policies, the
beneficiaries of the policies, the people in the
society, are never infonned about the objectives,
implementation and evaluation of the imposed
or adopted policies (Mandaza 1994).
The importance of regarding a policy as

created their

own

or tentative is that it underlines the
need for it to be subjected to critical discussion

hypothetical

and debate. In the post
is not

uncommon

colonial state in Africa, it

that

some

of the most

fundamental

policies are hardly debated before
adoption by Parliament. What is the purpose of
critical debate of policy?
Critical debate enables us to choose the policy
which be.st holds in competition with other policy
proposals. The one which, by natural selection,
proves itself the fittest to survive will be preferred.
This will be the one which not only has hitherto
stood up to the severest criticism, but the one
which is also testable in the most rigorous way.
A policy is an instrument which we have to test
through application and judge its fitness by the
results. But is this possible in the African context?
Critical debate is only possible in an open and
democratic society. An open society tolerates
criticism and takes it that human knowledge
grows through mutual criticism. In the light of
this, the policymaker should be able to alter,
reject or modify policies whose formulation could
be improved through the implementation process.
However,

a

situation exists in

some states

in

Africa where the governments rule through the
‘barrel of the gun' and can therefore not promote
the

development of institutions to bring about
appropriate critical dialogue relative to policy
analysis. Neither are such governments able to
create the right environment to sustain capacity
building and create a conducive milieu for its
indigenous expertise, at lea.st those who have the
craft-literacy to conceptualise successful policies.
Implementation (I)

Implementation has been described as “policyaction continuum in which

an

interactive and

negotiative

process is taking place over time,
between those seeking to put policy into effect
and those upon which action depends” (Barrett
and

Fudge 1981). In the context of the
hypothetico-evolutionary approach, the process
of implementation leaves scope for innovation
and correction.

Implementation is “more than the mechanical
carrying out of policy” (Hyder 1984). Tho.se
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closest to the
entitled to be

health

point of service delivery may feel
given the opportunity to maximise

their discretion and

specific problem situations. The bottom
approach to policy implementation offers a
success

definition of

is predicated on an estimate to the

limited
ability of actors at one level ofthe implementation
process to influence the behaviour of actors at
other levels and the limited ability of an
organisation to influence private behaviour. The
closer one is to the source of the problem, the
greater is one’s ability to influence it since
problem-solving depends on maximising
discretion at the point where the problem is most
success

people

that is in all respects

conditional (Elmore 1988). The

immediate.
While the traditional top-down approach to
implementation stresses centralised control of
such factors as formal organisational structures,
authority relationships, regulations and related
matters, the bottom-up approach stresses
dispersal of control and concentrates on factors
that can be influenced only indirectly by policymakers. These factors include the knowledge
and problem-solving ability of lower level

the

return

— all these
compelled to exercise more
discretion, and more important discretion.from the point of view of the citizen
than many other functionaries further up
in the organisation. While that is the actual situation in badly organised and
poorly directed administrative units, it
cannot he completely eliminated even in

face of

up
standard of

sees

and interviews the taxpayer

their initiatives in the

use

inspector who visits the dairy, the

income tax auditor who

are

the best.
If the low level bureaucrat is not allowed

to

contribute to

meaningful implementation, what
in the street?
Is popular participation in democratic discourse
and policy dialogue possible in the context of
the post-colonial state in Africa? Can we say
that our level of craft-competence is sufficiently
high to allow for unlimited discretion at
grassroots levels? Some writers (Mandaza 1994)
about the ordinary man and women

are

of the view that in the context of the poststate that

colonial

Every

one of our countries should estahlish the framework for genuine dialogue

(and perhaps popular participation)

on a

administrators and street-level bureaucrats:

nation-wide level, as a basisfor the search

incentive

of a solution. The

that operate on

the
implementers; bargaining relationships among
actors at various levels of the implementation
process; and strategic use of resources to effect
discretionary choices.
Of course, policy analysts with an economic
bias tend to reduce implementation analysis to
a simple choice between market and non-market
structures

mechanisms (Elmore 1988). Wolf (1979) goes
further and states that the whole enterprise of

implementation analysis can be reduced to a
diagnosis of the pathologies of non-market and
market structures. The above economic bias is

suspect as it presupposes that market structures
are

always the most successful and efficient.

Whatever the merits of the market bias, it is

important that distrust for discretion at the point
delivery is the hallmark of
conventional theories of policy analysis.
of service

The

idea

that

the

beneficiaries

and

implementers of policy should be allowed to
maximise discretion has been heavily criticised
in conventional literature on the grounds that
this may simplify and distort the aims of policy
makers. Accordingly, such discretion as may
be allowed must be controlled systematically
through an assortment of devices such as careful
selection, monitoring and routinisation. Luther
Gulick

(1978) states:

Much

of the actual discretion used in
administration is used at the very bottom
of the hierarchy, where implementers of
policy meet the public. The policeman
who listens to the motorist’s story, the
.56

state itself must invite
the various sectors of society—from the

grassroots, to the trade union movements,
to the business and professional sectors
towards both a Development Plan and
Development Strategy.
This may not see the light of day in the
context of the post-colonial state in Africa
because of the development of a post-colonial
elite that does not necessarily accept popular
participation in implementation analysis.
The hypothetico-evolutionary approach,
however, accepts that most policies that are to
be implemented are in fact unclear, tentative
and subject to negotiation. Indeed, it is because
of the unfinished and tentative nature of policies
that the implementation process must leave
scope for innovation and discretion especially
at the point of service delivery. Solutions
developed at a great distance from the problem
are usually unreliable and control mechanisms
do reduce reliance on knowledge and skill at the
delivery level. The aim of popular participation
is the cultivation and building of support and
—

commitment from the bottom. It does not matter
much whether the grassroots are
and support

commitment

implementation

illiterate. Their
can

ensure

success.

Evaluation (E)
The

policy cycle is not complete until the

process of criticism and evaluation is carried out.
As a functional activity, evaluation can occur

throughout the policy process. Since policy is a
solve practical problems, the

tentative attempt to

evaluation
It

can

activity can restart the policy process.

continue, modify or terminate the existing

policy and the policy cycle is completed by the
recognition of a new or redefined problem, and
the formulation of atentative solution to it, a new

hypothesis

or

policy.

In the post- colonial state

in Africa, sometimes
only lip-service is paid to policy evaluation. The
evaluation of a policy is consistent with the
acceptance of open criticism and democratic
policy dialogue. Evaluation enables us to adopt
a policy which has a higher level of universality
than the existing one. The choice of a new policy
is also determined by considerations of utility.
Thus, policy A, can under certain
circumstances achieve more than policy B,
perhaps because B is contracted by certain results
of observationsand therefore ‘falsified’ by them,
whereas A is not falsified. The best

we

can

however say of a policy is that up to now, it has
been able to show its worth, and that it has been
successful than other policy proposals
although, in principle, it can never be justified or
more

shown

to

be

immune

to

criticism.

The

hypothetico-evolutionary approach states that
policy analysis can never come to an end as long
as practical problems continue to exist.
Thus, in exposing the policy to testing and
possible falsification, we are not saying the policy
is mistaken or has been badly executed. We are
simply saying that it has a lower degree of
Universality than potential alternative policies.
Some writers believe that even the generally
accepted assumption that successful
implementation should be defined in tenns of
achieving objectives cannot be taken for granted.
They often speak of the “unintended”
consequences of a policy. Where a policy has
been in existence for sometime, its original
objectives may not be obvious (Lewis 1984) and
policy evaluation in terms of objectives may be
a difficult, but by no means, impossible task.
Conclusion

The

hypothetico-evolutionary approach to
policy analysis is similar in many ways to the
“incrementalists” view of the policy process
(Lindblom 1959). The difference is that the
hypothetico-evolutionary approach can be
described as the ‘pursuit of rational ends by
incremental means’(Lewis 1984). Policy-makers
should seek to develop existing policies by
subjecting them to rigorous criticism, debate and
critical dialogue with intended beneficiaries of a
given policy. A democratic and open society is a
necessary pre-requisite for the successful
application of the hypothetico-evolutionary
approach. This allows innovation and correction
of policy during its various stages, from the
initial definition of a problem to final evaluation.
In so far as a policy is an attempt to solve a
practical problem situation, it must be treated as
Sapem May. 1995
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tentative and should therefore be

provided no
provisional acceptance at least until
something happens to upset it.
What are the implications of our discussion of
policy analysis in the context of the post-colonial
state in Africa? Is the policy environment
conducive to the adoption of the hypotheticoevolutionary approach?
That there is need to develop capacity-building
in the post colonial state cannot be doubted. In
more

fact,

than

we

need to do

technocrats to manage

than train

I

broad culture of debate,

professionalism and development agenda
involving popular participation and public assent.
In fact, the practical definition of ‘successful
implementation’ in the context of the postcolonial state is that offered by Lewis (1984).
The successful implementation of a policy
is the cost-effective use of appropriate
mechanisms and procedures in such a way
as to fulfil the expectations aroused hy the
policy and retain fteneral public assent.
The task of the policy analysis is therefore to
ensure that the implementation structures,
mechanisms, delivery systems, institutional
capabilities and institutional settings are
appropriate to the needs and priorities of the
post-colonial state. It is not sufficient to borrow
implementation structures ready-made from the
developed countries. The policy analyst must
provoke the policymakers todevelop the requisite
craft-competence for effective post colonial
policymaking. The policymakers in their turn,
should not remain comfortable with being
cushioned by technical assistance offered by
former colonial governments.
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UNDERSTANDING THE BASIS FOR THE
REVERSAL OF NIGERIA’S ECONOMIC
POLICY DIRECTION

I

i

ADEBAYO OLUKOSHI

a

to

1994

to

January
by General Sani Abacha. the
Nigerian military ruler who seized power
palace coup d'etat on 17 November. 1993

T
in

HE ANNOUNCEMENT in

from the lame duck, so-called Interim National

Government of Ernest Shonekan. that both the

effectively abandon a market-based approach
economic reform quite interesting. The first

had

to

do with the fact that at about the

same

time

Nigeria was being steered back to economic
regulation, the country’s Francophone
neighbours were, under the pressure of France,
as

exchange rate of the naira as well as interest rates

the IMF, the World Bank, and the United States,

become fixed with immediate effect

devaluating the Francophone CFA whose parity
with the French Franc had been unchanged for
some 40 years. The FCFA was devalued
by 50
percent in relation to the French Franc. Ironically,
one of the reasons that
underlay the FCFA’s

were

to

caught many observers and commentators outside
Nigeria by surprise.
For a majority of observers in Nigeria, the
decision to effectively abandon the orthodox
International Monetary Fund (IMF)/World Bank
structural adjustment programme which was
introduced into the country in 1986 by the military
government of General Ibrahim Babangida did
not come as too much of a surprise for reasons
which we shall attempt to spell out in this essay.
Suffice it to note at this point that what the
regime of General Abacha did when it announced
a budget which
effectively meant a return to a
regulated system of economic management was
little more than an opportunistic attempt by a
fragile military government to tap widespread
domestic dissatisfaction with the adjustment
programme to consolidate its grip on power and,
in the process, be in a position to dispense
patronage on a scale that would enable it to hang
on to power. For the
regime, it did not matter that
Nigeria, already swimming against the
international political tide by being brought back
under full military rule, would also be going
against the apparent global trend towards
economic liberalisation by adopting a regime of
economic regulation and controls. The regime’s
policy and political stances in this regard were
not so much dictated by principle and conviction
as by opportunistic, domestic
power-maximising
considerations ba.sed on its reading of the mood
of the Nigerian people. Precisely because the
regime’s decision to march against the
international political and economic current was
not anchored on any popular domestic political
base (in fact, the very legitimacy of the
government was the object ofwidespread popular
contestation), it had, increasingly, to resort to
naked political repression in order to have its
way.
Two other

important developments made the
Abacha government’s decision in January, 1994
38

devaluation

was

the desire

to

restore

the

competitiveness of the Francophone economies
vis-a-vis Nigeria and Ghana where repeated
currency devaluations were at the heart of their
donor-inspired quest foreconomic recovery. With
the naira and cedi having been devalued massively
and repeatedly during the 1980s and early 1990s,
the FCFA became relatively overvalued with
adverse consequences for the economies of the
Francophone countries. Yet, ironically, the
massive devaluation of the naira and the cedi did
translate into any

not

major improvement in

industrial and agricultural productivity and output
for

Nigeria and Ghana

on a

scale that could be

said to be sufficient to launch them

on the path of
Indeed, in the case of Nigeria
especially, the drastic and repeated devaluation
of the naira resulted in a deepening of the crises
of the industrial and agricultural sectors.
The second development that provided an
interesting backdrop to the Abacha regime's
decision to jettison economic liberalisation and

sustained recovery.

embrace controls had

to

do with the fact that

Nigeria was, in January 1994. entering the second
year of its failure to reach an agreement with the
IMF. the World Bank, the Paris Club and the
London Club

its short, medium, and

longof this was that by
the beginning of 1994, the country’s accumulated
on

debts. One consequence

term

short-term arrears had reached some USS5 billion
and
were

negotiations with the country’s creditors
stalled. By the end of 1994. the country had

accumulated short-term

arrears

of

some

US$8

billion. On top of this, the flow of investments
into the economy remained negative: indeed,
some

of the

leading foreign manufacturing and

commercial investors in the country were

disinvesting and leaving Nigeria. Some others

opted for

a partial di.sengagement from the
Particularly prominent among the
category of investors opting for a partial
disengagement were such old-established names
as Leyland and Unilever.
Background to the 1994 Budget
As we noted earlier, the government ofGeneral
Ibrahim Babangida (1985-1993) adopted an IMF/
World Bank
sanctioned adjustment
programme in 1986 against the backdrop of a
deepening national economic crisis which was
first officially acknowledged in 1982 with an
Economic Stabilisation Act promulgated by the
civilian government of Alhaji Shehu Shagari
(1979-1983). The adoption in 1986 of an
economic crisis management package and
strategy favoured by the international donor and
financial community marked the first time since
the on.set. in the early 198()s, of the national
economic crisis that Nigeria would experiment
with a market-based approach to tackling its
deepening economic difficulties. The
governments of Alhaji Shagari and General
Muhammadu Buhari (1983-1985), predecessors
of General Babangida's regime, had resolutely
refused to embrace wholesale, a fully marketbased approach to economic recovery, opting
instead for varying degrees of regulation.

country.

—

At the heart of the market-based

approach to
crisis
1986

the management of the national economic
which the Babangida regime adopted in
was

the devaluation of the naira, the deregulation

of

prices and interest rates, the privatisation of
public enterprises, the liberalisation of trade, the
introduction of user prices and cost recovery
measures, the abolition of commodity marketing
boards, and the withdrawal of subsidies

on

petroleum products and fertilizer, among others.
These were all tough measures which were
generally unpopular with a majority of Nigerians.
Opposition to the IMF and its adjustment
measures not only cut across class lines, but was
also anchored on the patriotic and nationalist
feelings of many Nigerians. Furthemiore. there
were Nigerians who
opposed the adjustment
programme and the attendant loan money which
it was going to attract from the IMF. the World
Bank, and other donors because they felt that
Nigeria is, by all indices, a rich country (endowed
as it is with oil. gas, other mineral resources.
Sapem May, 1995
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fertile land, a

large population, and a big corps of

qualified personnel) who.se main problem is its
failure to properly harness its resources. Finally,
there were those who, recalling the international
donor and financial community as a reward for
the adoption of structural adjustment might
similarly be misappropriated or spent on white
elephant projects.
Given the foregoing, it is not surprising that
those in the forefront of the opposition to IMF/
World Bank structural adjustment included not
Just workers, students, the urban poor and
unemployed, and many professionals who had
legitimate, and as it turned out, well-founded
fears that the programme will adversely affect
their living and working conditions, but also
religious leaders, nationalists, sections of the
elite, and people who were not necessarily
motivated by personal or group economic
considerations. The extent to which the

adjustment programme would be sustainable in
the face of the complex forces and sources of
opposition to it, which as we noted included
class activists, patriots and nationalists, would
not only depend on how quickly it was able to
yield results, but also how faithfully it was
implemented such that its leading domestic
authors and advocates would be seen

by the rest

populace to be both credible and also
making a lot of sacrifices. In other words, the
effectiveness of the programme in terms of
restoring economic health to the country and, in
sodoing, improvingthe living conditionsof the
pteople coupled with the credibility of those
implementing the programme and preaching its
message of austerity were two grounds on which
the adjustment policies would stand or fall.
of the

As it turned out,

the attempt at economic

complicate the national
more. In spite of the
massive and repeated devaluation of the naira,
with the currency falling on the official market
from a position of near parity to the American
dollar at the beginning of the adjustment process
in 1986 to nearly 22 to the dollar at the end of
1993 (the parallel market rate ranged between
liberalisation

was to

economic crisis

even

40-50 naira to the dollar at the end of 1993), and

deregulation of interest rates which saw
rising as high as 45 percent (at one
point they hovered around 60 percent), the
adjustment programme failed to make a
significant positive impact on the national
economy and the lives of ordinary Nigerians.
Instead, a hyper-inflationary situation took hold
in the economy, fuelled as much by repeated
and
increasingly
counter-productive
devaluation as by the extreme financial
irresponsibility of the military Junta of General
Babangida. The country’s main macroeconomic indices were poor for much of the

the

interest rates
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period 1986-1993. Not only was the budget
never balanced, the national fiscal deficit
ballooned almost

on

an

annual basis. The

national debt burden remained
constant source

of drain on the

heavy and was a
foreign exchange

earnings accruing to the state. Non-oil export
production, including the production of
traditional agricultural exports, remained very
sluggish, falling far short of all projections.
Foreign investment flows to the economy were
insignificant in spite of the embrace of a new,
more

investment code

liberal

and the

government’s adoption of debt-equity
conversion as a strategy for managing the
country’s external debt. The real sectors of the
economy, especially manufacturing and
agriculture, suffered severe setbacks, not least
because of the continuing, precipitous fall of
the naira.

Social services at all levels declined as a

underfunding, a development which
triggered the decay of many publicly-

result of

parallel market rates, thus adding
inflationary and interest rate pressures in
the economy. Similarly, bank credit went
increasingly to importers of fast-moving
inter-bank and

to

the

consumer

goods with the real sectors denied

funds at rates that

were

affordable. To take

advantage of the ever widening spread between
the official. Central Bank auction rate for the
naira and the

parallel market rates, a spread

which grew from 20 percent on average in 1990
to 100 percent in 1992 and l,‘^0 percent in the
first half of 1993,80

new

banks entered into the

they reaped
profits mainly from their speculative
activities in the foreign exchange markets; few
indeed were the banks that built their reputation
on efficient service, a portfolio of sound
medium-and long-term loans to the real sectors
of the economy, solid internal capitalisation
and reserves, or a wide depositors’ base and
branch network. Corruption within the banking
financial sector. Without exception,
windfall

owned social institutions. Not even the middle

system (most of it controlled by private
investors), the bureaucracy, the military, and

class of

various other state organs as

also

professionals was spared the adverse
social and other consequences of structural
adjustment. Indeed, some Nigerian academics
were to point out that the middle class as a
social category in Nigeria was gradually being
wiped out, leaving only a social division between
the very rich and the poor. The combination of
devaluation and hyper-inflation resulted in the
collapse of consumer purchasing power to the
detriment not only of consumers, but also of the
manufacturers who managed to remain in
business but were increasingly stuck with unsold
stocks. With average manufacturing capacity
utilisation put at under 40 percent, fears were
openly expressed about the dangers of the onset
of a process of de-industrialisation in the
country. Domestic savings were also severely
circumscribed by the ever-rising inflationary
pressures in the economy. Unemployment was
aggravated as a variety of firms, especially
those in the manufacturing sector laid off
workers, and poverty became further
entrenched. By the end of 1992, the per capita
income of Nigerians had fallen to US$320 from
over US$ 1 000 in 1980. In a space of about eight
years, from 1985 to 1993, Nigeria had been
reduced from

a

middle to

a

low income country

convinced that structural
adjustment was an important, though not
exclusive factor in this regression.
and many were

gloom associated
adjustment implementation in
Nigeria, speculators, mainly in the financial
sector, had a field day playing the foreign
exchanges in order to widen the premium
accruing to them from the gap between the
In the midst of the economic

with structural

Central Bank auction rate for the naira and the

well as important
flourished on a scale never
post-colonial Nigeria.
As can be imagined, against this background,
the dissatisfaction of the populace with the
country's economic direction became even more
deep-seated. Popular social forces were joined
by such groups as the Manufacturers'
Association of Nigeria (MAN), some chambers
of commerce and industry, and other
organisations of the economic elite in demanding
a change of economic policy. While some, like
labour called for a total change in economic
direction and the abrogation of the adjustment
programme, others, like MAN, opted for some
significant policy modifications, including the
strengthening and stabilisation of the naira, the
lowering of interest rates, and a severe restriction
of the government’s annual fiscal deficits in a
framework that did not necessarily imply an
abandonment, wholesale, of the spirit, if not the
principle, of economic liberalisation. Whatever
position they took between the total
segments of society
before witnessed in

abandonment of market economic reforms and
the

significant modification of the policy mix

and instruments of economic liberalisation, it
was

clear that in the face of the

sharp increa.se

in the criticism of the country’seconomic

reform

programme, something was bound to give way
sooner rather than later. This, broadly was the

background to the introduction of the 1994
budget and the regulatory measures it contained.
Essence of the 1994 Budget
By the time General Abacha seized power on
17 November. 1993. Nigeria was in the throes
of adeep-seatcd national political crisis triggered
by the extremely irresponsible annulment of
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the 12 June. 1993

presidential election which

to mark

the last stage of an unnecessarily
tortuous and very expensive transition

was

the basis of which General
Babangida and his military colleagues promised
to usher the country into the Third Republic.
The annulment of the election severely
undermined faith in the Babangida regime and
the military. It also shook Nigeria to its political
foundations as much for ethno-regional as for
programme on

secular class/democratic reasons. General
Abacha

was not only a key player in the
Babangida junta, he was also a major factor in
the ill-fated, and. as a court in Lagos was to
rule, illegal Interim National Government which
General Babangida had set up on 26 August,
1993 as he involuntarily left office. It was this
government which General Abacha overthrew
on 17 November, 1993. The
military junta of
General Abacha was therefore a product of an
unfolding national political crisis which also
had the potential for threatening his rule not
only because he was, and is still widely seen as
a major player in the discredited Babangida
regime but also because he emerged at the head
of yet another military regime at a time when
the military as a political institution had become
highly discredited, its ranks given by corruption,
its officers politically divided, its public image
and reputation destroyed, and its professional
status in tatters. Personal problems arising from
General Abacha’s own image and his very
prominent role in the Babangida regime,
including widespread suspicion that he was an
accomplice in the annulment of the June 1993
presidential election, combined with
institutional problems related to the vanished
credibility of the military to pose serious
difficulties for the new military regime and its
viability.
As part of the strategy for overcoming these
personal and institutional problems. General
Abacha and his colleagues co-opted many
politicians into the government, including some

of those who

were most

vociferous in support
12 June. 1993

campaigner who was in the forefront of the
agitation against military rule during the
Babangida years would, it was hoped, win the
regime some legitimacy and support. To some
extent, though only to a limited extent, it did.
Many Nigerians however adopted a wait-andsee attitude which, in time, gave way to full
pessimism as the military junta became
repressive.
Apart from the lingering political crisis in the
country, one other major issue which the military
government had to address was the parlous state
of the economy. Here again, the popular
perception of General Abacha as one of the
important focal points of primitive accumulation
during the Babangida years, and the image of the
military as an institution weakened by corruption
did not encourage a positive sense of anticipation
or hope among Nigerians. Still, the 1994 budget
provided the government with an opportunity to
send out signals that it intended to tackle the
country’s economic problems with the kind of
seriousness and policy mix that will confound its
critics. In preparing the budget, the government
was acutely mindful of the loud disgruntlement,
cutting across class, regional, religious, and ethnic
lines, against the prevailing economic policy
direction introduced under the rubric of structural

adjustment. For the military junta, this
groundswell of opinion against structural
adjustment provided a chance for it to enhance
its acceptability among Nigerians by presenting
a budget that appeared to capture the popular
national mood for change. Not a few ministers in
the federal cabinet assured Nigerians ahead of
the presentation of the budget that the government
intended to change the course of economic policy
in order to make Nigerians happier. There was
no doubt that in focusing particularly on the
exchange rate of the naira and domestic interest
rates, the government intended to make as much
political capital as possible out of the 1994
budget.
Although the Finance Minister. Kalu Idika
Kalu.

a

former World Bank economist whose

of the re-validation of the

sympathy for market liberalisation

presidential election as well as a few others
from the Second Republic whom he had helped

known and who

to

overthrow in December. 1983, and others

vociferous either in support of the
decision to annul the presidential election or of
who

were

the re-introduction of
an

unmistakable

military rule. There

was

attempt to create the

impression, however contradictory or
fraudulent, that what was being established was
a national “concensus” government of some
sort, a government which would give Nigeria a
politically, and perhaps, economically.
The presence in the cabinet of many civilian
politicians and even an erstwhile human rights
new start
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was

an

was well
architect of the

Babangida regime’s adjustment programme was
in the cabinet, when the debate

on

the 1994

budget opened in the Federal Executive Council
and the Presidency, he was in a lonely minority.
An overwhelming majority of the cabinet,
hoping to win popular approval for the regime,
opted for a budget which reinstated the
regulatory framework. In time. Kalu, the only
person appointed into the cabinet who was not
active in partisan politics, was marginalised in
the management of the national economy and
then, in October 1994, dismissed from his

post. Yet, in adopting a regulatory framework

for the management
economic

of the continuing national

crisis, it

was

clear that the

government had not worked out in careful
detail the

challenges that this shift would pose
they were to be met. In particular, no
guideline had been worked out prior to the
announcement of the budget for the operation
of the foreign exchange market under the new
regime announced in the budget. Nor was
legislation ready to back up some of the key
pronouncements in the budget that were bound
to have profound consequences for business/
and how

economic activities in the country.
In addition to fixing the exchange rate of the
naira at 22 to the dollar, the budget also pegged
bank

lending rates at 21% at a time when the
national currency exchanged at an average of
4,3 to the dollar on the parallel market and bank
interest

rates

were

at

about 4.3%. The

government also announced that the parallel
market had been outlawed and that

currency

bureaux de

change were no longer to sell
foreign exchange but only to buy at the new,
fixed exchange rate in a new capacity as agents
of the Central Bank. Exporters also lost their
right to retain earnings from their export
business; they were obliged underthe new rules
to deposit their earnings with the Central Bank
or its designated agents. Foreign currency
domiciliary accounts held by institutions were
transferred from commercial and merchant
banks to the Central Bank to become part

of a
pool of foreign exchange available for allocation
to

end

users.

The Central Bank

was,

of course,

given the pivotal role in the administration of
the new foreign exchange rules although many
Nigerians expressed legitimate doubts as to its
capacity to cope with the tasks allotted to it at so
short a notice. The objective, ostensibly, of the
budget was to encourage the real sectors of the
economy. For this purpose, priority was to be
given to them, especially manufacturing and
agriculture, in the allocation of foreign exchange
and bank credit. The military government also
committed itself to fiscal prudence and even
went so far as to announce that the 1994 budget
was

a

“balanced”

one

becau.se income and

expenditure were equally matched. Anticorruption crusading, the swan song of every
government in Nigeria, was to be an important
element in the junta’s political and economic
programme.

The Nigeria Labour Congress welcomed the
budget with some enthusiasm; the Manufacturers’
Association expressed cautious optimism. Within
a

short time however, it became clear that the

1994

budget was replete with more problems
and contradictions that its authors and advocates,
mostly in government, were prepared to admit.
The positive hope with which it was greeted in
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from the Central Bank, less than 109?; of their

that the Abacha regime did not have the political
credibility or capacity to effectively steer the
Nigerian economy towards stabilisation and
recovery. Although the political turmoil of the
period from June to mid-September 1994
contributed to the deterioration of the country's

foreign exchange needs

macro-economic situation, there is

some

whose name, more than any

now

government claimed to have introduced the

quarters was to evaporate rapidly. Let us
proceed to examine its impact on the
country’s economic perfomiance as a basis for
understanding why Nigerians became critical of
the budget as well as the manner of its
management within a few months of its operation.
Impact of the Budget
Although the government kept claiming all
through 1994 that it was too soon to assess the
impact of the budget or of the new economic
policy direction it was following, it was clear
from the

figures emanating from official
.sources that the budget was failing signally to
stabilise the economy. Inflationary pressures
even

continued
be

over

(it was reckoned by many to
100% for much of 1994 although,
to mount

officially, it

was put at

70%

as

against 57% in

1993); the government, like its military
predecessor, accumulated a massive deficit (33,4
billion naira in the first

seven

months of 1994;

80 billion naira for the entire year)

and there
ample evidence that it printed money both to
buy political support and to buy off some
members of the opposition; the naira continued
to collapse on the parallel market which not
only thrive, but proved understandably difficult
to suppress in the face of the acute foreign
exchange crisis afflicting the state;
manufacturing output, already low, was further
disrupted as the foreign exchange that was
over
was

available

was

insufficient to meet the demands

of industry

and was supplied too erratically and
piecemeal to be meaningful; the national social
infrastructure continued to decay; and corruption
appeared to enjoy a new lease of life. Nothing
underlined the failure of the budget more
publicly than the ad hoc nature of the
administration of the foreign exchange system
and the almost weekly change in the prices of
consumer goods as the naira collap.sed on the
parallel market. The inflationary spiral that
gripped the economy was exacerbated by the
increase, in October 1994, in the price of petrol
from 70 kobo
11 naira

or

0,70 naira

litre. The

a

litre to 1.100 kobo

prices of diesel, kerosine,
and gas were also increased sharply.
Nigeria found itself during 1994 in a bizarre
situation in which although the government
pegged the exchange rate of the naira at 22 to the
dollar, the parallel market shot first past 50. then
60, then 60, then 75 to finally peaked in
November, 1994 at 110 to the dollar. The spread
between the official exchange rate and the parallel
market rate stood at a staggering 300% during
the year. The collapse of the naira on the parallel
market was underpinned by the inability of the
government to produce the foreign exchange
that was required to back up its preferred rate.
Particularly badly hit by the failure of the new
exchange rate regime were the manufacturers in
or

a
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other

group,

the

regulatory measures contained in the 1994 budget.
For all the preferential treatment which
manufacturers were supposed to have received

by the
for
foreign exchange from the Central Bank in the
month of July, 1994 was put at about US$2,6
billion, the government was only able to supply
US$100 million. As of the end of July, 1994, the
total cumulative amount of foreign exchange
were met

government in 1994. Whereas total demand

demanded from the Central Bank

came to some

US$13,13 billion; the government was only able
to supply a total of about USS1.28 billion or
7,1%. Much of what

was supplied went to end
piecemeal and involved companies having
to tie down capital in the banking system in
pursuit of whatever foreign exchange that was
available. By December 1994,66 billion naira of
bank liquidity was chasing a monthly foreign
exchange allocation of some US$120 million.
Little wonder then that many manufacturers were
compelled, like other foreign exchange u.sers, to
go to the parallel market.
Furthermore, exporters generally refused to
transfer their foreign exchange earnings into the
formal banking system given the uncompetitive
rate of which they were expected to sell their
foreign currencies to the Central Bank. Many
opted to keep their earnings abroad, thereby
exacerbating the foreign exchange shortage that
afflicted the local economy and forced the
continous depreciation of the naira. Formal sector
exports were also adversely affected by the new
foreign exchange regime and the volume of nonoil exports from the country fell sharply. Informal
sector traders, especially those of them involved
in cross-border trade with Nigeria’s Francophone
neighbours, however continued in business aided
by the naira’s depreciation on the parallel market,
a depreciation that was more than sufficient to
wipe out the adverse consequences for their
competitiveness of the devaluation of the FCFA.
Their lines of commerce mainly included food
grains, textiles, and basic consumer goods that
were either produced in Nigeria or which were
imported into the country from Asia. The limited
convertibility of the FCFA did not appear to
deter the informal sector operatives and for them
as for other more formally organised Nigerian
exporters involved in the trans-border trade, the
relative stability of the FCFA as a store of value
more than compensated for the limitation of its
convertibility. The FCFA therefore remained a
major pull factor in the development of crossborder trade between Nigeria and the
Francophone countries.
By the second half of 1994. few still doubted
users

no

doubt that

the

problems that inhered in the 1994 budget also
played a large part in the country’s dwindling
economic fortunes. It was this realisation that led
build up of new pressures for the review
the basic thrust of the budget. At the forefront
to the

of
of
those pressurising the government for a policy
review were manufacturers and exporters who
saw their hopes once again dashed by an ineptly
administered programme ofeconomic regulation.
The manufacturing .sector which, according to
the government grew by 2,3% in 1993 fell sharply
by 5% in 1994. The growth of agricultural output
fell, again according to official sources, from
2,5% in 1993 to 1,6% in 1994. Not less than 30
banks

listed

being severely distressed
collapse during 1994; many
more were under-capitalised. By November 1994.
and

on

were

as

the brink of

the Central Bank

was

forced to admit that the

Nigerian economy was undergoing a rapid decline
and

that

contrary to the government’s
expectations for 1994, deficit financing, and
capital flight were growing at alarming
proportions. It was an open admission of failure.

Concluding Remarks
Given the massive evidence that built up during
the course of 1994 on the parlous state of the

Nigerian

and the pressures that were
on the government by
manufacturers and bankers, and internationally
by the donor/financial community led by the
mounted

economy

locally

IMF and the World Bank, it was certain that, all
official

protestations to the contrary
notwithstanding, Nigeria would once again
embark during 1995 on a search for a workable
macro-economic framework for managing its
continuing economic problems. Yet, it is
inconceivable that Nigeria’s deepening
economic crisis

can ever be successfully
independent of its worsening problems
of governance. It would seem that the most
appropriate lesson to draw from the failure of
the 1994 budget it not to claim, glibly, that it
vindicates the inevitability of a policy
framework that aims at “getting prices right”
and surrendering all to the forces of the fabled
free market. Rather, the country’s experience
in 1994 should underline the necessity for
Nigerians to begin seriously to address
strategies for resolving the political question
side by side with the introduction of an
economic recovery programme that can win the
support and confidence of the generality of the
people.□

tackled
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REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS AND

POPULATION CONTROL IN
ZIMBABWE
Patricia McFadden

I

WOULD like to
this issue

preface my comments on
by noting that there is a very
silence on population control in

couple discuss contraception in the Zimbabwe
National Family Planning Council (ZNFPC)

audible

television broadcasts? I haven't, and the absence

Zimbabwe in

particular, and in the region as a
Although the entire issue of population
has become tremendously important, it is often
projected from an othering point of view — that
issues of population for Southern peoples are
whole.

different and have

a

different connotation

politically, economically and ideologically than
they do for Northern peoples. And there are
definite factors which impact on the concept of
population in the countries of the South which
arequitedifferent from those issues which define
population in the North.
Basically, the issue of population has been
projected as a Southern problem. A population
of communities and societies of Southern Africa,

Asia, Latin America, the Caribbean
of the world which exist in

—

all those

unequal and
uneven relationship with the North
(USA.
Europe, Canada, Australia) whose majority
population are Caucasian in racial terms, and
white in ideological terms. The broad global
framework within which population control
policies — and there are definite policies even if
the general tendency is to claim that countries
areas

an

like Zimbabwe, for instance, do not have a stated

population control policy—as well as the context
within which the discussion of population issues
occurs,

has

to

be contextuali.sed in what used

be called development

In this article 1 would like to show how

global economic policies have
with the control of

we

take

a

a

macro-

direct linkage

populations in the South.

Racism Colours the

When

to

andunder-development.

Population ‘Problem’

closer look at the numbers

which

demographers paly about with in their
generally user-unfriendly reports, we can see
that these statistics have

a

‘colour’. There

are

Black statistics and White statistics, and in the

global politics of population control, there is no
problem as such, in the North, except in the socalled minority communities. In Zimbabwe, the
statistics on over-population reflect increases
among Black people, and Black women in
particular are the target of contraceptive
campaigns. Has anyone seen or heard a White
42

of Whites

‘planning their families' is a glaring
family planning
really is for.
If you look at the United States for example,
the problem of population is very much filtered
through race. When one hears of problems of
population there, they are in relation to teenage
drop-out rates among Black youth; among
Chicano; among Latino communities — but
never among Whites, even when this latter
category is very poor, illiterate and characterised
by many of the same features which structure the
lives of ‘‘minorities" in the wider US society.
Poverty, race and class, all of which converge in
the 1 ives of most B lack people in the US, form the
basis of whatever ‘population problem' might be
perceived to exist in the USA. UK. and other
statement

about whom so-called

White societies.
In the countries of the North,

basically
mean

not

population
people — what it really should
human beings — and therefore it is

means

for all

the issue. The issue is how to maintain

a

particular standard of living for Northern
populations so that they can continue to claim
that they are the most democratic societies. I
honestly believe that in a society like the United
States of America, democracy is measured by
material wealth
by how many towels one can
have in the linen cabinet, and by how much food
—

one can eat

—

and have to diet

as a

consequence

of over-consumption. Democracy

is not perceived
in terms of the crisis of social reproduction
which we in the South are experiencing. It is a
crisis of ‘over-reproduction’ instead.
Therefore, population becomes a problem of
the South mainly because when race, class and
poverty coincide geographically, as they do at
this present time, the policies which purport to
protect humankind and the earth from overpopulation are in reality targetted at particular
racial groups. I know that this is a very
discomforting discussion, even amongst people
who are really seriously concerned with the
ability of the planet to sustain its current human
communities in relation to the future of the earth.

However, such people cannot continue to pretend
that, because

they like to think of themselves as
people', that racism does not affect the
manner in which they deal with the issue of
population and ecological sustainability.
We know that all the testing for contraceptives,
regardless of what kinds of Population Control
technology is being developed, is done in the
South. We also know that when particular drugs
are forbidden for use in the North, they are
dumped with impunity onto communities in the
South. With the shortage of drugs, the cuts in
humanpower to ensure that certain standards are
maintained
especially with regard to the
health of poor Black people — the gates for
extensive drug abu.se are wide-open
‘nice

—

The Ultimate

Population Control Weapon

Currently, testing for an anti-fertility vaccine
is in full swing in the South, and India and
certain countries in Africa are the target of this
particular experiment. This vaccine, which is
injected into women, makes their bodies treat
male sperms as foreign objects — thereby
rejecting them and of course preventing
conception of the human foetus. There is no
guarantee that this process of sperm rejection is
reversable. and as one scientist put it “ our
of knowledge offers no

safe means
the effects of immunization upon
demand and returning their fertility immediately”
{WGGNR. April—June 1994).
In fact, as an Australian immunologist
associated with the WHO/HRP re.search put it “
fertility regulating vaccines offer the most
practical way of controlling the birth rate,
particularly in developing countries”(lVGGA'/fcurrent state

of terminating

Ihid}.
And

shamelessly, most of the ‘scientists' who
undertaking these experiments, have argued
that this particular technology will work well
with Africans, for example, because we have
such great faith in injections. We all know the
Jokes about doctors who would allegedly inject
sick children with a saline solution Just to
convince that ‘stupid African woman' that he/
she had actually treated the child.
This particular racist contraceptive also hopes
to play on the extensive acceptance of
are
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immunisation programmes in Africa and other
countries of the South, which have gained the

confidence of poor

people to Northern medical

systems. The anti-fertility vaccine, as is obvious,
interferes with the immune system of the patient
and in many ways these
fore the allegations

experiments bring to the
of collusion between
immunisation programmes and the spread of the

against aracially inspired colonial system, which
kept the majority of the people in abject poverty,
there is barely a discussion on the ways in which
race still underpins the foundations of this society.
Class In the Discourse

on

Population

The other issue which I think is

part

an important
of the preface to a discussion of population

control in Zimbabwe is the issue of class.

other way

round vasectomy is supposed to be
Interestingly,
there are virtually no examples of societies where
the quality of life has improved because the
numbers of people in those societies have been
part of the recipe for development.

controlled. In countries like Brazil with very
active population control programmes, poverty
has become even

deeply entrenched among
poorfmainly Black) who have been the target
of population control combined with structural
adjustment for several decades now.
No Apologies for the Truth
I do not intend apologising for my views on
this subject. I do think that there is a population
problem. 1 think that the real population problem
is the widening gap between a few greedy,
irresponsible people, most of whom happen to be
more

Population control is not haphazard. It is
specifically focused on particular classes of
people, and poor women constitute the bulk of
these classes. For example, now there is a new
Liberal approach to the issue of population control
in Zimbabwe and Kenya (the two favourite
examples used by the Population Control Lobby).
We are witnessing what are called the malemotivation programmes, mobilising men to

the

pharmaceutical companies. They want to make
sure that women do not merely space the births

volunteer for sterilisation i.e. vasectomy.

located in the North, and the rest of humankind,

of their children ( and therefore retain a minimal

this campaign, because we believe that men must

HIV virus in certain Central and East African
countries.
At the forefront of the

development of this
agencies
like WHO (through its Human Reproduction
Programme HRP), the Population Council,
several Northern governments which fund socalled family planning programmes in

vaccine,

are

well-known international

Zimbabwe,

choice in

of

and

terms

course

the

major

of the numbers of children

they

have), but restrict the numbers of children born
to women

in the South to

a

specific, minimal

statistic of three. I will return to this issue of
"small families”
Zimbabwe

soon in my discussion about the
Population Control Programme for

the 199()s.
Therefore

we can see

that, at

a

time when HIV

of the most difficult challenges to the
poor, who form the majority on this continent,
we have side by side with that, the development
poses one

of vaccines which

populations of

can

mean

that entire

be innoculated and
made infertile
most probably indefinitely.
Once the body leams the message of rejection
and inscribes that into the immune system, it is
virtually impossible to reverse this message.
Yet. many of our governments are allowing such
testing to go on. without respect for the human
and reproductive rights of our people, and
particularly of women. At the end of the day.
being poor, black and female means being a
nobody even in our own land.
women can
—

Denial of the

Rights of Black Women

Population control has thus far meant the
women of the right to control their
fertility. Now we are on the threshold of a new
twist in the population control ideology which
will not even permit Black women to have a
fertility.
That is why it is imperative that we put the
issue of race in the foreground of the discussion
on population. This issue has been silenced —
relegated to the private opinions of some
individuals and has simply been dismissed by
many who prefer not to “rock the boat". But how
can we talk about ‘family planning' when nothing
has real I y changed for the better for most of those

denial to

who constitute families in

Zimbabwe, fifteen years
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our

after

a

societies. In

long struggle

On the

one

hand, the feminist

lobby welcomes

take

responsibility for their fertility as well. For
long as we can remember, women have
been perceived as having a fertility whilst men
have a sexuality. And one can see this in the
persistence of lohola, which es.sentially is about
the transference of women's reproductive (and
productive) capacities from one male controlled
household to another. And men are very sexual
publicly and privately. They can be
promiscuous and sexually mobile within
marriage, through polygamy, and publicly,
through the tolerance of multiple sexual liaisons.
However, with the new direction in population
control strategies, male-motivation has become
one of the mechanisms to control male sexuality/
fertility. Of course, this is not obvious unless one
goes beyond the rhetoric that the sterili.sation of
men relieves women of the burden of having to
manage and or avoid unwanted pregnancies.
And that is very true. But beyond that, the long
term implications of these policies are still not
clearly understood. Of course, there is some
di.scussion about what this programme implies

or as

—

whose lives have been

so denigrated that they are
merely statistics. The conflation of 'the
population problem' with being ‘poor and not
white’ is most obvious in the arguments made by
the Leeds University Professor Maurice King,
King has been campaigning all over the North
for the removal of re-hydration and
supplementary feeding programmes for poor
now

Black children. He asserts that it is

since ‘those

resources

Such views must not
extreme,

because then

we

miss the rest of the

spectrum which reflects the ideological premise
of
it

population control, regardless of the rhetoric
might adopt at other fora.
Statistics, Resources and Consumption
Patterns

We need to make the critical

numbers,

resources

consumption (which are racially implicated) and
power. The ‘numbers game' about too many
Africans being born; the frightening projections
of statistical increases which

base of this continent and the

nor are

Middle class

men

choices about their
to

middle class

in

particular who

we come

middle-class

men

(Black

of the campaign.
in Zimbabwe

can

make

fertility, and this also applies

women as

well. It is the rural poor

are being motivated,
back full-circle on this issue.

and thus

In Northern societies, men elect to

undergo
of certain changes
quality of their lives and the lives of their

vasectomy as a consequence
in the

communities. In the

case

of Zimbabwe, it is the

are

linked to age

(being young in Africa is making one a population
threat); is seldom if

and White) the target

linkage between

available, patterns of

is

in Zimbabwe,

of

strategy. They must be contextualised within the

for Zimbabwean men (a discussion which I think

largely restricted to medical doctors and
demographers — local as well as ‘experts', who
have formulated and implemented this strategy).
What one can be very sure of however, is that
male-motivation is not targetted at white males

a waste

people' will die anyway.
simply be dismissed as

ever

linked to the
macro

resource

economic

policies which continue to allow for the flow of
resources

from the South to the North.

The

technology of population control, developed
and controlled by a small lobby of white, middleclass men. and legitimised through national,
government sponsored ‘family planning'
programmes, is what flows from the North to the
South. While

on

the other hand, the flow of

primary commodities, which fomi the wealth of
the South, has been intensified by cut-throat
SAPs policies. These macro-economic policies
reaffinn the message of the Population Control
Lobby mainly that poor Africans are a liability,
not an asset, and therefore they must not be
allowed to compete for the earth's resources, and
4.T
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for Africa’s

in

particular.
people will have decided at
the very beginning of this article that I must be a
raving lunatic whose views should not be allowed
in the public media. And that is exactly the
problem in all our countries. Those voices which
express a different view on social issues are
labelled ‘fringe’ and marginalised so that the
status quo can continue undisturbed.
Recent reactions to an article on the privileging
of Black males through white women, elicited
silencing reactions which ranged from alleged
threats to my person to declarations that certain
whites would no longer buy SAPEM. Well, there
it is again, the arrogance of racist superiority,
daring to tell us what to think, publish and or say,
it is the same thing with gender and issues of
population control. When women express their
demands for rights which must be reclaimed, we
are told, even by young ‘wet behind the ears’
resources

1 know that certain

males, that

we are ‘too

Northern); the most severe famines whose cyclic
recurrence

has become shorter and shorter while

their severity

has increased, thereby denying the
possibilities of recovery; infant and maternal
mortality rates are among the highest in the
world

is

one

on

this continent while the life expectancy

of the lowest ( w ith the

exception of the

white

minority which .still enjoys one of the
highest standards of living in the world); that
SAPs has undermined any real health and quality
of life gains that poor people might have benefitted
from in the post-colonial period; must fonn the
stepping-stone in search for a new direction for
the continent and its people.□

radical' and must tone

down. Pure and

simple arrogance. When Black
women demand reproductive rights and real
choices, we are told to be grateful for the invasive,
long-term destructive drugs which are dumped
onto our communities, ‘ Do you want to have ten
children?’ We
Yet

we

are

threatened.

know that Africa has

one

of the lowest

population densities in terms of land occupation
and numbers of people (Western Europe has
more people than Africa); that we have one of the
largest land masses as far as continents go: one of
the largest and mo.st diverse mineral bases; some
of the most arable land in the world; millions of
hectares of forest with immeasurable

untapped
potential in terms of biodiversity, etc. All this
does not form the context within which population
is discussed in Africa. Africa is the last frontier
in many ways for humankind — except when it
to those who are indigenous to this
continent. Then there is a problem, ‘a population
comes

problem’. And if we take a moment to remember
the lessons of political economy, we can easily
see that what should be feeding, clothing, housing,
healing, pleasing Africans, goes North, all in the
name of ‘development’, African resources have
become socritical in the maintenance of ‘Western

democracy’, that even amention of economics in
the discussion of population is perceived as
‘unreasonableness’ and ‘radicalism'.

However, unless all the variables which impact

Africans become the context
population is discussed, the
perception we will continue to have about
ourselves will be one formulated and defined by
the Northern Population Control Lobby. The
fact that we have the largest number of w ars on
this continent (which are fed by arms produced
and sold to African dictators/bandits by profitseeking firms and right-wing agencies which are
upon our

lives

as

within which
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Population control has denied

many

African

women

the right to control theirfertility.
Sapf.m May. IW
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WHEN THE SOLDIERS GO

MARCHING IN
State of Fear In Paradise: The Gambian

Coup and the Prospect for Regional Peace, by Zaya

Yeebo, African Research and Information Bureau (ARIB), London, April, 1995.
BY Napoleon Abdulai

T

HE MEN in unifonn who used to rule

meaningful

South America, from Guatemala to

for the

Uruguay have retreated to their

of

barracks. In West Africa, the

men on

horseback

unlike their South American counterparts, are
still dominant in national

politics, despite the
of political
pluralism and the growing feeling that, it is not
the duty of the amty to rule or govern. The long
fact that Africa has entered

road that

armies

sections of the West African

some

were

a new era

forced to take to return to barracks

in the early 1990s is now more circuitous
following the coups and counter coups in Nigeria,

Sierra Leone and The Gambia.
For almost 30 years.

Sir Dawda (David)
Peoples Progressive Party (PPP)
ruled Gambia, a tiny West African state which
is almost surrounded by Senegal with some
.sense of respect for human rights until the
“boys” from Yundum barracks arrived in July
last year at the State House to follow the
disastrous example of the neo-colonial armies
in the sub-region. How the 800 strong ill
equipped, Nigerian trained Khaki “hoys” led by
Lieutenant Yaya Jammeh toppled the PPP and
introduced military dictatorship unknown in
Gambia is the subject of this interesting, lucid
and vigorous hook by Zaya Yeebo, a Ghanaian
political activist, development Journalist and

Jawara and his

former minister.

Gambia

was

the last West African British

colony to become independent in 1965. With a

population of under a million and no
standing army, it became an oasis of liberty,
whilst its neighbours fell under the boot of
soldiers who became renowned for very serious
human rights violations. Besides the brief
attempt to take over power in 1981 .Gambia had
relative peace which would have enabled the
country to tackle its underdevelopment. But
ironically, the statistics on poverty produced in
small

this book, such

as

that the infant mortality rate

mass

sense ever took place
of Gambians, despite

making the country ‘the Singapore of West
Africa'. Despite this fact, Yeebo states that
there was no Justification for any coup.
The coup came in the midst of the poverty
within a liberal political atmosphere and the
grassroots popularity of

leftwing forces.

foreign support? There
appears to have been some, especially from the
US Ambassador. Yeebo quoting unnamed
sources at the US embassy in Banjul. Gambia’s
capital, states that the presence of the
Ambassador and the captain of the naval ship
La Moure County at the State House on the day
of the coup ‘contributed’ to its the success.
Was there

Another

some

quotation from

The new military junta known as Armed Forces

since 1965
the rhetoric

a source at

the US

embassy, which 1 take to mean the Ambassador,
says the presence of US officials at the State
House was ‘total coincidence’ and yet a few
days after the coup, Yaya Jammeh, the new
military dictator told reporters that he and the
coup plotters had to wait at the gates of the State

Provisional

Ruling Council (AFPRC), like its

counterpart in

Sierra Leone and Nigeria, has

faced several attempt counter coups and carried
out executions and a systematic violation of
human

of the Yaya Jammeh’s
president told the press
shortly after taking power that ‘You are free to
criticise us anytime you want and to contribute
where you want’. To those who were not used
to military double standards, this was welcome
news. But like other promises that the military
make upon assuming power, Jammeh had no
intention of keeping promises to the press as the
experienced Liberia Journalist and owner of
The Daily Observer was to experience when he
was picked from home and later deported. The
Daily Observer had refused to succumb to the
military and paid highly for standing up against
the soldiers. Every military regime, whether it
claims to be on the left or right deals with the
rights. In

statements,

the

one

new

in this way.
The reluctance of the west to demand

press

an

House for President Dawda Jawara to leave

immediate return to civilian rule in Gambia

before

does not augur well for democratic forces in the
conflict ridden West African sub-continent. This

‘moving in’, “Who asked them to wait?

And who gave them the signal to move in?
When these questions are answered, the Jigsaw
will fall into place" writes Yeebo.

Gambia is now dominated by non
governmental organisations (NGOs). These
organisations according to the author, virtually
control the rural areas, and it is tempting to ask if
Gambia has a government and whether it needs
one at all. It appears like all since the politicians
abandoned decision-making in the economic
and development arena to multilateral agencies
and the NGO community. Whilst some NGOs
genuinely provide developmental a.ssi.stance, they
uncritically support rural area projects such as
building mud schools or clinics, know very well
that such buildings will not stand the force of the
tropical African rains. Commenting on the power

has serious

implications for regional security
development. Some of the hidden reasons
for the coups in Sierra Leone and Gambia come
from the military engagement in the civil war in
Liberia. Will the Ghanaian, Nigerian and
and

Guinean forces retreat to the barracks after

seeing action in Sierra Leone and Liberia? The
contemplated by the

consequences are not
author.

Democracy can only be redeemed if we
abolish the

standing armies. The beginning
military in West Africa
can only happen if their monopoly over the
gun is broken by disciplined popular forces
organised by the disciplined sections of civil
society such as is the case with Uganda’s
National Resistance Army (NRA). This book
of the end for the

is 140 per thousand live births, child mortality
is 292 per thousand live births, 40 percent of the

NGOs have, it is said that the British NGO,
Actionaid

is

population have no access toclear water supply,
120 out of every 1 200 live births die from
malaria every year, 74 per cent of the population
live in absolute poverty and life expectancy is
45, demonstrates that no development in a

elections if

multi-party politics, development and the
military in West Africa, and a good reader
for those who advocate for the military to be
constrained when it comes to taking over
power by force from civilian rulers.□

Sapem May, 1995

(Gambia) could have won the last
they had stood as a party and its
director for the presidency. This is because this

charity organisation is popular for its
developmental role, something the Gambian state
has failed mi.serably to do.

a

serious contribution to literature the
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BLACK SCHOLARSHIP IN SOUTH
AFRICA
South

Africa The Challenge of Change Vincent Maphai, (ed) (Sapes Books, Harare, 1994)
Rkviewed by Thomas Deve

T

HE successful
is

a

kill

publication of this book
testimony that apartheid failed to
entirely the intellectual and

academic tradition in Black South Africa. This

gives

an

The

added impetus to SAPES Trust's
towards that academic

challenge^
^

Constitutes an important watershed in the
history ofSouth Africa: an interesting link
between the old and young scholars, and

problem.
The major weakness of the book is noted in the
foreword, namely that some of the issues raised
herein might be a little dated because of the
tumultuous events after 1990. Secondly, whilst
the book offers more than broad parameters of a
debate that is likely to dominate the unfolding
political and economic scene in South Africa, it
would have been enriching to rellect on the state

between the exiled .scholars and those who

of the African intellectuals themselves and

initiative of contributing

of change

L

and intellectual revival of African

.scholarship,
in a country where the legacy of Bantu education
has meant that academia is virtually synonymous
with White universities. As noted in the foreword,
the book

have had

to

struggle, the
our history.
This book is

a

recovery

of history,

collection of essays

emanating

August 1992 conference entitled "South
Africa: Which Way Forward?” and the selected
contributions are designed to make sure that
African scholars begin to debate issues pertinent
to the country. It is also significant that the
material for this book was compiled during a
transition marked by the unbanning of the hitherto
outlawed political organisations, the subsequent
release of political prisoners and the formation
of

a

possibly posit how they

stay at home, working for

common

from

Edited

Conference for

a

Democratic South Africa

timely publication as there existed greater need
for analysis, future policy prescriptions and
planning in order to shape the direction of the
post-apartheid state, thus sending a pulse of hope
a

of scholars linked
I

to counteract a culture

South Africa's problem has involved an attempt
by white settlers to make a country whose
population is 75% African, a "White man's
country". For the contemporary discussion,
Magubane asserts that most scholars tend to
ignore or skirt this issue, creating a historical gap
which has too often been filled with nonsensical

debates about which White group left Europe
when or who exhibits extreme racism among
them. On the other extreme, you have younger
scholars like Desiree Lewis
up new
that:

Africa where feminist theory has
only recently become academically and
politically visible, debates about feminism
and power are largely undeveloped and
have often been actively resisted. The main
obstacle to their development is that disputes have taken the form of racial antagoni.sms. with Black women objecting to

of silence so endemic with

study of
South Africa, by South Africans focussed on six
themes; the political and constitutional process,
the economic scenario, the agrarian question,
social development, gender and the international
context.

their misrepresentation bv White feminists

The contributors have diverse

backgrounds
and this is reflected by the issues they place
emphasis on. This constitutes both a strength and
weakness of the book

attempting to open
frontiers of debate vigorously asserting

In South

Black academia. This useful benchmark

as one

will have

to

battle

(p 159).
This
and

question is further tackled by Gwagwa
Nhlapo who simultaneously review the

literature in that field and the resultant tension

in order to realise the authors’ common concerns.

between the human rights focus and

For

of Western culture when Juxtaposed

example, the older generation of scholars
like Bernard Magubane work in the political
economy framework. For example, he
emphasizes in his contribution that “the core of

see

their role in the

future. This would have been very important,
because South Africa has a large exile community

by Vincent .Maphai

an

(CODESA), later renamed the Multi-Party
Negotiation Forum.
Against this unfolding process, the book was
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dialogue. This is more evident in the .section on
the agrarian question, the public service, foreign
policy, education and health for example. Most
of these chapters raise not only challenges, but
also offer strategies for addressing the relevant

individuality
with values

of traditional Africa.
Most contributions are academically
stimulating and successfully trigger policy

directly with the liberation

process and those of us who interacted with them
remain anxious to see what role intellectuals will

play.

Reviewing the book at a moment when South
celebrating the first independence
anniversary, offers no another opportunity to
reiterate the four challenges identified by the
contributors. Firstly, there is the question of
legitimacy always associated with the euphoria
Africa is

first

uhuru elections create;

secondly the

fulfillment and satisfaction of the

rising

expectations of the newly-enfranchised majority;
thirdly, economic growth and finally. containing
the threat of political instability especially from
the apartheid created military machine (the
'securocrats') who exercise
unchecked

enormous

and

political

power.
The book is readable and

intellectually

stimulating. It will be of great use towards
building bridges with fellow academics in the
rest of Africa and also those who
fought against
apartheid the world
the

new

over,

and continue

to

help

South African state. As for the mandate

of

SAPES Trust, one hopes that the
organisation will integrate the issues raised,
namely, the character of the new state governed
by Africans, the manner and pace of the
resolution of the national question, including
the issues of land, gender, human resources,
development policy in general, the economy
and South Africa's position in international
affairs into its projects in order to con.solidate its

initiatives. J
Sapem April. 1995
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EXTENDING THE FRONTIERS OF
THEORETICAL APPRAISAL
Catherine Alum Odora
OW DIFFICULT it is to abandon

H

national and domestic

institutions, cultural heroes, aesthetic movements,

have

intellectual insights, value commitments,
marriages, loving relationships, family ties,
personal beliefs ‘all wending their way through
consciousness and depositing themselves into
the quagmire of memory" (Gergen 1994).

assumptions once they
entered one"s compendium of

commonsense! How difficult it is to expunge

portions especially of written record! Yet, as
Gergen puts it, we have to "think positive".
Yesterday"s sins may, indeed be the forerunner

What

of tomorrow’s

redemption.
In Dewey’s words, the conceptions that had
reigned in the philosophy of nature and
knowledge for two thousand years rested on the
assumption ofthe superiority of the fixed and the
final; they rested upon treating change and origin
as signs of defect and unreality. An acceptance
of the Heraclitean dictum that ‘all things flow’
was tantamount to nihilism. Impermanence had
strong associations with death, and too often,
change is suffused with feelings of threat or
peril. Novelty and irregularity pose continuing
threats to on-going patterns of adaptation, and at
any point may thrust existence into Jeopardy. It
is this romance with permanence that has served
as the primary impetus behind the development

matter

systematic observations of
.science reveal certain repetitions or regularities in the world... The laws of science
are nothing more than statements expressing these regularities as preci.sely as pos.sible. (Carnap 1966).
And this, per se, is not bad. The products of
such discovery can be of untold benefits to
humankind. If science can identify systematic
and recurring patterns, the society may, indeed,
alter its path, harness the predictable to its
advantage, and enhance the human capacity for
controlling destiny. The simplicity of such
argument is as optimistic as it is compelling, and
the result, as Gergen puts it. is a fomiidable
.scientific establishment largely devoted to the
tasks of locating, documenting and explaining
.

.

The

real life, one is
awareness

constantly exposed to the painful

of the multitude of disordered and

taking place outside the
Outside the laboratory in

discontinuous events
scientific sanctum.

a matter

a matter of time, a
of more hard work

scientist

point can the behavioral
begin to recognise that there is no such

thing

transhistorically valid principles if they

conduct"? At what

as

cannot even see

that their very

research is being

conducted within a contemporary

historical

that forces upon the scientist certain
observations while precluding others'? In fact

context, one

history, as Feyerabend characterises it. confronts
us

with
...

a morass

of ever moving

complexity:

Histoiy is full ofacciclenis am! conjee-

tiires,

and curious Juxtaposition

of events,

complexity of
human i llande and the unpredictable character of the ultimate consequences of any
given action or decision ofmen (Feyerabend

and it demonstrates to us the

more

permanence and the flux of passing experience.
Real life however, tells a different story. In

wonders is: Is it

one

of resources,

before the behavioural scientist will begin to
discern and master the rudiments of human

of modem science:
.

policies, religious

traditional

1976).

activity itself is also situated within
unfolding and everchanging web of accidental
relations. Yet scientific research remains
Research

the

especially to this fact. How are we to
insight into the dismaying discrepancy
between the productivity of the natural and sociobehavioural .sciences'? How can we fashion a
in.sensitive

furnish

significance to the society"?
significant to note that without the
traditional aim of the sciences being refonnulated
to take into account impermanence in pattern
and life, the efficacy of the scientific endeavour
science that is of vital
It is

ontological education, socio-behavioural
scientists, via the descriptive mode, only seem
fixated at the level of establishing an inventory
of "what there is". In giving labels to various
phenomena, the scientist pays attention neither
to the socio-cultural specificities of meaning nor
to the logic of action embedded in the selection
of descriptive terms.
But the problem is more than just the
descriptive and labelling character of scientific
endeavours. In specifying behavioral sequence
(i.e. not only asking the question "what is there""?,
but "what leads to what""?), the scientist is not
only describing phenomenon. He/she is .setting
out to alter public expectation. And with the
alteration of public expectation, the stage is set
for the modification of action; a modification
which

more

often than not, leads to a self-

fulfilling prophecy. In discussing self-fulfilling
prophecies, Merton (1937) states that predictions
may, by virtue of their dissemination, hasten the
results which they predict. He cites, forexample,
the 1928 demise of a private bank in New York
City that was in no serious difficulty. However,
because the depositors came to believe that the
bank would collapse, they withdrew their funds
thereby making it become solvent. In similar
vein, politicians and public opinion researchers
have demonstrated concern over the effects of
voting predictions on the outcome of the elections.

discourage those
voting for the designated loser, thus
ensuring his or her defeat.
Extending this line of reasoning, it can be
argued that the implementation of theory serves
Predictions of

a

win may

impermanence in human action of course
implies, if not demands a reformulation of the
nature of the behavioural sciences and a critical
re-consideration of its true potential.
In the meantime, new grounds for the
generative criterion for theoretical construction
and appraisal needs to be developed; and the

toengenderbehaviourconsi.stent with its premises
as Schwartz, Lacey and Schuldenfrei (1978)

with

de-limited set of constrained

contention here would be that the commitment to

Sapem May. 1995

Challenging the Construction of Reality
understanding of human action are
not furnished by observations alone, but rather
through a participation in the cultural system of
understanding. Yet. in their furnishing of
Units of

will continue to flounder. A serious confrontation

his

experiments relying exclusively on a highly
experiences, is an
arena
consisting of wars, revolutions,
international allegiances, economic spurts.

consequence.

otherwise

characterization of theory as interpretive
element is somewhere to begin. The fundamental

which the socio-behavioural scientist conducts

significantly impaired the potential of the
discipline to foster catalytic theory of broad

logical empiricist metatheory', along with its
methodology of experimentation, has

favoured

maintain:

society that employs a theory of
reinforcement. whether it
he in terms of broad programmes of social
change or on the interpersonal level, may
undermine the .sy.stem of intrinsic motives
...

a

environmental

that previously

existed. In implementing a
47
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theory of extrinsic reinforcement one may
essentially create an artificial and arhitrary dependence on a system of extrinsic
rewards. The theory becomes predictive
because of its application. Applications
(adds Lacey 1977), change the world. Ifthe
applications of one theory predominate,
then the world will Increasingly exemplify
the principles of this theory (in Gergen
1994:25).
But the scientist does not

only ask ‘what is
proceeds
into ‘why’ sequences as well. Specification of a
casual source for a given phenomenon is also to
furnish a logic for reaction; and most scientific
activity tends to favour psychological
explanations for the activity. Such psychological
explanatories in turn usually provide the basis
for person blame, and the ultimate results might
well be an exacerbation of the very activities that
the research was designed to diminish. In contrast,
should the investigator attempt to trace violence
for instance, to such factors as political and
economic oppression, the responsibility for the
same actions would be implicitly lodged with the
broad social system (i.e. system blame), and not
the actors. Alterations of the system would thus
be favoured and punitive measures deemphasised. In other words, the choice of research
paradigm, research methodology shapes the
explanatory locus which, in turn, affects the
subsequent .social policy. In the final stage, the
chain linkage has the consequence of altering the
subsequent life forms within the relevant
there?’ and ‘what leads to what?’, but

communities.
But the scientific

paradigm

goes one more

step. Not only is it committed to a deterministic
fonn of explanation

in which behavioural events
of specified
of intention
and voluntary action is rendered both misleading
and obsolete. The scientific paradigm has had
this peculiar but dangerous propensity toobscure
lawful consequences
antecedents, but the whole concept
are

viewed

the true

as

cause

of human behaviour

which lies

—

in the

voluntary control of individuals over their
question of
moral responsibility is tossed to the dogs, and as
Gergen, quoting Shotter (1975) argues;
to abandon the concept of personal
responsibility maybe to undermine the basis for organised society. Ifpeople cannot
be punished for their maleficence and rewarded for their virtues, and if guilt and
self-reward cease to play a role in human
affairs, then the basisfor social order may
be .severely weakened. The essential quesactions. In this framework, the entire

...

tion is not whether the deterministic view

of science Is a valid one: its validity is
fundamentally indeterminant.
.in accepting the scientific form of understanding. the culture may be modified in a .sub.
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.

stantial degree (Gergen 1994;26-27).
Something must also be said concerning the
scientist as a ‘moral agent’. We have already
pointed out above that scientific activity and the
baggages associated therewith, does enter the
understandings of culture. What needs to be
elaborated is tbe valuation character of

scientific

knowledge and its capacity to alter
society through an inherent and inescapable
moral advocacy. This advocacy centres around
deepening the divide between fact and value
especially as the proper scientific posture should
essentially be dispassionate. And yet, the scientist
takes no responsibility for the dangerously
passionate or even sinister uses to which its
results are put. Scientists also forget that one’s
values, including one’s definition of a problem
do influence the way in which reality is
segmented.
As Gergen further points out, in the same
manner
that hunger may give rise to
differentiating the environment into ‘edibles’
versus ‘non-edibles’, the scientists’
particular
values may have a directive effect in establishing
his other inventory of‘what there is’. When the
scientist goes around making his variables and

accentuated in

a context of unequal relations,
prejudices, or colonial conquest. It is the
subjugated who become the ‘dope’, ‘guinea pig’
or ‘robot’. Their very conditions provide endless
but often insulting fascination with the so-called
‘poor’ by the dominant group. Expertise built
through years of dissecting the lives of the poor
without relating to them, without knowing them,
without wanting to know them characteri.se the
relations between the dominant and subjugated
groups. It is from this paradigmatic framework
that the paternalistic exhortations of white social

racial

scientists
over the

select for attention

to

positivist orientation towards observation.
response paradigm.
The evil with this framework is that if, indeed,

—

1973:89).
Dumont adds:
.

.

.

the

There has been
manner

a

vampirish quality to

in which researchers sucked

the data from their subjects,
.Moreover,
they did so with a sen.se ofrighteousness as
If every monograph partook of Galileo's
divinity (Dumont 1969:19-20).
The Generative Function of

the

Consistent with this framework is the stimulus-

or

u.seful for a time, but ultimately
undeserving of genuine consideration <’.vcept as may be required to ensure the
attainment of inve.stigatory goals (Gordon

human relations that is linked

the

isolated, trivial

Black clientele are treated as commodi-

...

ties

by specific tastes, values, needs or motives. But
with the scientific process in particular, is
Heuman conception of causality along with

are

marketable elements of the non-white experience.

his classifications, his or her choices are motivated
the worst abuse

over non-whites, the Northern experts
Southern, emanate. What these scientists

Theory

A

theory serves to structure momentari ly what
is fundamentally unstructured. However, as
analytic lenses, all theories have significant
limitations. Each lens

serves

to

blind

as

it

illuminates.

has demonstrated how the

Although given the theory, one has
a means of
analysing action, answering questions
and formulating plans, any given theory furnishes
only a limited way of understanding, and thus a
limited range of possible implications. It is for
this reason that a premium should be given for
multiple theoretical perspectives. Erom a multiple
perspective, the potential of the theorist to
influence the course of society can be immense.

orientation has led to

This is because tbe theorist who creates

behaviour is

fundamentally dependent on
functioning
in relationships requires that one gains control
‘stimulus events’, then successful

over

the stimuli that control others’ actions.

To achieve benefit in life, this paradigm suggests,

adopt a manipulative posture towards
others. It is in this vein that Chris Argyris (1975)
one must

stimulus-response
knowledge that
encourages governmental manipulation of the
public. Accordingly, it is the task of the policy
maker to manipulate the variables in order to
control the public. Moreover, the research
methodology that is congenial to the stimulus
response paradigm serves to sustain the image of
the human as a manipulahle automaton. But this
is not all. As the criteria for rigorous research
demand a personal distance between the observer
and the observed, a deep and intimate
acquaintance between the two is assumed to
threaten the ostensible validity of the research
findings. The implicit message contained within
methods designed by this criterion is that superior
knowledge in the social sphere is gained
through alienated relations.
It is quite obvious what this paradigm has
a

form of

compelling theory is engaged in a form of
ontological education, for, it is with the emergence
of theory that patterns and desirable actions
become discemable.
Given the power of theory to shape both
understanding and action, we can now ask,
‘What forms of theory may be viewed as

desirable’?, and ‘At what stage should a theory
be discarded’? And here,

whether, in

we

have to find out

given context, we should seek a
theory that duplicates existing lenses, or one
that supplants them. When we deal with
situations in which parochial views are
transposed in a context of hegemony, as the
view, then what we need to explore further is
genera' ve theory, its prospects and
possibilities to address multiple perspectives.
a

Sapem May. 1995
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What is Generative
Generative

Theory?

—

comprehension, and the companion to
partial comprehension is delimited range, and
often inflexibility, of action. When a theory is
used generatively, it will generate doubts in such
constructions thereby rendering them open to
new
realms of flexibility. When used
generatively, theory may increase the adaptive
potential of an individual or a culture.
The second attribute of generative theory is
the formation of alternatives. Not only should
with

reconstruction of social institutions, one way to

about not changing anything is by merely
describing contemporary patterns. On the other
hand, if one seeks to reform or transform public
go

policy, compelling theoretical rationales are
required to legitimate alternative forms of action
at the conceptual or intellectual level.
To recap therefore, the positivist empiricist
mctathcorctical approach has engendered and
sustained pailictilar theoretical orientation toward
human action. In this
—

paradigmatic framework:

on, or arc determined by antecedenvironmental events. The endogenic

pendent
ent

thinker

recognises that the individual can
or interpret sense data

and does construct

furnished either from the environment or

Determinism is replaced
by voluntarism.
—

facts and value are, and should be sepafrom each other. From an endogenic
point of view, personal constructions of
reality and the inseparation of fact and
value are almost inescapable. Declaring
this irrelevant is morally culpable.
rate

—

measurement and

control

positivistic empiricism, but for
endogenic scientist, ‘correct assessments’ are part of a process of sustaining
positions already embraced. Methods

ontological support for the scientist.
practitioners,
we have to recognise that the ultimate postgraduate qualification lies in our ability to go
beyond the certification and credentialisation
accorded us by the people processing industry
called schooling. We have to develop new
‘post-graduate’ skills that can enable us to
individually or collectively combine selfreflection, activism and advocacy as starting
As African researchers and

Balefi Tsie
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Economy of Botswana in SADCC

This book focuses on the inter-relationship between

industrial

development policy in Botswanaand the processor reducing
dependence upon South Africa through regional cooperal ion
in the Southern Africa Development Coordination
Conference (SADCC), now Southern Africa Development
Community (SADC). The study shows that there were
several contradictions accompanying both national and
regional efforts at reducing dependence on South Africa and

people of a sound mind should reach common agreement and science should strive
for consensus among practitioners. Disalternate,

of
integrated industrialisation unworkable.
The contradictions were aggravated by South African

that these contradictions rendered SADCC's strategy

endogenic thinker upholds that multiple interpretations of experience are usually held to be both legitimate and desirthe

destabilisation of the SADCC states, the world recession, IMF conditionalities

reality is independent of the observer and
vahies lead to

Carnap, R. 1966. An Introduction to the Philosophy of Science. (M. Gardner ed.) New
York, Basic Books.
Dumont, M. 1969. Social Science and the Survival of the Cities. XnP.sychiatry and Social

SOUTHERN AFRICA SPECIALIZED STUDIES SERIES

NOW

The Political

able.

469-485.

AVAILABLE

objectively grounded knowledge about
this environment is possible. From an endogenic point of view, however, knowledge is known to be primarily a product of
the processing agent. Traditionally positivistic notions of objectivity are therefore

is dismissed. However in the

Argyris, C. 1975. Dangers in Applying Results
from Experimental Social Psychology. In
American Social Psychologist. 1975, 30,

therefore furnish rhetorical rather than

the external environment drives the senses

sent

References

the hall-

marks of

rendered suspect.

—

are

the

and

—

points on the long road to developing truly
generative theories of social reality that can
capture the complexity of today's reality in Africa.

from memory.

our

generative theory give reason to pause and
reconsider current modes of activity, but ideally,
should point to other forms of actions and their
results. If, for instance, we are interested in the

is the

environment, and human behaviour is de-

theory is that which challenges

guiding assumptions of the culture, raises
fundamental questions regarding contemporary
life, fosters reconsideration of the existing
constructions of reality, and by so doing, furnishes
new alternatives for action (Gergen 1994).
Generative theory works in two central ways.
Firstly, is the generation of doubt. To begin with,
any theory that commands widespread belief,
that .serves as the uni vocal view of reality within
a given culture poses a threat to that very culture.
This is because our actions are often consistent

the casual locus of human action

a

default in scientific proce-

dures: but for the

endogenic thinker, re-

eordings of reality are not so much correct
or incorrect as they are the creations of the
obserser. The

possibility for scientific

and

for SADCC’s industrialisation programme by the West.
Nevertheless, the book argues that SADCC has been vitally important to Botsu ana
in terms of reducing dependence especially in the spheres of food, energy and
the lukewarm support

transport.

^l^First published:

I99.S. tSBN t-7790.S-0l9-04. .166 pp

Price: Local: ZSI.rO.Od

Africa: U.SS2().(X)
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THE SARIPS MASTERS DEGREE IN POLICY

STUDIES
Sam Moyo

T

held

HE

Southern

African Research

Institute for Policy

Studies (SARIPS),
under the auspices of the SAPES Trust,

three

regional universities, namely the University
University of
Dar-es-Salaam, which had agreed to accredit the
Masters Degree. He welcomed the participants

is expected to

skills to

evaluation.

with

Studies

SARIPS

from 6-IOth March at the New

Ambassador Hotel in Harare. The
the

i)

workshop

objectives of

were:

wide audience for critical
appraisal the SARIPS Proposal on the
Masters Degree;
to present to a

ii)

to consult

various regional experts, aca-

demies and government officials on the
nature of specific training requirements in

iii)

policy studies within Southern Africa;
to receive international expert advice on
the nature and management of post-graduate policy study programmes in various
continents

iv)

develop collectively a suitable framethe Masters Programme
in terms of the course content, training
approaches, management issues and resource requirements,
v)
to
develop
guidelines on the
institutionalisation of the training programme within SARIPS and among relevant organisations.
The workshop drew 36 participants from
SARIPS' research networks, independent
to

representing the Southern African Development
Community (SADC) and the Association of
African Public Administration and Management
(AAPAM), government officials with a policy
and planning function from various countries
and representatives of non-governmental
organisations (NGOs).
In his welcome address Dr Ibbo Mandaza the

Executive Director of SARIPS

spelt out the
Degree
Programme, emphasizing that the central
objective was to provide training that could
reduce the current dichotomy between theory
and practice in most policy development
processes within countries of the Southern and
Eastern African region. He pointed out that the
SARIPS Masters Degree in Policy Studies had
already gained the support of various
governments within SADC because of the
recognised human resources gap in that area.
The programme had also gained the support of
rationale behind the SARIPS Masters

50

a

call for them

develop

There

was

a

to

be critical and to assist

suitable

a

summary
SARIPS Masters Degree

programme.

presentation on the
in Regional Policy

Studies wherein it was noted that the programme

equip participants with sufficient
analyse different policy interfaces at the
local, national, regional and global level and to
use their skills in specialist
policy fields to
enhance the level of policy design, advocacy,
implementation and assessment. The advantage
of the SARIPS programme was that it would use
regional expertise and case studies based upon
concrete regional socio-economic and political
policy problems, unlike similar courses offered

complete, and trainees would undertake two

abroad.

months of intensive

The

work and design of

academics from various universities, officials

process, he said.
SARIPS aimed to facilitate the establishment

of a long-term and sustainable framework for
capacity building among institutions interested
in the policy process in the region, and to reduce
the dependence on external training. In this regard
the purpose was not to compete with existing
universities and training institutions, but to
mobilise resources to collectively address the
neglected field of practical policy design and

Planning Workshop on its proposed
Masters Degree Programme in Regional Policy
a

policy

of Zimbabwe, Port Hare and the

course

was

intended

to

integrate

economic, political and social aspects of the

policy process, while inculcating environmental
and gender sensitivity in the policy process. As
outlined in the annexed proposal, trainees would
undertake core courses in economic and political
aspects of policy design and address the
contextual processes affecting policy-making.
Eollowing these core courses, trainees would
choose elective courses from six specialist option
modules including detailed treatment of
economic policies, international relations, social
policy, gender aspects of policy formulation,
environmental policy and governance issues.
Trainees would then work on independent
research in the fomi of a dissertation on a policy
problem in their field of specialisation. The
programme is inter-disciplinary and iscast within
a
perspective which promotes
policy
transformation processes.
The programme was also
the

intended to enhance
capacity to address the currently inadequate

The programme will thus tap the vast regional
policy experiences and expertise, through inputs
into the training programme by part-time lecturers
and tutors from the region’s universities and
public institutions. Trainees will be selected
from relevant government and
The masters

Time-Cycle of the Masters in Policy Studies
June 1995: The time-frame is 1 week
—

—

July

development policies. Such a
wider agenda required collaborative efforts aimed
at optimising the use of existing training resources
and institutional arrangements surrounding the
policy process in the region. In this context there
was a need to
target both governments and NGOs
to address the gap between the broad policy
design activities of the state and the role of
different interest groups at various levels of the

Processing of applications
preferences
Faculty Board Meeting
—

indicating

December 1995: Registration and Module

Allocation
literature reviews

reading for

core courses
interaction with tutors

mentoring at local institutions
monitoring preparations

student

January
—

—

—

—

February 1996: Core Lectures block

4 weeks core lectures

2 weeks

options introduction and confirmation

research methods

March 1996: Distance
—

—

evolve

lectures while the

learning
through assignments. Below is a summary of the
course time-cycle.

macro-economic and sectoral frameworks
to

course

years to

balance of the time will entail distance

—

utilised

NGO institutions.

degree will take two

—

Assignment
assignments (4 essays)
mentoring by tutors at National Institutions
local seminars

student

monitoring

January — February 1997: Detailed Lectures
Optional Courses
—

—

lectures

-

on

4 weeks

dissertation

proposals

-

2 weeks

March— June /
—

—

August 1997: Dissertation
mentoring at local institutions
research
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Resource Persons Assessments

presentation, the
presented their
as.sessment of the feasibility of the policy studies
training programme. The key issues raised by the
resource persons included the following:
there is need to ensure that practical skills
in policy design, monitoring and evaluation
are imparted in order that trainees can
capture the efficiency of the policy process
Following the

international

summary

resource

persons

—

in terms of allocative,

operational and

impact aspects;
—

there is need for

a

strong core component

of economics so as to promote economically

feasible
—

policy options;
quantitative methods
order to sharpen the analytic skills of

there is need to teach
in

trainees;
—

trainees need to understand contextual

such as the political and
organisational framework of the region;
trainees need negotiation and change
management skills in order to be effective
in a dynamic policy context;
the programme needs to emphasize
aspects

—

—

excellence in the recruitment of trainers

requirements, the working groups also examined
the types of relationships S ARIPS could develop
with client institutions with particular respect to
ensuring that the Masters Programme gained
access to relevant infomiation and case study
materials for training. Furthermore, the working
groups examined problems related to the relea.se
of trainees by government and NGOs for the
training programme.
The workshop also sought indications on the
distribution of trainees among governmental.
NGO and other types of institutions including
university and private sector requirements for
policy analysts. It was. however, unanimously
agreed from the start that the large scale private
sector lobby organisations could adequately cater
for their own training of policy advocates.
However, the workshop felt that representatives
of small business organisations could be served
by the training programme, and that such
organisations could be treated as NGOs.
Universities

were

the programme needs to be able to challenge

received and dominant

perspectives on
macro-economic policy formulation by
exploring alternative policy frameworks
and revealing the real impacts and
implicationsof existing development policy
paradigms;
the programme must ensure that it is
financially secure;
a variety of micro and macro programme
management issues need to be planned in
detail prior to implementation of the Masters
Programme.
Lively plenary discussions were held around
the issues raised in the introductory session, the
summary of the SARIPS programme and the
interventions by the resource persons. The
workshop identified a key need to elaborate on
the nature of policy formulation training needs
as perceived by key clients such as governments.

—

—

NGOs and universities. This would set the stage
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valid client for

The

working groups and the plenary agreed
key needs of government regarding
policy .studies training included the following:
Quantitative analytical skills that could be
used in the design, monitoring and
evaluation of policies.
Contextual knowledge on an overview of
development theories, including classical
and neo-classical economic theory, and
current approaches of the World Bank and

—

—

the IMF.
Research methods and techniques

including

cycle.
Understanding politics and society in
Southern Africa is critical for all trainees.

—

—

—

Trainees need to be able to manage

negotiations and exercise leadership in the
policy process in order to build confidence
among public officers,
Basic computer literacy was necessary for
policy trainees to adequately access and
use information in the policymaking
process.
Some remedial

training in economics and

statistics may be required for some trainees.
The following ministries in the region were
identified
—

as major users during the initial years:
Ministries of Finance and Economic

Planning:
—

Ministries ofForeign Affairs with emphasis

Departments dealing with peace and
security and regional cooperation;

on

local government.
The workshop felt that the

Pennanent Secretary
target group for
participants on the course. It was agreed that the
MSe Programme should target the Deputy
level would not be ideal

as a

Permanent Secretaries. Directors. Assistant

Secretaries/Senior processional officers such as
This focus would capture

Chief Economists.
those

directly engaged in influencing the policymaking process.
Various policy information resources from
governments could be tapped by SARIPS. The
workshop emphasised that there was need to
establish

an

information

network

with

whieh does not
compromise government security. To this end.
the group noted that there was need to establish
confidence between the MSc programme and
government. This is very necessary andes.sential
as government will be the major source of
government departments,

materials for

case

studies. It

was

akso noted, in
as

supplement to illustrate theory. Thus,
transparency on the part of government could
enhance the capacity building process. Similarly
senior government

officials with policy

experience should form part of the SARIPS
network and

some senior government officials
participate as part-time teaching staff was.
In this regard, the group agreed that an appropriate
mix of government officials and academic staff
as tutors was necessary.
It was proposed that

could

while the Course Directors

are

recruited from

academicians, many

communication skills for the policymaking

—

—

a

that the

—

Departments of Women’s Affairs;
Policy departments in environment and

—

relation to case studies that this should be used
Government

for

designing the actual courses to be offered,
and guide SARIPS in developing a management
strategy for the programme.
Three working groups were set up during the
workshop to identify the specific training
requirements in policy studies of potential client
institutions in terms of the specific study areas
and skills. The groups also identified the different
types of government and NGO institutions which
would require such training as well as the kinds
and levels of personnel to be targeted for this
training. In addition to as.sessing the training

a

studies.

and in the selection of trainees;
—

considered

training staff development fellows in policy
analysis, and as a basis for the longer term
strategy of training future trainers in policy

Ministries dealing with social policy e.g.
education, health, environment, labour;

—

of the teaching staff could
be government officials and international staff,
including those from the international financial
institutions.
In support of a wider learning process on
policymaking. SARIPS' interaction with
government could be enhanced by regular
seminars where ministers, high level government
officials, and representatives of international
organisations could make policy presentations
in an open and free atmosphere. In essence a
policy dialogue process between government,
academics, trainees and the public could form an
essential training mechanism, tapping
government expertise regularly.
Special training conditions are required usually
in government establishments because of rigid
public service regulations. Therefore SARIPS
needs to negotiate with government institutions
to ensure that participants are allowed to go on
leave for two periods of four to six weeks annual ly.
The workshop agreed that the distribution of

trainees among

different client sectors needed to
51
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favour government

since it had the largest need.
capacity of SARIPS, it was thought
that the programme should train a total of 30
participants. Of these, 20 would be from
governments and 10 from institutions such as
Given the

universities and research institutes.
NGOs and the Private Sector

The

workshop found the training needs of
non-governmental organisations to be a complex
issue, given that the regional context was one of
transition from the influences of apartheid to
fully fledged democracy. The actual role of civil
society was changing towards an increasing role
of NGO policy advocacy and programme
implementation. However, most NGOs and the
private sector do not have a “harmonised
development policy” from which SARIPS could
“design” a course in policy training for them.
Therefore there was need to engage in serious
dialogue with NGOs on their policy study training
needs.

There is

an expressed or felt need by NGOs to
policy domain, and NGOs have to some
extent succeeded in creating public awareness
on policy related issues. However, these policyoriented activities are not officially recognised
by policymakers. In order to systematise or
problematise their policy interests, the
programme needs to develop a capacity to bring
together NGOs to discuss macro-economic issues
at local, national and regional level.
The possible specific courses worth
considering for NGOs could include:
public relations

enter the

—

—

communication skills macro-economic
issues

—

—

democratic

policy

processes

the role of media

NGO

enable SARIPS to

—

Such interaction

would be enhanced

by fully utilising modem
technologies such as E-Mail network.
Planning for SARIPS interaction with NGOs
and even Government is likely to meet with
problems such as high staff turnover, particularly
for new governments such as in South Africa,
Namibia

or

Correlations

—

Regressions
Computer Related Skills
Planning Techniques
Input - output Metrics

—

—

—

—

Linear programmes

—

—

Qualitatives

Participation Observation
Rapid and Participation rural appraisal
Data and information presentation
Policy Research Methods
Exercises, lectures and seminars (use
of current policy analysis for sustained
case studies)

—

—

—

—

—

NGO staff to do

periods of study at home.

Policy Analysis
Quantitative Techniques
Basic Descriptions Statistics

—

mentoring, monitoring, counselling and
supervision of NGO participants during their

Policy Process
—

Formulation, Implementation, Evaluation
Include Filters such

Feasibility,
Social Sensitivity

—

Environmental and Economic

—

assessment

Lesotho, and the movement of skills

Project and Programme Design
Negotiating Policy Change
Presentation and advocacy for Policy
Assessment of Policy Alternatives
(trade-offs, efficiency, monitoring &
evaluation)

—

—

region. These regional dynamics can
easily undermine the maximisation of the
programme benefits if not ttiken care of at the
initial stages of the programme.

—

—

University Poiicy Anaiysis
The universities

were

considered to

lecturers and researchers with the

require
following

as:

Political

—

in the

Economic
—

applied skills in policy analysis:
Policy analysis framework, with strong
components of economic policy aspects;
Methods of analysis, including design,
monitoring and evaluation of policy;
Regional perspectives in policy making
and regional cooperation
Gender perspectives of the policy process
Social and environmental policy influences

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Theory and Regional Economics
Macro-economic
National

accounting
Budget process
Savings
Investments
Balance of payments

Micro-Economics
Markets

Labour

—

—

—

—

Communication skills

—
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access

Core Courses
Methods for

—

strategic planning focusing on
contextualisation of development policies
and changing perspectives of development
training for the private sector needs to
concentrate on strengthening the capacity
for policy advocacy among small to medium
scale business enterprises in the context of
broad structural adjustment policies.
Among NGOs, the individuals to be targeted
for SARIPS training should be middle to upper
level managers, in order to equip these people
with analytical skills and enhance their level of
development policy understanding and to seek
to offer alternative policies to those prescribed
by government bureaucrats. There is growing
interest in public policy from private sector
participants, especially in issues of economic
indigenisation and empowerment.
The availability of information on the work of
NGOs and their policy interests is important for
the success of the programme. The participants
need information to prepare their assignments in
—

policy research projects, class exercises, case
profiles, and simulation of policy activity,
focusing on a critical appraisal of the role of
NGOs in the policymaking process. Therefore,
SARIPS should strive to acquire such information
and case materials from NGOs. Participants
should also bring their own material. SARIPS
should encourage the circulation of such materials
among participants and make specific efforts to
publish good work on NGOs by participants.
Regarding the interaction between
governments and SARIPS, the workshop agreed
that it is important to create dialogue with NGOs
on policy issues. This type of networking would

—

—

International relations, peace

—

and security

cooperation
proposed that the locations and targets
of training should include not only universities
but also research institutions and polytechnics,
and target those with a Junior degree plus at least
three years experience
It

was

SARIPS

should

secure

access

to

—

Gender
The

—

—

—

—

information resources of uni versities and research

institutes,

as

well

as

archives.

The SARIPS

lecturers, but also to evaluate the programme

as

periodically, in advisory committees for the
options, and on the management board.

different

Proposed Course Content

will include:

Gendered Research Methods and

Policy Analysis
Methodological Perspectives
Gender and the Workplace
Women and Productivity

—

—

—

Political
—

—

six

Policy and Planning

Development Theory, Policy and Panning
fiscal policy and management
harmonisation of regional policies
sectoral strategies

The

following core course and electives from
optional modules were proposed;

exchange
Elasticity
Critique of markets
Theory of human organisations

course

the

programme could also improve its quality and
relevance by engaging university staff not only

Financial stock

—

Economy of Poiicy in Southern Africa
Changing Political-Economic Philosophies
Keynesianism to Neo-Libertarianism
Structural Adjustment and its Aftermath
Sapem May, 1995
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—

Changing Political Scenes
Democratisation
Pluralism
Changing role of the state
provider to another
civil society roles
Social Change
ethnicity and race
gender awareness
class, poverty and inequality
Policy Project and Report (short duration):

—

—

_

_

_

—

_

—

_

—

_

_

_

Theoretical framework

lecturers must read

Regional environmental policy formulation and
implementation (eg. polluter pays and other
principles)
International conventions and protocols
Management of natural resources
Role of community and civil society in
environmental policy formulation and
implementation

order to sensitise

The module

gender issues extensively in
participants about gender issues.
Social Policy

covers

issues of health, education,

youths, and housing in order to determine optimal
resource allocations. Social policy needsto go beyond
the above sectors if it is to impact positively on the
lives of people.
Health
Resource allocation in health sector for

Methods in Environmental Assessment

_

—

International Relations
—

—

—

—

—

Overview of the

Scope of the Discipline
conceptual approaches
Evolution of the world system and the

Theoretical and

—

—

to Africa’s

position in the world system
Development, dependency and North-South
issues

—

—

—

Documentation

Participatory approaches to monitoring
evaluation

—

development cooperation in the Cold
War and post-Cold War eras
International

economic

new

_

relations

world order

—

International

—

—

—

—

them

Emerging issues and themes in regionalisation
and regional cooperation in Eastern and
Southern Africa

—

feasibility of these institutions of regional
integration in Eastern and Southern Africa
Role of state and non-state sectors in regional
operation and integration
Conflict Resolution, Peace and Security issues

—

in Eastern and Southern Africa

—

Theory and practice of Conflict Resolution and
Management for stability and sustainable
development. Cold War and post-Cold War
legacies and challenges in the Peace and
Security equation
Socio-economic, dimensions, i.e. refugees,
internal dislocation, negotiation, reconstruction
and development
Diplomacy and negotiating skills
Environment

Environment and

—

—

distribution,

uses

Natural

resources

Policy

design

Youth

economics

for

natural

Role

of

Policy
Development Policy Perspectives

environment

in

sustainable

development
Legal framework for environmental policy
Institutional framework
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Youth, employment and labour market

resources

management

Youth and

Operational efficiency and monitoring
Policy evaluation procedures

Youth and health

sensitive/ inclusive

Research

Gender

project - empirical work
Training and Planning

Planning for gender equity in ministries and
institutes of higher learning
Gender Analysis of Environmental Issues
Re-visiting the environment
Linkages between environment and wider social

—

—

—

Youth and training opportunities
Housing
Policy Shifts and development
The Urban-Rural Dichotomy in Housing Policy
Housing Policy and the Poor
Existing Policies in Housing
Education
—

gendered/specific

examples
Gender in the work

place
perspectives on work/women work
Gender relations in the work place (promotion,
New

—

opportunities etc)
The glass ceiling and its implications forwomen/
productivity
Political issues in the work place (sexual
harassment and abuse)
Specific Policy Analysis Skills to be imparted in the
gender module include reconceptualising the policy
process, redefining who is a knower, equity
considerations, challenging traditional power roles,
and changing the epistemological basis of knowledge.

—

new

and

Human

Resources

Economic Policy Course Options
Agrarian Transformation and Agricultural
Development
Agriculture and Environmental Sustainability
(impact of macroeconomic policies, large scale
investments and production methods,

—

technological change, etc. on environmental
sustainability in agriculture).
Case studies to include Malawi, Kenya, Cote
d’Ivoire, Ethiopia
Industrialisation and Economic Development
Foreign Direct Investment
Micro-enterprises
Growth and performance of firms

—

—

—

—

—

—

areas are; new

Education

differential asset and income entitlements,

How the environment is

—

policy

Youth, population and Politics

issues
—

migration

Development

Gender concepts
Gender analysis

—

immigration policies
Rights

The State and Human

—

—

government

Labour and

and

—

Other

—

resource

Policy
Research Methods/Methodology
New epistemic issues
Formulating proposals that are gender

—

Regional cooperation and integration dynamics
Review of processes and Institutions i.e. SACU,
SADC, COMESA/IRA etc. and assessment of

—

Gender and labour

Gender

—

—

Role of

resources

The role of the state and non-state actors in

shaping and influencing the new world order
The UN global summits and challenges of
global advocacy
Southern Africa in the global and regional context
A sub-systemic analysis of the emergence of
the sub-region
The legacies of geo-political and economic
processes and the challenges of addressing

—

Competing ideologies

degradation
—

organisations, the global
regulatory framework and International law
National question of global governance

negotiations.
Management

Policy analysis skills suited to various natural
Natural

—

and

Emerging issues in

Labour

Conflict Resolution and

Natural Resources

Aid and

the

—

Data banks

—

globalisation dynamics
—

Impact Assessments Research
Geographic Information Systems (GIS)

—

international division of labour with reference

—

preventive and curative health care
International development and health policies
underpinning the shifts in national health policy
Population and Health, including the politics of
population studies
Health policy in times of economic hardship

Environmental

—

—

Politics and Governance

research methods to generate

types of data, desegregating data on the basis

—

of

gender differences, in order to advocate for new
policy directions and new planning perspectives that
link up with women's movements in civil society. It
was agreed that gender become a core course to
steer men towards serious gender discourse. Core

Market structure

Regional Economic Cooperation and
Integration
Impact of External Regional Blocs and
International Agreements.
Global Perspectives and Strategies.

—

—

(One Course)
Defining the state; politics; the concept of
democracy
The concept of governance
Historical context: evolution of the state in
Africa

—

Governance in Africa:

legitimacy; the rise of
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SARIPS/SAPES RESEARCH
Furthermore the

unique package of compulsory core courses,
practical work and the policy project will ensure
that the trainees gain the multi-layered and
inter-disciplinary perspectives considered
necessary to gain a balanced and rigorous policy
expertise.

Ethics and accountability

Code of conduct
Public service neutrality

Corruption and nepotism
Ethnicity, Race, Class and Politics
Role and functions of central state institutions

Decentralisation
Local Government

Parastatal

Because the trainees will be recruited from

among
not

full time employees, many of whom can

be released

or

be available for full time

study due to financial considerations, the
training approach will be structured in a manner
that enables the trainees to study and work at the
time. Therefore lectures will be delivered

State and civil society: political parties:
interest groups; NGOs, etc..

during two six week periods of intensive contact

Summary: analysis/evaluation/assessment

with tutors in order to allow trainees to return to

of state and

society relations.
Policy Analysis Project
Based on independent research and
evaluation of a policy case in a country and
institution of trainees' choice, but preferably
on attachment to own organisations for cost
feasibility reasons.
Medium-sized written paper to be orally
defended

Supervision by course tutors, local mentors
and institutions to which trainees are
attached.
Proposed Training Approach
The

work.shop concluded that an innovative
approach to training in policy studies was
necessary because of the nature of the subject
matter, the types of people to be trained and the
institutional

of the

training programme.
The preliminary guidelines proposed to assist
tho.se developing the eventual training approach
context

procedures of the SARIPS Masters
Programme are as follows.
As agreed in defining the course content
above, training will of necessity entail multidisciplinary perspectives and analytical
approaches in order to capture a variety of
social, political, economic and environmental
filters of policy design, as well as the diverse
short and long-term impacts of policies.
Similarly, the training approach will ensure
that different levels of the policy process and
different kinds of interest groups are factored
into the understanding of policy design and
evaluation. State centred and participatory
perspectives will be inculcated. The gender
dimension will permeate all courses. The
programme will also link trainees as part of
their training to various state, intergovernmental and people’s organisations in
order to gain direct knowledge of the practice
of policymaking and its evaluation.
To achieve the above, a variety of
specialists in different disciplines and fields
of study, emanating from different kinds of
institutions will of necessity be required to
54

tutors.

serve as

Human rights
Democratisation: pluralism and multi-party
states
T ransparency

and

lecturers and

one-party states and military regimes

same

work. The trainees will also receive distance
education

through a mentoring and monitoring
arrangement, during which they work on
substantive products ranging from essays,
practical policy exercises, readings for review
and examination, field-based research and

analytic activities, and a major policy analysis
project. During the residence period when
lectures are given, the trainees will also be
exposed to extra seminars involving guest
speakers and the public in order to sharpen their
skills in policy dialogue.
The tutors will have to produce detailed
lecture notes and reading lists for the trainees,
while SARIPS will commission detailed policy
case studies to be used by tutors and trainees.
Furthermore trainees will

serve

attachments

with their

employers and be supervised to
produce policy analysis products for those
agencies.
In order to cater for the distance learning
element a variety of methods will be used to
assess trainee performance. The trainees will
be assessed through course examinations,
continuous assessment based on assignments
and the major policy analysis project.
Assignments given in each course will carry an
average weight for that course of at least .‘iO'J'r of
the marks. The policy analysis project will
carry an average weight of approximately 20%
of the overall programme, with most of the
marks derived from the written exercise and
marks derived from

verbal

presentation
panel of experts. The optional courses will
carry 30% and the core courses will carry 50%
of the weight.
some

a

to a

The trainees selected will be of

academic

an

excellent

standing with a relevant first degree
and at least five years of work experience. A
gender, institutional and regional balance will
however be sought leading to special selection
adjustments. Remedial courses will be offered
for those good candidates lacking basic
grounding in economics and quantitative
methods, prior to the main training programme.

The

training approach will constantly be
through a series of assessment

refined

procedures and evaluations. The programme
annually by the trainees and
faculty, and every three years by user institutions
and professional evaluators. The universities
which accredit the programme will also review
the programme as external examiners and as
representatives on the programmes’
management committee.
It was agreed that a team of planning
will be evaluated

consultants will review and detail the above

training approaches in view of the specific
requirements of the accrediting universities and
in terms of the managerial considerations, and
develop a more thorough guideline for the
trainers and trainees. Furthermore, the

course

training approaches, readings and work
requirements of each course will be developed
in detail by commissioned experts as a basis for
developing a final course manual and
management procedures for the programme.
content,

Resolutions

The

workshop agreed to place emphasis

on

excellence in the selection of trainees, and to

target organisations that can use the policy
skills

effectively as outlined in section three of
The programme expects to produce
people who can develop viable alternative
policies within the contextual and resource
constraints facing the region, and with adequate
this report.

skills to cater for the socio-economic and

political sensitivities of the region.
The workshop resolved that the Masters
degree was a neccessary, relevant and feasible
initiative in terms of its objectives and the
strategy adopted as well as in terms of the
course content and the available
expertise in
the region. Furthermore, there were suitable
facilities and institutional motivation for the

The key constraints were to secure
adequate resources to finance the programme
initially, because of the large capital
development costs this entailed. It was agreed
that subsequent funding in the form of
fellow ships would be relatively easy to procure.
programme.

However it

was

recommended that

a team

of

planning consultants comprising four to five
experts would need to be hired over a threemonth period to develop the detailed plan of
action, management proceedures, course
content details and to promote the programme.
SARIPS would seek resources immediately to
hire such

a team,

as

well

as to

experts to develop the courses
accreditation.

commission

and

to

gain

The planning team would follow the agreed
guidelines on the course content and teaching
approaches and develop a five-year operational
plan.Ll
Sapem M.\Y. 1995
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SAFES

§

SEMINAR SERIES CLUB

I

inviting you to join the SAFES Seminar Series club
whose Membership fee stands at Z$250 per year. Benefits
will include free access to a series of high-level, wideWe

are

ranging debates in the vein of the highly successful Policy
Dialogue seminars which are held at SAFES every month.
Other benefits of membership will include a free copy of all
publications emanating from the.se seminars, plus a copy of
Southeni Africa Political and Economic Monthly (SAPEM)
magazine.
We are developing a hospitality centre where you will be
able to socialise and brainstorm with resource persons of
various backgrounds after every seminar.
Please contact:
Dr. Ibbo Mandaza,
The Executive Director of S APES/S ARIFS

for further details

on

Tel. 727875/790815
or

call

at

No. 4

Deary Avenue
Belgravia

CONFERENCE SERVICES
having problems in convening your
sub-region?
SAFES Trust regional head office organises
conferences, workshops and seminars in any country
of the sub-region on a commercial basis. We charge
a commission fee of 15 percent of total cost.
Direct all your enquiries to:
Are you

conference in the

SAPtSTRUST

SCHOLARSHIPS

The Southern Africa Political Economy Series (SAFES)
Trust is a regional organisation that was set up to operate
in Southern Africa with the objectives of facilitating and

promoting social science teaching, research and publication.
As

an

extension of these

objectives, the SAFES Trust also

promotes young scholarship by supporting undergraduates
and

post-graduate students pursuing further studies in the

social science field in Eastern and Southern Africa.

SAFES Trust is offering
scholarships to under-graduate and post-graduate students
pursuing studies in the social science field. The scholarships
are tenable at any university in the Eastern and Southern
Africa region other than their own national university and
cover some of the students' expenses. For post-graduate
students, this support gives them a chance to work on their
individual research proposals, with financial and service
support from SAFES. We believe that such a support
programme contributes to the development of social science
scholarship in the region, besides harnessing the exodus of
post-graduate students to the North.

With effect from 1995, the

Initially, the SAFES Trust scholarships are tenable for one
(1) year, subject to renewal for a further year or two. Fostgraduate applicants seeking these scholarships must enclose
a detailed research proposal which includes a budget while
under-graduate applicants must enclose proof of admission
to a university and the fees structure.
Fost graduate students must send their applications, with a
detailed curriculum vitae and university transcripts, letters
of support from the Dean of the Faculty, the Chairman of
the Department and also from the supervisor, while under

The Administrator

graduate students must send their applications with a
detailed C. V., copies of their relevant certificates, admission
letters and letters of support from the Dean of the Faculty

4

to:

Deary Avenue, Belgravia

SAFES Trust Regional

Office

P,(). Box MP 111, Mt Pleasant

The Executive Director
SAFES Trust

Harare, Zimbabwe

P.O. Box MP 111

Tel: 263-4-727875

Mount Pleasant

Fax: 263-4-732735

Harare. Zimbabwe

Telex: 26464 AAPS ZW

Safes Newsletter May. 1995

The

closing date is 10th June. 1995
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LDC

-

RECENT

ACQUISITIONS

New

periodical titles received in the LDC
Business Africa. A twice-monthly report published by the
Economist Intelligence Unit “to managers of African
operations”
Zamhezia. The Journal of the University of Zimbabwe
Africans on Africa. Published by IDOC, Rome
New hoN:s and documents received

Angola to 2000: prospects for

recovery,

by Tony Hodges.

London, EIU,1995
Lusaka Protocol

[photocopy], 1994

Bergen, Chr Michelsen Institute, 1994
05.03.03 Putting Gender on the Agenda: a guide to
participating in UN World Conferences. Geneva, UN NGLS,
1995
07.05.04

Shifting Cultivation E.xpansion and Intensity of
by Arild Angelsen.
Bergen, Chr Michelsen Institute, 1994
07.10.02 Non-cooperation in Fish E.vploitation: the ca.se
of irreversible capital investment in the Arcto-Norwcgian
Cod Fishery, by Ussif Rashid Sumaila. Bergen, Chr Michelsen
Production: the open economy case,

Institute, 1994

1995 UN Consolidated Inter-Agency Appealfor Angola.
1:

Vol
Jan-Dec 1995. Geneva, UN Dept Humanitarian Affairs,

1995

07.10.02

Migrant Fishermen in Congo: tradition and

modernity, by Eyolf Jul-Larsen. Bergen, Chr Michelsen
Institute, 1994

Mozambiquefeasibility study: report ofafactfindingmission
September 1994, by Gita Honwana-Welch. London,

11.01.02

The Income Ta.x Act. Harare, Government of

Zimbabwe, 1994

International Alert, 1994

Political Developments related toNamibia: report ofStanding
Committee II

ofthe United Nations Council for Namibia. New

York, UN, 1986

Prof. Wamba-dia-Wamba from the

The New South

Africa: business prospects and corporate
.strategies, by Tony Hawkins. London, Economist Intelligence
Unit, 1995
Zimbabwe to 1996: at the heart of a growing region, by
Roger Riddell. London, Economist Intelligence Unit, 1995
01.02.07 Of Laagers, Lepers and Leanness: South Africa
and regional security in the mid-1990s, by Peter Vale. Bergen,
Chr Michelsen Institute, 1994
02.01.03

Do Interest

Groups matter in economic policymaking? Refelctionsfrom a Zambia case study, by Lise Rakner.
Bergen, Chr Michelsen Institute, 1994
02.04.02 Etat. Développement et Rationalité en Afrique:
contribution å une analyse de la corruption, by Alice Nicole
Sindzingre. Talence, Bordeaux, Centre d’Etude d’Afrique
Noire, 1994
03.02.01

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
SAPES/AAPS MONTHLY FORUM

Structural

Adjustment in Africa: a survey of the
e.xperience, report prepared by the Centre for Development
Research to the Ministry of Eoreign Affairs Denmark.
Copenhagen, 1995
03.02.01 Report of the Fourth Round Sentinel Surveillance
for SDA Monitoring, conducted by the Government of
Zimbabwe Inter-Ministerial Committee on SDA Monitoring
with support from UNICEF. Harare, Ministry of Public Service
Labour and Social Welfare, 1994

history department.
University of Dar-es-Salaam will be the guest speaker at the
special Africa day monthly forum focussing on The Future
of African Liberation. The event will be held in Harare on
May 24, 1995.
SAPES/NAI METHODOLOGICAL SEMINAR

Sapes Trust in collaboration with the Nordiska
Afrikainstitutet (NAI) will be holding a methodologial
seminar on The Political and Social Conte.xt of Structural

Adjustment in sub-Saharan Africa, in Harare, from 25-28
May.
ENVIRONMENT COOPERATION
There will be

workshop on Danish Strategy for Regional
Cooperation in Southern Africa, in Harare
May.
a

Environment
from 22-23
SAFERE

SAPES Trust will be

officially launching its

The Southern African Feminist

new

journal

Review

(SAFERE) on
Thursday, June 8 at 16.00 hrs. The event will take place at
No.4

Deary Avenue, Belgravia, Harare.

PAWLO
The Pan African Women’s Liberation

Organistion
organisation that unites all African women in
their struggle for liberty, emancipation and development,
will hold its first meeting in Zimbabwe at Ranche House
College from 7 to 9 August.
(PAWLO)

an

03.03.04

Sociologie des Groupements a Vocation
Cooperative (GVC) dans la zone d'Ayame (Cote d'Ivoire), by
Alain Sissoko. Talence, Bordeaux, Centre d'Etude d'Afrique
Noire, 1994
04.02.01 Human Rights

Watch World Report 1995. London,
Rights Watch, Dec. 1994
04.02.01 Human Rights Violations and the Parado.x of
Democratic Transition: a study ofChile and Argentina, by El in
Skaar. Bergen, Chr Michelsen Institute, 1994
04.03.03 Local Government and Decentrali.sation in Sub-
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During late March and early May, SAPES Trust regional
was visited by a variety of people coming to

head office

Human

Saharan Africa: an annotated bibliography, by

VISITORS TO SAPES

Kjetil Bprhaug.

familiarise themselves with
these

were:

our work. Notable among
Dr Judith Burdin Asuni; Lt. Gen. S. Ibrahim;

Maj. Gen. Ishila Williams, Nigeria; Radoman Jovic,
Yugoslavia; S. Fikeni and G.
Huston, Croben Park; Charles Kalugula, R.S. Sigera and
Ambassador of the F.R. of

Benot Lindahl, Tanzania; Dot Keet, CSAS, South Africa;
P.

Nimpuno, The Hague and Rexford Ahene, USA.J
Sapes Newsletter May. 1495

SAFES BOOKS
NOW AVAILABLE
ANNOL'NC IN(; THK SOUTHERN AFRICAN FEMINIST REVIEW
Southern African Feminist Review (SAFERE)
Edited by Patricia McFadden

SAFER!-;

SoLiihcrn AlViciin

F-cminisi Rc\icu

A collective of African Feminists based in Zimbabwe have

now produced the first issue of Southern African
(SAFERE). Vol. 1 No. 1 1995 entitled‘The Gendered Politics of Land”, with lead articles by
Rudo Gaidzanwa, Sam Moyo, Patricia Made, Phyllis Jordan, and Kwanele Jirira among others.

Feminist Review
The Gendered
Polities of Land

Contributors to the Journal

are

drawn from the rich network of African Feminist scholars

across

the continent.

Additionally, SAFERE provides a forum for young African Feminists to make their voices heard, and to have
the opportunity to acquire writing skills and develop the confidence necessary to write for public audiences.

Vol. I \o. I 1995

The Journal, which is based at SAFES Trust in the Gender Division, is

Regional, Continental and Global Collective is in formation which will be made
activists writing and working on issues of gender and power.
However,

a

The next issue of SAFERE will be entitled “Gender, Politics and
All Feminist scholars and activists

and announcements of

are

up

managed by a Harare-based collective.
of leading African Feminist scholars and

Democracy”, and is expected in September/October, 1995.

invited to send articles, reviews, debates, poems,

advertisements for other Feminist publications

forthcoming meetings/seminars/workshops to:

Dr. Patricia McFadden, Head-Gender Division, SAFES Trust, P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe.
First

Price: Local: Z$40,00

published: 1995, Il3pp

Africa: US$I5,00

Order your copies from SAFES Books,
P.O. Box MP 111, Mt. Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe
Phone:

727875f790815; Fax: 732735; Telex: 26464 AAPS ZW

SPEEDY

DESK TOP PUBLISHING,
ORIGINATION &

NEVER
BUY OR SELL FOREIGN CURRENCY
UNTIL YOU’VE CHECKED OUR RATES

The

PRINTING SERVICES
For all your typesetting,

origination and printing requirements,
see us

We offer

first.

professional services at competitive rates.
No job is too big or too small.
For further information contact:

The Production Co-ordinator

Foreign Exchange
Company
has

at

Villa

Gardens,

4

corner

Harare

-

Fourth St./Central Ave.

Telephone 794544

Thinking of Hiring a Car?
TATENDA CAR HIRE
Free

delivery and collection to

Southern African

Printing & Publishing House
(SAPPHO)
Deary Avenue (off Mazowe Street)
Belgravia, Harare
Tel: 790815/736305

opened a

BUREAU DE CHANGE

Harare

Airport,

Companies and City Hotels

TATENDA CAR HIRE
Villa Gardens, corner Fourth St./Central Ave.
Harare

—

Telephone 794756, 724153

